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INTRODUCTION

The

great increase, in the last three decades, of critical

attention to autobiographies indicates that such writing is finally being
recognized as a

distinct genre and thus is receiving the

separate

consideration which Northrop Frye called for in Anatony of Criticism.l

I would further argue that autobiography requíres separate consideration
not only as a genre or node, or as part of the ever-changing formation
and reformation

as Marc

Eli

of these nodes, but also as "the Other of literature",

Blanchard puts

it.2

Autobiography

is a touchstone in tines

of generic chaos, a catal-ytic agent for generic renewal and a continuing
reminder

of the

human

Georg Misch

Autobiography
changes

world that gives rise to the worLd of art.

is correct

when he argues

in his History of

Ín Antiquity that autobiographical

works nark great

in the consciousness of humans. He describes the

represented by The Confessions

of Saint Augustine:

change

"Man was

trying to

get into touch with the inner Life-springs of the world, in order to
free himself from the pressure of physical necessity, and to regaÍn the
harmony and

inner tranquillity of his existence

man's actua-l

personal experience becane their driving-power, and it led to an insight

into those deep layers of
and the

hunan existence

in which passion

and suffering

feeling for the infinite obtained the character of positive

vaLues."3 For Misch, The Confessions are the culnination of that drive,

the book being the landmark formal expression of the dawning of the
Christian era.
-vf-

Extending Misch's

point,

that

one could argue

The Story of
¡i

Abelard's Adversities is a landmark literary moment for medievaL
becoming renaissance man,

that

man

Rousseau's Confessions both defines the

ego-centric, ronantic temperament, and sets into operation a genre flow

that culninates in the kunstlerromans of our own century,

that

and

Franklin's Autobiography gives us a portrait of the self-made

man

Ben

that

influences American literature even to such present day works as A,rthur

Millerrs

Death

of a Salesman.

['ìlonen's autobiographies represent

contemporary conscÍousness.

In

a simi]ar "cufnination" for our

"The Tradition

of

Women's

Autobiographies," and in her introduction to lrlonen's Autobiography,

Estelle Jelinek traces a separate history of
works and argues
them

women's autobÍographical

that these accounts manifest characteristics that

the precursers of our contemporary sensibility:

"however much the

gradual collapse of traditional vafues has made r4rornen's vaLues
acceptable

for

wonen

to the present maLe culture,

what may appear new

the culnination of a long tradition.

make

more

is, in fact,

"4

with Misch's and Jelinek's argunents in ¡nind, I would suggest that
autobiographical. forms are

a "natural" choice for

that the traditional. genres,

nade and shaped

for

women, who

often find

and by males primarity,

often exclude fenale experience, whereas autobiography, which tends to
take its shape as much from the individual life as from any external.
generic requirenents, allows a fuller expression of a wonan's

experience. Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar see creative
suffering an enornous disadvantage

when

- vtL -

wonen as

they try to express thenselves

$

traditional genres. A woman writing is inevitabJ-y involved in
"a revisionary process not against her (male) precursor's reading of
the world but against his reading of her."5 Thus, women have trouble
through

fitting their stories into
nuch

of what the

firolnan

male genres and

Gilbert and Gubar argue that

writer wishes to say is hidden behind

generic

requirements. They concLude that "what J.iterary wonen have hidden or
disguised is what each writer knows is in some sense her

oúrrn

story"

(pp. 75-76).
Given

that in the past men have been more confortable in

traditional genres than wonen, the exclusion of autobiography from

the

nainstrean of our J.iterary heritage has been a much greater disservice

to

women

writers than to men.

Through ny examination of

autobiographical theory and individual works of Canadian

uromen's

autobiography, I hope to make this significant portion of our heritage

available for 1Íterary consideration as weJ, l as suggest the
re-examination
My

of

sone well-known

texts as autobiographies.

najor source in locating texts has been True Daughters of the

North, Canadian
a wide range
book-J.ength

Womenrs

History:

An Annotated Bibliography, which

of autobiographical documents.6 I

have

lists

línited myself to

texts, for it is in these that the developmental aspects of

women's accounts

are best exhibited. The texts considered in

each

chapter were chosen after a broad survey of similar texts and are those
which best represent

their group. In deciding which autobiographers

"Canadian," inclusiveness has been my guiding principle.
Autobiographers who were not Canadian

citizens, but who wrote about

- vl-LÌ -

a

are

significant experience lived in
úvomen

shaped by

Canada have been

the Canadian environment, but

included, as well

who

write

about

in other

lands

'

In dealing with

such

a large body of work sone chronological

experiences

as

ordering is neçeSsary, bUt sinCe "first-Comers" to the Canadian

SCene

Could have arrÍved anytime over a three-century span' the Chapter

divisions tend to be more topical than chronological. Chapter 1
outlines the theoretical position that underlies the consideration of

all the texts from al1 periods. A necessary division among the "early"
wonen is nade between those considered in chapter 2, who wrote
autobiographical accounts in the forn of diaries, journals or letters,
and those

in

Chapter

3,

who wrote

retrospeçtive nemoirs. A group of

"traveLing wonen", whose agçounts cover a tine period from the early
eighteen hundreds

to the present day, are considered in

accounts of

writing later in our history

women

Chapter

4'

The

have been divided into

those autobiographies which were undertaken after their authors reached
some

special public status as "achievers" (Chapter 5) and those that

may

be considered as the products of "literary" women (Chapter 6). Chapter
T considers the work

of four wonen whose accounts not only represent

variety of autobiographicaL efforts by
the basis for

some

Canadian women,

the

but also provide

speculations on the future. The Conclusion connects

Canadian l^romen's autobiography

with the larger

tradition.

-lX-

Canadian

literary
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CHAPTER

a

1-

CRITICAL DIRECTIONS

r,:.

Intensive exanination of women's autobiography as a separate
phenomenon from menls was spearheaded

in

1969 when PauL Delany devoted

a

chapter of British Autobiography in the Seventeenth Century to the life

stories of women. He observes that "because of their subservient social
position, that firm identification with profession or occupation
was

typical of their nale counterparts Ís not present."

which

He notes

that

they often identify "with their husbands'careers and interest," but that
because

of their "reLatively

strike the

weak vocationaL

modern reader as having,

sensibility' than their

interests

Ithese

women]

generally, a more 'unified

na-le counterparts:

their lives

seen less

conpartmentalized, they have a wider range of emotional responses to
everyday events and more ar,vareness
wâV, the three

chief features of

occupied theorÍsts on
women's excluded

of concrete realities."l

wonen's autobiography

that

In this
have

this subject since 1970 are identified:

a)

position and a resultant de-emphasis of the profession

as the center of life, b) women's tendency to identify with

significant "other,"
autobiographers and

and

c) the "unified sensibility" of

its connection with

a

women

contemporary notions of

identity.

In her several examinations of
Meyer Spacks explores

being a

woman

wonen's autobiographies, Patricia

the inplications of turning the disadvantages of

into autobiographical advantage.

general.ly attenpting

to

surmount

to operate within linitations.

Spacks sees men as

societal Limits

whereas wonen attempt

In order to do this

wonen must

::ii'

.r:l:

"transform difficult

reality into

autobiography,

women

tend to mythologize their lives, each

autobiographer

"affirning her womanhood through imagination. "3

glamorous

myth."2 Thus, in

A.s

weLl, Spacks sees wonen as having a preoccupation with being "good"

:l:l

):

..:

rather than exceptional, which leads to a desire to exanine every part

of the life to

see how

it

neasures up

to a self-imposed standard of

goodness. This accounts for the "expressiveness" of wonen's accounts,

a

ì:ì

styJ.e

in which the autobiographer

spontaneousLy, the chaos

needs

to set down, seemingly

of detail of the life in an effort to find

her

"goodness." Measuring the goodness of all areas of their lives rather
than the perfection of a chosen portion,

I^romen

offer what Spacks

a uniquely feminine definition of self.4 Spacks believes that
aspect

of that definition is

becoming more and more popuJ.ar

in

sees as

one

our

century because of our preoccupation with the naturation changes of late
adolescence,

particularly the development of the imaginative facutty at

that stage of life.
full maturity,

I¡ihereas

and the nineteenth century's preoccupation

were less advantageous

to

compJ.ete

the eighteenth century's glorification of

to

women, Spacks suggests

that wonen's

tendency

their personalities through acts of fantasy and imagination

is very nuch the twentieth-century
Spacks also notes

self-definition.
successfuJ.ly

with childhood

mode.5

the importance of the "other" in

In this regard, as weLl, as in reference to the ability

to mythologize herself,

Dinesen (Karen

wonenrs

Spacks

ideal autobiographer is Isak

Blixen). out of Africa "reveal-s the self in its

attention to the other. The author declares relationship in every act

of her existence -- with her workers, her friends, her

animaLs, her

-t
iìl
i::

i:
Í.:
f¡,
1::

ii
3

l:

ii

chance acquaintances; and

ì.
f:

inanimate. Through

t:

with the vast world of AfrÍca, aninate and
relationship she discovers and defines herself as

mythical wonan, affirmÍng her

womanhood

i'
i;:
i:,.

through imagination while

denonstrating in action her capacity to surnount all womanly

limitation"."6 0f course, true to spacks,s definition, Dinesen
"surmounts" not by perfectionist strivings but through learning to
"good"

at various activities, to

know a wide range

of lifestyles

be

through

her various relationships.

In her essay "The other Voice: Autobiographies of I¡io¡nen Writers,"
Mary G. Mason formalizes this principle of the "other" and identifies
its chief paradigms.

Mason

autobiographies do we

find the patterns estabLished by the

states that "nowhere in

vùonen's

two

prototypica] nale autobiographers, Augustine and Rousseau;

and

conversely male writers never take up the archetypal models

of Julian

fof Norwich],

Margery Kenpe, Margaret Cavendish and Anne Bradstreet.',7

Mason describes

conversion
opposing

the Augustinian nodel as a "dranatic structure of

self is presented as the stage for a battle of
forces and where a climatic victory for one force -- spirit
where the

defeating fLesh -- conpletes the drama of the self. " The Rousseau nodeÌ
is seen as a secular version of the egoistic archetype which is',an
unfolding self-discovery where characters and events are little more
than aspects of the author's evoLving consciousness." Womenrs models
evidence the

firn

acknowledgement

of "the real

presence and recognÍtion

of another consciousness, and the disclosure of femaÌe self Ís linked
the identifÍcation of sorne rother' . . . This grounding of identity
through

relation to the

chosen other

.

enab-Le[s] women

to write

to

openly

4

about themselves"

(p. 210). According to

Mason's theory,

autobiography other people do not pray the
exampLe, Augustine's

in

women's

linited roles that for

nother, Monica, does in the confessions, that of

beloved person present

at

one

significant

moment

a

to give impetus and

blessing to a great change already in operation in the autobiographer.
Rather, the "real- presences" of [Ìomen's autobiographies nuch more fu1ly
denonstrate

in their recorded words and deeds, in the qualities

they

represent, the image of selfhood that the autobiographer is exploring.
Thus

Julian and Margery

Kempe

identify with a creator

who

is Father,

and

Lover (and for Kenpe, son), Margaret cavendish identifies a great deal

of her own ]ife with that of her husband,

and A,nne Bradstreet

identifÍes

her most complete self with the larger cornnunal spirit of puritan

New

England.

inportant "other" not identified by Mason is the nother, the
individual who gives the growing female her first standard of femininity
One

and

naternality. rn "Heritages:Dinensions of

Mother-Daughter

Relationships in Wonen's Autobiographies, " Lynn Z. Bloon theorizes that

the nother plays a pervasive rofe in giving the daughter a sense of self

in transmitting the values of the cultural group. Bloom points out
that Ín writing of her mother in her autobiography the daughter places
herself in a shaping situation vis-a-vis this powerfuj. relationship, one
and

that

she has not been able

enornous significance

to

occupy

in life.8

for alL "others" in

The observation has

women's autobiography,

for

writer as woman nay be defining herself through identifícation with
other, but as writer she is, at reast to some degree, reshaping the

the

the

other to suit her own identification needs. Thus she recreates another

5

that will create the new self of the autobiographer.
The implications for style that this phenonenon invoLves are vital.
.lill-:

Jan

Zlotnik Schmidt sees the expression of a fragmented nature by women

l:ifì

:'l
,l
,:ç
a.;..

ì
:1.::,.:

il:iì::i
,

ìt:

::tl.::r:

,iiìl;
I

i'.ll

autobiographers, a nature attenpting

to conplete itself through the

exploration of others, as requiring a less tight structure than

traditional nale autobiography. IIer exampfes, Maxine Hong Kingston,
Maya Angelou and Lillian Hellman create, through the shedding of false
seLves and

the

emergence

of the true seff, a kind of "hybrid song," that

incorporates the other whiLe moving beyond her/him'9 Such an

incorporation, rather than transcendence, requires a kind of
.:l
:.:

expressiveness and the discontinuity

ttl,,

autobiographer th at best

of non-heroic forms.

illustrates Schmidt's point is

Kingston who, in The Wonan Vùarrior: Memoirs
grows up the

Perhaps the

Maxine

of a Girlhood

painfully divided child of her American birth

Hong

Among GÞqgls,

and the

contradictory world of her mother's Chinese tradition in which a girl

chitd is seen as a tragedy which a family must bear.
rather than rejecting the destructive identity

Hong Kingston,

components

her mother

offers her, learns through nythologization the inner strength of
Chinese

heritage. Rather than rejectÍng her mother as a role

Hong Kingston

her

nodel,

explores her mother's past and her own relationship with

her to find the strength and pride of this significant other.

facts of her personal story are not
Hong Kingston uses

enough

Vùhen

the

to forge her entire identity,

her mother's tales of China as a basis for the

invention of her own mythology in which she creates the ancestresses

that

she needs

to define her feninine identity.

By

this process of

imaginative incorporation, nothing of consequence is left behind in the

6

writer's creation of her "hybrid song," for the essence of alL her
contending traditions is incorporated into the new self. The styte
used by Hong Kingston

stories,

is that of a series of interconnected short

each conplete

self definition.

The

in itself but noving in series to a nore

stories

narrative, as the writer
"nemoirs,

shapes

the realistic-historic to mythic

her identity through the writÍng of her

"

Although important

of

move from

critical directions

emerge from an examination

wonen's autobiography as separate from nenrs, nany

is not specifically in the field of
directions.

Through

their

work we nay see the ways

ì,:l
t,ì

Brée describes as the break-up

list of styJ.istic

elements

of the attributes often

critics

wonen's accounts also

autobiographies signal the larger movement in

i

complete

whose work

offer valuable

in which wonen's

literature that

of traditional genre systens.

Germaine

Brée's

characteristic of the break-up includes

mentioned as

characteristic of

most

wonen's

autobiographical writing. These features include "blanks, unfinished
sentences, sentences

that begin in

medias

res; discontinuities within

continued development; narrative prose, fragments
anecdotes,

aphorisns

of

a

autobiography,

and, everywhere, the juxtaposition of widety

different patterns of rhetoric

and registers

of

vocabuLary

within

a

singJ.e f rame. "10

Critics

concerned

with

how

the inpuJ.se to write autobiography

relates to identity formation also offer insights that can be applied to
women's

accounts. John Claude Curtin in "Autobiography

7

Dialectic of Consciousness," sees consciousness as in the process of
unifying all its activities through "reflective recolfection. "

Thus

'i,rs

::\

"autobiography

is not simply

one

of the possible ways in

which

.iì:ì.:

.,:¿

,i.ìl

,'i:
':;.
.

rl:
:È

::..!i
::ìt::
.,ìr,iri

i:rì

.

.:
:

intentional- consciousness can busy itself.
form

It is, rather, a necessary

of the conscious function of reflective recol-Lection." For Curtin,

in autobiography "l-ife is in process of elaboration of itself"11
is the finding of a synbol with which to
nakes the autobiographical story

toward an archetypal search,

embody

possible.

it is

it

this elaboration that

Given

necessary

and

this kind of

impuj.se

to "re-vision"

ä:i:

autobiographical works in the light of the insights of nodern psychology
.: i]rl

in order to
happening,
'j

observe the search

to

one degree

for the primitive self that is

inevitabJ.y

or another, in autobiography. Thus, as

Christine Downing points out, the work of the fathers of psychology,
Freud and Jung,

in

overlooked even

in autobiographies that predate the insights of

showing how consciousness seeks

identity, cannot be
modern

psychology. l2
The consequences

for style of

of itself" are infinite.

"consciousness

in search of a symbol

Jean Starobinski asserts

that Ín

autobiography

"the very notion of style realJ.y obeys a systen of organic metaphors,
according

is

to which expression

pushed open by

nakes the poÍnt

proceeds from experience

the flow of sap through the stem."13 philippe

that the autobiographer's search for

the writer to adopt the first,
discover himself.

... as the flower

14

second and

Lejeune

persona may push

third person in an effort to

I
If

such a process

of seLf-discovery is going on in the very act of

writÍng autobiography, then a similarly creative reading act is required

:t.llt

li{ì

to realize the full richness of autobiographical accounts. In insisting
for

Barrett J.

r'â

on such a reading

.i\!]

avaiLable for other works. Mandel calls Rousseau's autobiography

.t:
:.,1:

.tl

Rousseau's Confessions,

"nasterpiece of the genre because it allows

-'-sl

ra.:i

Mandel nakes

phenomenological reading

of autobiographical

a

conflicting truths to

manifest themselves, creating a complex unity."15 By such

,ììa

it

documents

a

the reader enters

into the spÍrit of discovery that the writer entered into in writing.
. :t¡.:

This more active reader is less dependent on familiar strategies of

:tì:_ìi::.

.ar.a

mechanical design and enters
Mandel describes

which

in lyrical terns:

For ne these profound moments body forth a sense of
my sharing life--being--with the author, no natter
how renote he or she may be fron me in sorne ways.
The autobiographer springs open a door and gives me a
glance into his or her deepest reality, at the sane
time casting ny mind into a state of reverie or
speculation. The being of the author is felt to
merge with ny own. For a moment I plummet deep into
ny own veiled assunptions, feelings, and selfmeaning. It is the experience of Zugehörigkeit
('belonging'), in which we recognize our
subordination and obligation to shared truths
(embodied by Ianguage) larger than ourselves (p. 69).

: ì::.:.

'.'irìl

.:'

.:!:l
l'

...-ìl

::.:.ì:

:

into a union with the autobiographer

t-:ì:

ì::ì

,::ì
:.:.:j

This act of phenonenological reading

may

be compared to the

philosophicaj. principle of "final" knowLedge which is likened to
romantic J.ove by tr{illian Earle in The Autobiographica-l Consciousness.

Earle states that this act of ".Love" leads to a nore
because, "knowledge
adequate

::::iì

ì

is final

to the object itserf

when

compJ-ete knowledge

our cognition of an object is both

and known

to be adequate. Its truth

9

therefore is not a natter of chance, hypothesis or external comparisons.
Cognition is adequate, absolute, and final when WE grasp the obiect
wholJ.y, and know

that

we grasp

it wholly."16

This is the kind of reading that I wish to undertake in examining

individual

Canadian women's autobiographies. The

object, in this

case

the individual autobiography, must be considered on its own terms, not
assessed according to the popular life-writing styles or literary
cliChês of its time, or ours, nor judged by the degree to which it
conforms

of the

to the great

male autobiographies

of its age.

The second part

phenomenological reading does, however, impJ-y externals

nust "know that [I] grasp it whol]y."
the object except by, in

How

in that I

do I assess ny knowledge of

some manner, comparing

the object to its

environnent? In other words, "knowing" a literary objeCt Ís not only
the merging of a close recreative reading, but also knowing it in

relationship to the larger fiterary world. But it Ís necessary to
accomplish this without alJ.owing that world to become prescriptive

and

exclusive toward the text being examined.

facilitate this kind of reading of wonen's autobiographies,
work of genre theorists can be particularly helpful. In
Autobiographical Acts: The Changing Situation of a Literary Genre'
To

the

Elizabeth Bruss, without establishing exclusive definitions, offers
guidance on how

to decide which writing acts benefit from critical

consideration as autobiographY'
Bruss points out

that "Living as hre do at a tine

and

in a literary

1.0

comnunity which recognizes autobiography as a

undertaking, it is difficult

existed.

We

distinct

for us to realize that it

and deliberate
has

not always

read ol.der texts, or texts of another culture, and find in

then autobiographical intentions, but it is often our own conventions
which inforn this reading and give the text this force
autobiography
another

for us tnay have originally

act."17

To overcone

work by the standards

this

been

lqJhat

is

only the by-product of

problem and the tendency

to judge a

of literary periodization, Bruss suggests that

there are variables which should be taken into account in the textual
examination

of autobiography.

They invo],ve such elements as the textual

features of a work that signal its fictional or non-fictional intent,
consideration of what the major functions of the text were in the

writerrs tine,

and degree

to which the

comnunity valued particuLar forms

for their usefulness as paradigms for correct living.

Such

considerations can be helpful in identifying autobiographicaj" content,

often disguised by other intentions, and can

become

part of a method of

exanination.
As

well, Bruss offers three "ruLes" for assessing

the

autobiographical nature of a work. we can establish the unity of

author, narrator and nain character as a criteria for autobiography.
can observe

in

what ways the author asserts

events reported

"to

have been,

that the information

and

[are] to be or have the potential for

being the case," and hre can assess the ways

in which the writer

"purports to believe in what Is]he asserts" (p. 10-11).
observations

We

will help to establish the sincerity

and

These

authenticity of

an

account. In other words, Bruss sees the reader's stance as intrinsic to

11

the autobiographicaL act. The writer and reader have a kind of unstated
agreement, what Philippe Lejeune

calls Le pacte autobiographique.lS

By

using Bruss's guidelines, many documents, such as those previousJ.y
thought vaLuable only as social

autobiographical "acts.

history,

can be exanined as

"

Such a method can be enlivened by a knowledge

of the strategies of

that most conscious of styJ.ists, Gertrude Stein. In her introduction to
her study of Stein as autobiographer, S. C. Neuman describes

of Alice B. Tokl"as as a move toward meta-autobiography,

Autobiography
whereby

stein

announces and exemplifies

a theory of genre at the

time. This theory

invoJ.ves going beyond the egoc*entric and

deyelo,lne,ntal type

of autobiography

popurar as a

The

result of the Ronantic

denies a consistent continuity

same

begun by Rousseau and made nore
movement,

in favor of a form that

of self, that transcends tine instead of

traversing it, and that insists that the relationships between people
are more inportant than individuals in isolation.

Neuman

sees Stein as

doing this through a narrative structure that Stein herself called the
"continuous present," which

series of still

like the cinema, presents

frames 3oined.19

continuous present as

it

appears

When Neuman comes

in

rnovement

as

to illustrate

a

the

The Autobiography, we see that

Stein's narrative strategies are similar to the feminine strategies that

r

have been sunmarizing. The description

of the

famous

"party" scene at

the beginning of stein's book shows the use of such devices as the
anecdote (AJ.ice

telling us about

one

of their gatherings of

distinguished artists), as the vehicle of several strategies.
anecdotal digressions, within the framework

The

of the J.arger anecdote of

72

the party, which on the surface would make the narrator

seem

disorganized, are really ways in which AlÍce is aLfowed to "begin again"
over and over, at the start of the party but at a different perspective

tine all the digressions are woven together, we are
given a "party" that is a multitude of refLecting surfaces, each coming
each

tine.

By the

together around the nuc-leus of Gertrude Stein, although Stein has not at
most times seemed the center

of the narrator's attention. Thus, we see

the expressionÍstic detail and the discontinuity associated with wonen's
autobiography used by a sophisticated

artist to create the

continuous

present.

rn addition, other strategies of
quite consciously by Stein.

We

women

Learn about

autobiographers are used

the "genius" artists present

at the party through Alice's taLk with their wives, an ironic twist of
the "sÍgnificant other" phenomenon. of course, Alice herself is the
most

significant "other" of the autobiography.

through the point
way

By

tellÍng her

own story

of view of Alice Toklas, Stein takes identification

of the "other" as far as that strategy can be taken.

almost self-mockine (or ego-mockine)

by

The hunorous,

effect thus created by stein is

a

characteristic that is often seen in wonen's autobiographies and which
down-plays emphasis on the

ego-self.

The Autobiography

is on the

surface full of understated humor, and deals with personalities, fashion
and gossip almost

in the styre of the

memoirs

of a court lady. yet this

strategy has the very serious intention of creating a style that is

anti-historical

and anti-egoc,entristic, and a world view

that insists

the primacy of relationship and the relativisn of knowJ.edge. .
Autobiographers such as stein, Hong Kingston and Dinesen offer

::liÊ-

on

13

highlY conscious examples
nature

of

wornenrs

fives.

of strategies that are designed to reveal
These

strategies occur, often nore

unconsciously, in the accounts of
anchored

women

struggting to record lives

in relatedness, women whose ground of being insists

abandoning the

the

historical view of the

on

worLd because they cannot leave

the various versions of themselves Ín the past. The use of these

strategies are often at war with a conscious commitnent to nore

traditional forns of autobiography.

The

texts these

often be highly "resistant" to traditional reading
Janes Cox offers a t^¡ay into such

r^ronen

produce can

methods.

texts. In his analysis of

Up Fron

slavery, he encourages critics to see the "bl-eak inertia of its prose

its didacticism, its self-gratulation, its facts

its policies"

and

as Booker T. washingtonts hray of giving his life weight.20 cox sees the
nineteenth-century black man as going through the same self-buiJ.ding
process as the equally didactic Ben Frankrin, the white man's nodel.

With this comparison in mind, úlashington's strategies can be viewed

positively.

The condition

misunderstood race

more

of being a member of a suppressed and

is often

used conparatively

with the female condition

for the purposes of argunent. Certainly in their efforts to give their
Iives "weight," women autobiographers often resort to stylistic features
that

make

their accounts "resistant."

different type than that of

The

"inertia" nay be of

Washington, but the

spirit of

a

Cox's

positive method of reading remains equally applicabJ.e.

rn any ful1 examination of

women's autobiographies,

it is

necessary
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to reconsider the traditional_-4efinition of the word autobiography and
its applicability. UntÍl recently, autobiography has been regarded asa
genre which includes only those works
works which come out

of the

of the

Augustine,/Rousseau type,

-tradition and often include
aspects of pubJ.ic apology as weJ.l. In this kind of life-writing, as Roy

Pascal puts
shape

confessional

it, the author must "overlook the difference

of life

and the shape

of an autobiography."2l

involves a "review of a life from a particular

It

emphastt".:

Such

rnoment

. spiritual/psychological self that is

between the

a definition

in time" (p. 3). "'l

designed by the

êgo, or by an act of the ego inspired by divine intention, and which
becomes

consistant and unified in the shaping. In a "co_llusion" (p.

between past and present,

personal

11)

the autobiographer uses the external life, the

history, as so much raw materia.L, for the final act of

self-creation.
By Pascalrs

definition diaries are not autobiographies

because they

are ful1 of "uncertainties, false starts, momentariness," and lack the
"coherent shaping"

tine

memoirs are

that is

necessary

for autobiography. At the

same

rejected because they focus on others, whereas, for

Pascal, an autobiography is consistently "focused on the sel-f" (p.b).

since women consistentJ.y focus on others while shaping the self, since
they are often describing lives full of "momentariness," and since the

act of autobiography is often a way in which women

shape

the self rather

than sum up the acconplished act, the consistency that Pascal and other

theorists

demand would be

exanple of once nore

different needs.

'r:i:fì

'ì;ì
L

a false standard for

women

to follow,

tying to fit nale shaped genres to

These standards are perhaps becoming

an

women's

false for

men

15

afso as shown by the work of critics such as MandeL and Curtin in moving
away from

ones

that

traditional definitions. But whereas these definitions are
once suited men's needs, they have always been unsuitable for

defining a "fe¡ninine" life.

In order to

examine women's accounts

fairly

we must view

the

di,.arV,

not as a less artful sub-genre, but as a type of "seriaf

"22 Robert Fothergill in Private Chronicles asserts that
a diarist is not an artless recorder, but "sets a standard for himself

autobiography.

an external conception

of the requirements of the genre.

He

is

under an obligation

to prosecute activeJ.y the task of bringing along a

coherent story with

significant interest. Instead of an ad hoc jotting

down

of impressions, the writing of the diary entails a continual jiì

negotiation between conprehensiveness and digested relevance"

1

i

-.'_!

(pp. 153-4). Thus, for

that

women,

can provide a nethod

of

the diary offers the advantage of

embracing

lives while offering an art forn

a

:i

form

the "comprehensiveness" of their

denanding

that the

monentariness

,

the

fragmentation, the profusion of "others" that make up their days can
shaped

into a "digested

Because

reciprocity

reLevence."

the "real presence" of others is so much a part of

Life stories,

and because the mg¡gir

between

offers a way to

wonenrs

show the

the personal life and the rarger community, it

aLso suitable as a form

be

of

women's

1S

autobiography. Often considered

the less insightful younger sister of autobiography, the form

AS

has

received a needed infusion of criticaL attention through the work of
Marcus

Billson, lrho in "Menoir:

New perspectives on

attenpts to confront the critical view of

memoirs

AS

a Forgotten Genre, "
"

incomplete

,

Iiì
!i

16

superficial autobiographies inaccurate, overly personal

histories."23 Since Billson

with the idea that ,'genres

agrees

are

l

essentially contracts between a writer and his audience," his strategy
is to "clarify the rcontract' of expectations between the nemoir-writer
and

his

audience and thereby eliminate some

of the hermeneutical

that has plagued the genre" (p. 260). This contract, Billson
asserts, requires not only that the ¡nemoir be a writer's sincere account
confusion

of

what he believes

to be his real past, but that it contain "a

vision of the past. "

The menoir "presents

noral,

the process of the

menorialistrs reconfronting and reappraising his menories" for the
purpose
neaning

of "bearing witness to'them, affirming their significance and
for the future" (p. 261). Billson asserts that "the ultimate

question whether a memoir is Literature rests not upon styJ.e . .. but
upon an evaluation

of the structure

represented world, and the cogency

and depth

of the menorialist's

(p. 262). By "moral vision" Billson
superimposed on

of the nemoir's

does

the life but a vision of

moraL vision"

not inply a code of norality

how

life

can be

ful]y lived,

a

vision which the autobiographer gains through riving and through the
autobiographical act. Thus the contract between writer and reader
demands

that history be infused with the personal moral vision

and that

the personal autobiographical impulse be always aware of the "thisness
the historicity, of past historicar life" (p. 269). Billson

sees

the nemoir writer performing three roles, that of "the eyewitness, the

participant, and the histor" (p. 277).

These are

terns drawn fron the

vernacular of the historÍan, but they are equivaLent to Bruss's triad

in lrhich the writer of autobiography presents a self that is

77

sinultaneousJ.y the nain character
work and the

writer outside the

of the life-story, the narrator in

the

work.

In another article, "LÍ.l.lian

Hellman and the Strategy

of

the

'Other'," this tine co-authored with Sidonie A. smith, Bilrson writes
that the "memorialist's vision of the outer world is as much a
nrSjeltion and refraction of the self as the autobiographer's"24
that

like

women

Hellman

autobiography because

it

find the

alLows them

who, as they come together

broader

satisfying than traditional

to live in a

in her memory, become

articulation of her 'seLf'" (p.
The arguments made

menoir nore

of 'others'
significant in the
"r¡rorld

163).

for the inclusion of

memoirs and

definition of autobiography by critics

diaries in

their lives

women's

it is important to note that in their efforts to recreate

women

often resort to a melange of forns, so that

introspective autobiography and externally centered memoir, as in
Kingston's

a

such as Fothergilr,

Billson and smith alLow for fairer and fuller readings of
accounts, but

and

Woman

Hong

Warrior, combine to create a "hybrid" form which suits

the "hybrid" life.
with this in mind it is necessary to consider two other writing
nodes as expressions

of

the trave]

The le.t-ter,

lccount.

wonen's autobiographical impuJ.se, the

letter

and

with its connotations of personal

intinacy and privacy, has always been a form that has been a convenient

':
of female expression.

and popular node

epistoJ.ary form makes
needs

An inportant feature

of

it especiaJ.ly advantageous to the autobiographical

of wonen. Because of the fact that letters are often written for

an intimate audience of family or close connections, the letter

,ìL-.

the

assumes

18

an
the presense of "The Confidant who inspires, r^rins, or Loses trust
called into existence by the need of every letter
essential figure

writer to

have

a'friendly

cares'.u25 In this

way

figure of the reader

bosom'

into which he can'disburden his

the letter provides in its very essentials,

who

is both

audience and

the

significant "other."

travel account has been recognized by sone J,iterary historians
as contaÍning autobiographical elements. Longman's Conpanion to British
The

Literature maintains that Romanticisn encouraged the travel writer to
::ilil

use "the contact r^rith strange physical environments and

::ili

draw nearer

to autobiography."26 But the

same

peoples.... [to]

entry a].so enphasizes

that travel literature which contains autobiographical elements is
viewed as an intermediary stage between travel writing and a more
:ral.:1

"mature"

:.;*:
:..!li:

writing form, the travel novel. I

best

would suggest that,

especially in Canada, where the immigrantrs first knowledge of herself

in the

new land comes from

emerges

traveting across it, a form of autobiography

fron the niddle stages

between

the inpersonal traveÌ account

the formalized novel of journey. Martin S. Day reminds us, in

:i¡ì

Literature and the Journey
Henry Adans "weld

Thene,

" that autobiographers from

"TraveJ.

Bunyan to

the spiri.tual quest to the journey archetype

journey as an individuaf passage."27 With such a convenient

and

the

and

fortunate concurrence of travel, seJ.f-deveJ.opment, and the need to write
:.

i::l

home about

the adventure, as was offered to early

(especially if it were combined with
i

|:-

t.;,::]'
.

'ì:rì
:

:r-:i

: :::,.:

..ra

tiìÊ-l

some

women

settlers

leisure for the writing act),

19

it

was

inevitable that travel accounts would

journeys

become

the vehicle of

of self-exploration.

of a journey of exploration also provides a helpful
transition from this theoretical overview to my specific exploration of
canadian ü¡onen's autobiography. rn 1969, stephen A. shapiro announced
The image

in

"The Dark continent

"to reveal the

of Literature: Autobiography," that he intended

subnerged nountain chains

autobiography with the

literary

that link the continent of

mainland and

to help nap this

dark

Africa of the genr."."28 His overview of the history of autobiography
includes no Í¡onen's accounts. since then, many of the blank spaces

on

Shapiro's nap have been filled in, and other critics have discovered
many

of the

women's

texts that are part of that map. But in terms of

"_-i

the world scene of autobiography, the canadian nap has hardly begun to
be

traced.

Mapping

not only fill

the territory of Canadian

sone important blank spaces

r¡Jomen's

autobiography

in our own literary heritage

but will be an addition to our knowledge of the phenonenon of
autobiography

in

general

will

:

20
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2 - PIONEER WOMEN'S DIARIES AND JOURNALS:
LETTERS HOME,/LETTERS TO THE FUTURE

CHAPTER

Autobiography often grows out

Elizabeth Bruss suggests

of other writing intentions, as
when she calls sone autobiography a

..

"by-product" of another act. Canadian wonen's autobiography begins with

early settler wonen's efforts to relate the adventure of their

in the new land to those they left behind. Indeed, it is
wonen's unwillingness to let go of the old life and old connections that
experience

is the chief

reason we have these accounts. women such as Frances

stewart, whose retters of half a century of settlement in the
Peterborough area (rszz-7z) were published as our Forest Hone (1902),
show

stewart still

writing

home

to England, after forty-seven years, to

her one remaining correspondent who knew her in the old life:
days we

shall

have the nemorable anniversary

"In a few

of our last parting

departure from country and dearly beloved friends. "l

A,nne

and our

Leveridge

,,

finds time out from the backbreaking labor of life in a one-roon shanty
in the early 1880s on a backwoods Ontario farm to write to her mother in
one

of the letters of your Loving Anna (7g72):

these backwoods. There you

perfection."2

The two

of the

see the wird beauties

stay awhile in

of nature to

attitudes, of wanting to hold onto the old

connections and yet wanting
prospects

witl

"come and

at the

same

time to enter into the exciting

new land are always present

in

such accounts and the

contrast lends them much of their interest.
John Faragher suggests,

that frontier

in

tr{omen

women's accounts are

and Men on

the overland Trail,

often more interesting than

men,s

23

justbecauseoftheco4!radiçtionstheyfeelaboutundertakingthe
adventure.

He

points out that leaving the old hone for the pioneer

adventure was

for

but for

it

their
we

of

sense

find

make

l4romen

of

men

largely an extension of male bonding activities,

was more

likely to be a breakdown of all that

co¡nmunity and

more attempts

to "explain

herself understood.

wo¡nen's concern

context. Therefore, in a wonan's
and efaborate her

Women's empathy

that their true

sustained
account

feelings in order to

for others was the other side

seLves be

truly

communicated by

taking tine and care with language. Masculine characters, on the other
hand, assuned

things that

that they were understood

seemed

perfectly obvious to

Thus we see evidenced

in

and saw no need

to articulate

them. "3

such accounts a rear attempt at

literariness, to express the conplexity of the life in language. A.s 'ìi
weLl, these accounts are the products of people who find themseLves
caught in an aut{iosraphical imperative, in much the same way as other
autobiographers have found themselves on the cusp

of a great historical

effects the identity of the individual. Just as an
intelrectual like .Augustine was in the best position to experience the
full inpact of the change in personality implied by the doctrine of

,change, which

faith in christianity, so women pioneers

Írrere

the ones to feel the ful l

inpact of the change in identity implied by settling in a new land.

The

necessity to reformulate the "true sel-f" leads almost inevitably to the
autobiographicaÌ act.
Jean starobinski, who sees no reason

for autobiography except as a

reaction to "radical. change" in a -life, describes this refornulation

as

a "conversion, entry into a new life, the operation of Grace" (p.zg).

*

Ìì

i

i
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But this definition implies too great a rejection of the past self to

entirely suitable to

wonen's

considering, we observe

accounts. rn the accounts r will

r^Iomen

creating a

nevù

be

be

pattern of identity while -l

not abandoning conpletely the fabric of the old life for the

:

new.

Elizabeth sincoe's diary is a good example of a woman's account

that reflects the

in

Marian Fowi.er,

friction of

enormous

new

world on the writer.

Tent, describes this impact as "the

The Embroidered

embroidery

upper canada's

inpact of the

with tent," and suggests that simcoe, the wife of

first lieutenant-governor, is

of a wonan who undergoes a radical

change

of the prime

one

in her identity in

examples

canada.4

that Fowler describes is hardly the type we
inagine as the hardy pioneer. As heÍress to a large estate and fortune,

The pre-canada simcoe

her whole life was a training in the responsibilities and privileges of

rank.

As Fowler points

out, "rn the eighteenth century, heiresses in

England had special status--they were courted and catered

to at

turn, particularly by young

(p.

simcoe's choice

of

men

intent

John Graves sincoe

age (she was sixteen

Throughout her

is revearing.

at the tine of the marriage)

he convaresced from wounds received

18).

on marrying money"

diary sincoe

fighting the

seems

to

show

He was

every

13).

twice her

and she met him while

Americans (Fowler, p.

a great degree of

independence from herhusband, caused perhaps by

the fact that she was

superior to hi¡n in rank and that his intermittent bad health and his

duties as governor did not allow him to participate as fully as his wife
in the enjoyment of Canada.
Mrs. simcoe's Diary (1965; 182 pp.), covers the years 1291 to
and shows

in its

opening

entries a lvoman with three defining

1796
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preoccupations. First, Simcoe is a socially conscious woman, always
aware

of her duties

and rank as

role, first as guest in

Quebec

well as that of others;

she takes her

City and later as chatelaine at

Niagara

very seriously. Second, fron the early entries onward, we see the

artist-observer at work; she writes on her departure from
"The sea víews are very
Land

in

fine. There is an unconmon aperature in

one spot where we looked down as

waves dashing

buiJ.dings

England:

if into a vast well and saw the

below. l{e drove by the Light House. There are

in ruins

covered

the

some

with Ivy which have a very picturesque

appearance."S Simcoe's third preoccupation is with overcoming her fears
and being ready

she reveals

for adventure; during the beginnings of a rough voyage

that, "I got the better of

blew so strong a gaJ.e of wind,

It

was by persevering

covered with Mustard,

that I

my sickness yesterday

was obliged

to go on the

but there

to renain in ny Cot

Deck & by eating

salt

beef

that I so soon became well and as ny health

amends

ny spirits rise & I an rather diverted at the difficulties we ¡neet with

at dinner

I think I

thus earJ.y" (p.
tr{e

was

quickly

29)

have great

merit in beginning to write to

you

.

become aware

of the silent "other" for

whon

the diary

written. In fact, as the diary's editor informs us, there

several- others, Simcoe's young daughters and

their

were

governess who were

left in

England

Frances

with them (p. 3). The shape of the personality that the

while the Simcoes took the snall chiLdren, Sophia

and

mother

i-:;

l¡,

$
è.
ä:

È

t:
¡,i.

to the daughters affects the diaryrs entries, which are
not hasty jottings, but, as the editorial comnent notes, deliberate
wants

to

entries

show

made

fron written observations made during each day's activities
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(p. 27). Thus, her diary is the type of "digested relevance" that
Fothergill describes in Private Chronicl-es and reveals a considerable
literary self-consciousness as Simcoe shapes the "se.l.f" that
to

send hone
The

to her

daughters.

personality that

Sincoe sends home

takes pleasure in the adventure

I

long journey we have before us

&

in her diary is

one that

"f quite enjoy the thoughts of

it

was looked upon

surprising that those who are

it as impracticable as those
(p.

are so nany thousand miles distant"

wefl as revealing her liking for the unusual and difficult,

fears. But she

Sincoe does not hide her
announcing

their cure at the

sane time

to believe the formidable accounts I
.â,.

nearer to a Country should esteem

55).
As

"r:

an

to be by my friends in England. It is

so much

who

the

the perpetual change of scene it will

afford, but the people here think it as arduous & adventurous
undertaking as

she wishes

I

does tend

"Capt. Shaw also advises me not

have heard

affirns they never bite but when trod

to undercut them by

upon

of Rattle Snakes

or attacked, & the

He

wound

$ì
1l¡:

lì

Èii

lìi

they make is cured by welt-known herbs, as horehound & plantain Juice"

(p'55).

Throughout her stay snakes are one

of Simcoe's dominant fears,

.:*ì

È
¡t':
'å;j

and

Ít is renarkable that

she

did considering her

''¡ì

.lìì

The

:li
.lìl

she undertook as many nature expeditions as

dread.

trip up the St.

Lawrence is

filled with opportunities to

.È
È,:

examine and record

the "pi.cturesque" in nature. MÍlls on a tributary

]:..Ñ

river
:ilit;

ì::i:
i ¡::ì

.:iìì

make

a "picturesque scene" (p. 60).

Woods viewed

through the

of a fire offer the right conbination of "flare & smoke interspersed
in dÍfferent Masses of dark I¡loods" to create "a very picturesque

smoke

i
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appearance

a little

like Tasso's

enchanted wood"

(p. 72). It is

important to understand Simcoe's devotion to the "picturesque" school of

art articulated by ltrilliam Gilpin
and which reached

Sir

Joshua ReynoJ.ds

its height of popularity in the 1Z8O ' s

Fowler describes the devotee
scene as three

and advocated by

and 90rs.

of the picturesque as trained to

observe

nain conponents: "roughness, sudden variation,

a

and

irreguJ.arity of form, colour and lighting" (p. 41). But as well

as

being trained to "see" more clearly, for the picturesque artist "feeling

is

fundamental

to the intuitive perception impelled by the visual

stimulÍ of picturesque travel and is conplenented by another subjective
operation of the viewer--the exercise of the imagination."6 Thus, it is

not only simcoe's progress as a visual artist that we see in the diary,
but also her progress as a feeling, inagining consciousness in a

new

land where she encounters experiences, both those engendered by the land
and those

familiar to the lives of

wonen,

that

deepen and expand her

identity.
Even by

the time she has reached Niagara, her views of the

picturesque are already changing. The falls are to be a continuing

fascination for her as she finds it difficult to find just the right view

of this "grandest sight" (p. z6), hoping that "after the eye becomes
more faniliar to the objects I think the pleasure will be greater in
dwerling upon them" (p. 77). Thus, the new land becomes a place that
does

not reveal itself, but must be discovered by the imaginative effort

of the artist.

The rndians, who were a frightening mystery

Quebec, now "seem

(p'81).

to

Later still

have great energy &
she

will

simplicity in their

conpare them

to her at
speech"

to the ancient Greeks

and

2B

Ro¡nans

in their oratory

As do nany

styLe.

fictional heroines that will follow her in

literature, Elizabeth

Simcoe takes

to the bush.

She

Canadian

tires of the

small

rnilitary settlement at Niagara and is "deternined in future to sleep
the Mountain" (p. 96). She has her tent set up on the heights near
Queenston, has her neals sent up

on

fron canp, farms out her ailing son to

a local matron and begins to know the advantages of the outdoor life:
"A wet

day

is very disnal in a Tent but to see the light again &

feel the air dry is
have

such a pJ.easure

that

none can judge

of but those

who

felt the reverse" (p. 99). Fowler points out that it is at

Queenston Heights

that

Simcoe's painting styJ.e shows "a new dash and

verve": her oak trees "have alnost as much sweep and spontaneity as Tom
Thomson's pines
wind tossed and majectic" they "dominate and dwarf
the tiny tents" (p. 31).
Fowler's praise may be a shade hyperbolic, but other paintings
(reproduced

in both the diary publication

and Fowler's book)

show

Sincoe's increasingly sophisticated knowledge of the shapes and forns of

the Canadian landscape. A painting from a Later journey features
enornous

granite boulder rising fron the water to the land at

Island in Lake Erie. The sketch

shows

that

an

Bass

Simcoe has caught the

special play of light and shade that the sheer rock faces of the
Canadian

shield create, and as well she has executed her sketch on birch

bark, the symnetry of the lined bark offering an additionaf feature
complementing

the symmetry of light, rock and water. The treatment of

the subject and choice of naterial illustrates Sincoe's growing attempt,
not to inpose herself on the landscape, but to experience its impact

on
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her through her feeling and imagination, as expressed in her painting.

of her stay at york fully realize this effort. The
choice to stay in the wilderness surroundings of York, rather than at
the military post of Niagara, is hers. The locars did not approve, but
The events

her husband went along (Fowler, p. 22). The diary entries

become

longer, more descriptive, and although she continues to do her duty

first lady, entertaining the locals

and passing

dignitaries, the

as

country

and the pleasure she takes

in journeying through it, take precedence.
She is quite literalJ.y getting closer to her subject when she a_l]ows "a
green caterpillar with tufts like fir on its back
[to touch her]
face
& jt felt as if stung by a nettle, & the sensation continued
painful for sone time (p. 106). she yearns "to conduct a canoe nyself
when I see them [the rndians] manage it with such dexterity & grace.
A European usually looks awkward &

in a bustle

conpared

with the

Indian's quiet skill in a canoe" (p. 102). Her continuing interest in
the Indians and her adniration of their "grace" indicates her own desire

to fit herself for her new environment.
There

is

one white man's wilderness

skills

Lieutenant (later Colonel) Thomas Talbot, over
such a spelJ.

that he returns to

spend

she does admire;
whom Canada

is to exert

his long retirement on a huge

estate on Lake Erie. when simcoe first knew him he was a young aide to
her husband; thus his attentions to her, as recorded in the diary, are

Ì
t:

.ì
è
.{]

ì

-,i

3r

in no way inproper. But the entries show that it is through his greater
that she is able truly to experience the
wilderness. The entries of the diary, particularly the york entries,
competence and adventurousness

are filled with his presence. He frees

some pigeons and simcoers
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pleasure cannot be entireJ.y covered by the correct and proper words of

the diary meant for her daughters' eyes: "Mr. TaLbot gave a shilling to

I nust otherwise have seen & heard
fluttering nost disagreeably. I was much obìiged to hin for this poJite
attention" (p. 62). Together they go on jaunts, sight bald eagles
liberate

sone wood pidgeons

birch bark (p. 120). she admires his canoeing
(p. 63) and his skating (p. 115). He stays as her aide while her
husband journeys on busÍness (p. 85-87) and takes her on visits to

(p.?8),

and gather

one

of her favorite locations, the Peninsula (now Toronto's center Island)
where "My horse has spirit enough to wish to get before others ' I rode
,

a race with Mr. Talbot to keep
There

myseJ-f warm"

(p'

107)'

is no evidence in the diary (considering its

audience

this is

not surprising) of a sexual Liaison between the two, but Talbot is
obviously much nore attuned to simcoe's adventurous, wilderness-J-oving

¡:l

5;

self than is her correct nilitary husband who seemed to see the new
country as onìy so nany potential forts (Fowler, p. 37). Many years

.tì

È
Fr

$ì
$.

il
ì::

later Talbot sent Simcoe a sketch of his ho¡ne on Lake Erie, which she
lovingly reproduced in a sketch of her own (reproduced in Fowler's
book)

.

ALthough Talbot opens up

the York adventure to simcoe, her

own

spirited curiosity is able to continue the exploration once he Ìeaves
to join his regiment in Europe. In the way that "others" are
inCorporated to make the "hybrid" self, onCe Tafbot leaves, it is Sincoe
herself

who takes

the lead in

adventures

'

tine of Talbotrs departure Ís complicated by the death of
Simcoe's infant daughter Katherine who had been born in Canada' The
The

diary does not express directly the extent to which this experience

:r:ì,:l

'.lL-
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deepens her

feeling for the

new

land in the way that Margaret

describes Mrs. Moodie's feeling about a dead

this country / like a flag,"7 but

Atwood

child: "I planted him in

Simcoe does

not

make

entries in

her

diary for almost a month (an uncharacteristic gap for her). In a letter
home

to the family

governess she explains how she coped

"the suddenness of the event you may be sure shocked

All her fears become centered

on her son

with her grief:

me inexpressibJ-y."

Francis: "A few

days afterward

Francis was slightly indisposed but in the state of mind I was in, I
fancied hin dangerously iLl, & sent express for our own Surgeon. This

agitation turned

my mind

fron the melancholy subject it before dwel.t

on,

& I really think refieved my mind from the oppression I felt, more than
any other

thing could have done; tho the recollection of the loss of

promising a Child must long be a painful

thing; to

so

enhance the misery

the Governor hras at DetroÍt" (p. 125). The entries that follow this

letter reveal- that the child's death has had an effect on the

way she

experiences the new land, as her young son becones more often mentioned
as her companion, and as she

tries to nanifest a more permanent place of

her own in Canada, a pJ.ace that, like her daughter's grave, will remain

after she is

gone.

Young Francis takes

a more proninent place in Simcoers diary not

only because she wants him closer to her after losing her baby daughter,

but because in

many r¡¡ays he

takes the place of the figure of Talbot.

Francis, at five, accompanies Sincoers party on an expedition to 40 Mile
Creek

(p. 130).

He dresses as an Indian on

anused and proud when he

his birthday and she is

imitates the Indians' songs and dances

(p. 127). Most inportantly, she and her husband claÍm land in Francisrs
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name and

the boy accompanies her there often. In order to fulfill

the

settlenent requirenents of the claim they build a dwelling which in its

setting and construction forns a synboJ. of Simcoe's encounter with
Canada. The paintÍng she nade of it shows it rising like a

monument,

high on an isolated eerie above the ravine of the Don River. "Castle
Frank" was a strange structure which "had a classica.l- facade with

pillars of peeled tree-trunks, but the interior

was never finished"

(caption of the reproduction in the diary illustrations).

Simcoe's

old-world self shows in the choice of the classicaL facade (in her

painting it looks like a wilderness Parthenon), but the new country
provides the unusual materiaLs. Because it was left unfinished, a tent
was

set up inside

Simcoers

when

they stayed overnight, tents having

become

favorite dwelling by now. The "castLe" is a connent on her

Canadian experÍence, an

anbitious, but often nakeshift, eccentric

delightful one, in which

she encompasses the new land

and

into her own

esthetic sense by her inaginative structure. Her feeling for her son

as

the now Ímportant "other" of her adventures is shown in the fact that

the land was clained for him and the castle
On

named

for

him.

the heights of Castle Frank not only is she free from rnosquitos,

but afso free fron disapproving bourgeois settlers' opinions and the

strictures of her Life as chief
which the country charmed her

J.ady

is

in

Upper Canada. The degree to

evidenced by the

fact that after

winter of dutiful but less vivid entries concerning life in
upon receiving

a letter from her

husband suggesting

that

a

Quebec

she

city,

travel

over

the winter ice to Kingston to meet him, rather than waiting for
break-up, she packs up her children and observes that "this scheme is
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doubly

delightful to ne as being an unexpected pleasure, & I think I

shall like travelling en Carriole very nuch" (p. 145). Her sangfroid
increased
Toronto

has

to the poilìt that by the time she travels by lake boat to

in

me we were

May she can

record:

"my servant came several times

to tell

going to the bottom. I told her to shut the door & leave

ne quiet, for the notion of the Vessel nade me sick" (p. 157). Sincoe's
perception of relative danger has become a more realistic and imnediate
one

after years on the
Fowler proposes

Canadian scene.

that Sincoe's perception of

rational eighteenth-century concept of
her senses

newJ.y awakened,

(p. 28) and Fowler

"Sense

Canada moved from the

to sensuality

all

in the rich texture of the land itself"

sees Talbot as a large ingredient

in this

conversion.

Certainly there is a real sense in the diary that Simcoe has moved from
recording the wilderness to experiencing it, but the change is not
conversion from one
man

a

identity to another, nor is it effected through

alone. Rather it is an integration of the old self with the

elements offered by the Canadian adventure. Her stay

her artistic sense in that she

becomes more

in

one

new

Canada deepens

the feeling and imaginative

picturesque artÍst than merely one with a good eye for the clichêed
picturesque.
The degree to which Simcoe becane "Canadian" is revealed when she

is told they will be returning to EngJ.and. She cannot take confort

in her once beloved activity of going out to dine:

"Took feave

of

even

Mrs.

McGill & Miss Crookshank. I was so much out of Spirits I was unable

to dine with her.

She [Mrs.

McGill] sent ne sone dinner but I could not

eat, cried all the day" (p. 189).

h¡hen she

returns to England

she
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mourns: "The weather is

damp raw &

unpleasant. I could not but

observe as we passed nany good Houses

that those

Mansions appeared very

comfortable in which peopJ.e night live very happily, but it could not
supposed they could ever be induced

to go out of

them

in

such a

Clinate for the fields looked so cold, so damp, so chearì.ess,
uncomfortable from the want
was

of our bright Canadian

Sun

be

damp

so

that the effect

striking & the contrast very unfavourable to the English climate"

(p. 207-8). But in the very next entry, the artist has cheered up
enough

to be able to note that she "passed a remarkable fine

Lebanon"

(p. 208). Typically,

Cedar of

Simcoe rebounds quickly.

Indeed, in her last entries Elizabeth Simcoe is in many ways the
same woman

as she was when she went to Canada, concerned at the end of

her Canadian experience as at the beginning that she night make a
nistake as chatelaine: "I was reaJ.ly so ill
see & possibly neglected the very persons

(p. 151).

As

I could scarcely hear or

I neant to be most civil to"

well, although Thomas Talbot is her "other" in

the

discovery of the wilderness, she continues to take a keen interest in

all her husbandrs activities, describíng then in detail to their
daughters. She enjoys poring over

expeditíons.

She becones

maps

with him and traveling on his

his precise map-maker in his plans to build

forts throughout the lake region of Ontario. Thus, while
nelor

she discovers

parts of herself, she does not discard the old self as in

"conversion" autobiography.
Simcoers

artistic

diary has been the vehicle by which a sophisticated

temperanent

soft,"8 that is the

effects the "integration of the

mark

of the

mature picturesque

savage and the

artist

and the wonan
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autobiographer concerned with cornpletion rather than perfection.

diary offers us a view of a woman who because of her

Simcoe's

rank

and privileged education sees her own se-Lf deveJ.opment as important.

Yet her sense of self also incorporates the personalities
achievements

of others. But as Fothergill proposes, "the

and

need to

project an ego-inage does not appear to be the leading notive in diaries
written by women ....

The

position of

wo¡nen

preclude the assertion of individual ego

herself as protagonist,

when

in society has tended to
A woman cannot

easily cast

society and the controLling personal

relationships of her life denand proficiency in exclusively supporting

roles" (p. 87).

Simcoe manages

to tread a fine line

between the

"assertion" to which her rank entitles her and to which her artistic

self inclines
her.

When

and

the "supporting" role her woman's position

demands of

both rofe and training argue against assertion, how then

does

a wonan write a personal account of which she is inevitably the center
without seening to doninate? ConsciousJ.y or unconsciously one of the

favorite strategies of

women

is a self-deprecating

reporting of the self that is nade to
more serious
Such
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seem

like

humor, a kind of

comÍc

relief fron

the

job of reporting the lives of others.

is the case in

The Journals

of

Mary O'Brien 1828-1838 (1968;

pp.), an edited version of a large collection of journal entries,

supplemented by

letters that 0'Brien

(née Gapper) sent

to her sister,

brother-in-law and brother during the years in which she changed from a
gentee-l English naiden aunt
several-

children.9

The

of thirty to a Canadian pioneer nother of

practical purpose of her journals is to inform

the family back hone of the nature of life in the

new

land and the

health and progress of family

members

in Canada. Since the

prirnary

readers of the journals are her sister Lucy Sharpe and Lucy's husband,
whon

0'Brien would Like to encourage to emigrate, the entries tend to

paint the pleasantest picture possible of the new land. As the years

go

by and Lucy's emigration is not as foremost in O'Brien's mind, the

entries give a fuller picture of Canada, and of 0'Brien's

deveLopnent.

0'Brien pLaces (amily, rather tharl self, at the center of her
concerns,

first her mother

The purpose

and then her brothers and

their fanilies.

of the visit to Ontario is to help her sister-in-law with a

new baby, as wel-f as

to

spend

tine with her beloved brothers.

family loyalty is indicated by the fact that

when she and

Her

her nother

begin to want to stay in Canada, she writes a great deal about ways to
arrange

for her sister

to fulfill

and family

to enigrate, so that

she

wÍll be able

her pronise to tutor her niece without leavÍng Canada (pp.

65-72). This duty is so important to her that she actually

delays

accepting Edward 0rBrien's narriage proposal until Lucy releases her

fron her promise. As well,

Edward O'Brien must

get his future

mother-in-l.aw's word that she too wishes to stay in Canada because
marriage can take place
youngest daughter

preoccupation

no

if the bride cannot carry out the duties of

a

to an aging nother. Thus, 0'Brien's defining

is her sense of family. With new loves and duties

energing, the purpose of the diary becones one of integrating the

new

with the old, of creating a version of the self that leaves nothing
behind.
The

old self that O'Brien brings to the new land is that of

well-educated, witty, but rather sheltered, English gentlewoman.

:.]-

a
She
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vier'irs the

activities of the raw coroniar.
rife with anused detachnent.
She mocks the desire for
sophistication by the locals. ,,they
are making
such rapid strides in civirization
as to have had two nurderers tried
and condemned at the same
assizes,, (p. 22). At the same
time her humor
serves as a rvay to feer out
the idea of pernanent settrement: ,,when
r
settle here I ¡nean to have a naple
sugar farm, both for the sake
of
encouraging a very varuabre
source of wearth, which the
natives are
prone to neglect from inprovidence
and prejudice, and because
it wilt
give me no trouble for eleven
months of the year. Besides,
it will
ensure me plenty of wood,, (p.
24).
The attitude of naive rightheartedness
extends to armost al -l her
own activities untir she
heads north to Lake simcoe
on a trip wi th her
brother and her future husband.
The place enchants
suddenry more serious and
-ress detached

her and

she becones

in her descriptions:

lvlr. O.,Brien has got into our
canoe and paddled
its ["u,,tv
iltol""äfiT"30-l}"ir:iil which i"
Now

and make way. rhu
casting my eyes on

r,,di:å:;

"p"""aing

the water,"l;i"i""5:..
",Ë;".iå"r]"nå
see tÀ"-"toi"
verdant
carpeting of its bed--every
reaf
ana
insect distinct.
Now I am.attracted by
the Indians on tnà Uo*" who are
singing in a rich
rndian words ... Mr.
"oitò o
3,T3'Ti"*ff"åio'*ïin."
his paddle, BitI is in iiru bottom
side with another. Thi;.al.tows i"";;u over on one
,"-;;^-i;un over and
dabble on the opposite-"i¿".
-pe""ãniior",,
Ëird" along with
a motion soothing though
._fhus

;:ìï

rrararv

""

(p. 60).
o'Brien's use of the present tense,
her abirity to characterize herserf
in the scene while remaining the
external narrator, and her new
seriousness on this occasion
indicates a serf_conscious effort
to use
her literary abirity to transmit
the deep impression this new prace
has
nade on her psyche. The
effect of the Lake simcoe area on
o,Brien,s
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consçiousness can be measured by the faCt

that

whereas most

of

her

journal entries are less than a PaBe, this one is almost three pages
long, and filled with enthusiastic description of their adventures'
account

The

of her journey indicates that, unlike the settled area of

Thornhill, Ontario,

this wilder place

where her brothers have bought already cleared land'

denands

a

new response

Fron the beginning, her desire

fron 0'Brien.

to settle here is

shared by her

future husband. He beComes the "other" that nakes the adventure
possible. His interests and activities will become an important part of
the entries. The reader sees that the wrÍter has already made her
con¡nitment to her husband and the new land in her J.anguage, but O'Brien

herself agonizes over the whole next winter before she finds the
hold on to the old life while welconing the new'

ways to

0rBrien is an example of the "goodness" preoccupation that Spacks
describes as typical to women autobiographers. she cannot, despite her
own

desires,

daughter and

ability to

become

sister.

a good wife until she is sure she can renain a
once

this is

neasure up as "good"

assured her concern

is for

good

her

at the donestic life, while holding

on

of the intellectual content of her single existence. Her
concerns are typicalty disguised under a layer of self-mocking hunor'

to

sone

Describing her dOmestic efforts she renarks: "I
cream

into butter, in which I

succeeded nuch

stirred a bowl of

to ny heartrs content,

sitting under the verandah and reading Milton all the time. 0n1y I
found to ny sorrow when my work was finished that I had ground off one
of ny nails" (p. 118). Yet she allows her true opinion of
inportance of her place as wife to show through indirectly

the
when she
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advises an old friend about

will

be worth more

to

cone over

to

Canada

that "an active wife

to hin than anything efse except his

own

industry

and

honesty" (p. 138). These strategies of humor and indirection are used

often enough to suggest that they are consciously used J.iterary devices
on 0'Brien's part.

0'Brien is beginning to experience the
gentlewomen experienced on

phenomenon

that

nany English

takÍng up J.ife in pioneer Canada. In her

journal A Gentlewoman in Upper Canada, Anne Langton explains: "As long
as the lady is necessarily the most active nember of her household
keeps her ground

fron her utility;

but

when

she

the state of

then she must fall, and nust be contented

seni-civilization arrives

to be looked upon as belonging merely to the decorative departnent of
the establishment and valued aCCordingly."l0 For
had a

taste of the

power

many women, onçe they

that "utiJ.ity" brings, there is no returning to

.

their "decorative" selves. But for O'Brien the idea of herself as
"suppq¡ting" otliers, rather than "assqrting" seLf, demands that she

l

disguise her new accomplishnents. She clains that all her efforts are
being undertaken

for another:

"DomestiC arrangenents,

I

must Confess,

are not nuch to ny fancy, either in theory or practice. However if
Edward

thinks that I do it well and praises

suppose

I shaLl tike it well

This claim of living a

i

enough"

ner¡r

(p.

me

a little

sometimes, I

105).

life to please her husband is also a way

of protecting the old self while entering into the new experience.
Later, as her competenCe grows and she aCcepts her new role, she is

able

to describe her foibles and successes with her characteristic good
humorr "I had just finished the first stage of ny cooking and was about
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to shift
happen"

my character

fron cook to

gentJ.ewonan when

accidents began to

(p. 141). As always, as well as being concerned with presenting

a version of herseLf that incorporates both the old and the new, she
presents herself in a conic attitude to lessen the highlighting of the
ego

self that

such a

The degree

settle on their

self-portrait

may invoJ.ve.

to which her confidence
Land on Lake Simcoe

groürs

after she and her husband

is indicated by her report of

the

delivery of her second child. Fornerly, she has reported her
sister-in-Law's deliveries with

first

pregnancy

is that

much

she once "was obliged

hysterics" (p. 125) and in a letter

life (p. 145).

The

circumspection. ALl we know of her

to lie

down and go

home she expresses

into

fear for her

own

editor indicates that the record of O'Brienrs ohrn

first birthing is lost (p. 156).

Now,

with her second child's birth

presents her situation as if it were part of the everyday work of

she

a

pioneer farm making the exceptional seem routine: "After dinner I went

into

Mama's roon

immediateJ.y

way and from thence

not arrived, but Mama was so conpletely taken by surprise

she had no

tine to be alarmed. V{ith

Edward's assistance and

Ffora's ministrations she did all that was requisite for

baby."

The next day she adds, once nore disguising

hunor: "f

I did not

return, for a few minutes made me the nother of another son.

The nurse had

that

to get out of their

was glad

to find that

my nurse had

me and the

the boastÍng with

patients requiring

assistance nore imperious.Ly than myself, So, having got rid of all
useless hands, we had nothing to do but enjoy ourselves, Iook at the
baby which

is pretty tolerable ugly, write

my

journal and await the

return of the boat. Such is the way we nanage things in the

bush"
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(p. 197).

The understatement

of the l.ast

sentence covers years of

struggle and hard work in J"earning how to "manage" in the pioneer life.
But as well, it is a strategy by which 0'Brien mythologizes herself, or
as Spacks puts it "changes difficult

reality into glanourous myth."

Her

reference to writing in her journal. indicates that the writing is the
seÌf-conscious vehicle of nythologizing.

In her new role, superintending a J.arge household of children,
hired hands, an aging mother, with a husband increasingly involved in

politics in Toronto, O'Brien nevertheless finds ways to integrate
o1d

self with her new duties.

girls

whom

household

she

She keeps

tutors in her house.

her

several young neighborhood

They pay

their board by doing

duties, leaving 0'Brien time for other activities, including

her journals. These broaden and mature in their interests as the years
go by, and include comnentary on the developnent

poì.itical situation in the province.

Through her close

with her husband's political involvenent she
commentator on

through her broad donestic involvenent she

of her journals

and community

she keeps

A description

life.

and the

identification

becomes an inforned

the explosive politics of Upper

portrait of farm

of the dÍstrict

Canada

in the 1830rs

and

is able to give a fine

In this way, through the writing

all parts of her personality lively.

of an incident in which

she heJ.ps a Mrs. Monck gives

us insight into the darker side of pÍoneer experience.

When

acting

as

midwife to Mrs. Monck, O'Brien discovers the Lady to be in a state of
nervous and physical exhaustion. 0rBrien takes her

to her hone, nurses

her, delivers her baby, cares for her. Later she visits her in her
hone and, when

the unfortunate

woman

suffers a "mental derangenent"

own
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(p. 243) and runs

away

into the

woods,

it is O'Brien the rescuers bring

to her for her confort. Mrs. Monck refuses to

see her husband but

instead confesses to 0'Brien "a good deal of the supposed causes of her
miseries and her wanderings in the woods. These [last] appear to have

left a comparatively comfortable impression on her nind.
to come to me as soon as she could be moved" (p. 244).
The woman and
and O'Brien

her children spend

some time

She promised

with the O'Brien fanily

later visits her where she is being cared for in

Toronto.

This incident, told in 0rBrien's straightforward way, with no overt
attempt to enhance her own roLe, demonstrates a typical strategy of

women

autobiographers. The effect of the non-heroic telJ.ing is ironically to
make

the teller

seem

quite "heroic," not iust in her competent charity

to another, but in the contrast

she

herself offers to the victim.

implication of any such retold Íncident is to
abiJ.ity to cope in the wilderness

seem

acconplishnent when we becone aware
under the pressures

of pioneer life.

that

make

The

our narrator's

much more

that other

The

women

of

an

have collapsed

story of Mrs.

Monck

is thus a

variation of showing the self through the life of the "other." As well,
there is an indirect criticism of husbands in the telling of the

that is all the

more

significant in 0'Brien's

passage

case since she often

records, without complaining, her husband's frequent ilLnesses and his
absences from home

to pursue a political career. Thus, by inplying

criticism of another

wonan's husband, she

criticizes all

husbands whÍle

not puttÍng herself in a bad light by being observed to be a complainer.

In

such ways do the strategies

enhancenent

of indirection

and disguise wor:k

for

of the self that the autobiographer wishes to present.

the
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Mary

child

O'Brien's journals end abruptly after the birth of her fourth

and an account

the sister to

to

Canada

of the 1837 rebellion.

whon much

The

editor speculates that

of the journal is addressed, Lucy, nay have come

at that time (p. 280). Certainly the journaLs

have been

motivated by O'Brien's need to hold on to old connections. But as well,

I would speculate that the journals nay have, by 1838, accomplished
their other,

unspoken

motivation: the shaping of a coherent

and

positive version of self that includes what is valued Ín the old,
younger

a

neÌ^r

and those qual.ities

self

that are needed to

become

a pioneer in

Land. To the end of the diary, her feeling about her life on a

wilderness farn remains a key ingredient in Mary 0'Brien's shaping of

herself. In a late entry
The mud watl

is finished

she enthuses: "This has been a great day.

and the bear which has

for

some

tine

prowling about is shot, after having terrified the pigs. ...

been

A

magnificent animal the bear is or, rather, was. Even when dead there
was

a spirit about him" (p. 256-7).

In

many ways Mary

O'Brien represents the sp.irit of the Ídeal

pioneer hrornan. But through her journals we are ab-le to glinpse the

other side of the pioneer

woman

as

well.

The

story of Mrs. Monck gives

us a glinpse of a figure that is as faniliar Ín fiction as is the
good-hunored, accompJ.ished pioneer woman

of which O'Brien is the real

life precurser.
O'Brien was thirty when she cane to Canada. She
young

r^roman

who

I^ras

a healthy

narried a man of limited but real means. Through his

political connections he was abfe to obtain a generous land grant for

r*_

a
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modest

sum. Elizabeth

Simcoe was

only twenty-five and although she had

birthed six babies, her wealth largely insulated her from their
day-to-day care. She experienced Canada in a way that perhaps no
has

since. lVith servants

and luxuries

in tow

she was able

one

to enjoy

the

virgin land without very much suffering its dangers, except to taste
then as part of the adventure. In contrast, Sarah Ellen Roberts, the
author of Alberta Honestead: The Chronicle of a Pioneer Fanily (1968;
264 pages) lacked these advantages. She cane
husband and sons,

to

Canada

in

1906

with

her

to settLe near Talbot, Alberta on some of the last of

the free homestead land available in the oÌd west. As her son, the

editor of the book explains, she had spent her life as the collegeeducated daughter

in Illinois.ll

of an acadenic family

and the

wife of a medical doctor

At fífty-four (her husband was fifty-eight),

plagued

with migraines, timidity and what amounted at times to a phobia of
spaces and a near obsession

with cleanliness, she made an unlikely

pioneer.

did, out of desperation,

had

She came, as nany

lost his practice during a long illness

send

their three

of the five of

grown sons

them was

to college.

open

because her husband

and they had no means to

The homestead and

to provide that lack,

and

the hard

for six years

work

they

slaved at it, in the end having to leave no wealthier than they came

and

with Roberts' always fragile health broken. But the boys did get to
college and she was able to

words:

sum up

her experience in these positive

"As we.Iook back over the years we spent on the honestead,

remember hardships,

of course. But even more vividly,

we

we remember the

love we bore each other, we renenber the sl,{eet conpanionship of working
together at daily tasks, and of sharing with each other hardship

l;É-

and
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heartbreak and

trial

and triumph and sorrohr and

joy" (p.

264).

Like Mary 0'BrÍen, the nythologization of "difficult reality" is

firmly attached to the significant others of the family. Her account
was

written at least partially

family to

compJ.ete

because Roberts had been urged by her

her record, begun on the homestead in the first

winter, and she agrees because, "I believe that in the years to
such an intimate record

interesting to

my

come

of píoneer life on a homestead wilL be

children and grandchildren" (p. 3). After the first

year the hard work of the farm caused her to abandon her aLmost "daily

record". In 1915, three years after the family left Alberta
"took the story up and comp.leted it" (p. ix).

Thus the

first

of the account are a diary, the rest of the book a nemoir

she

100 pages

supplemented

by accounts and letters of her sons and other relatives. The diary

and

her later nenoir have a surprising consistency, the later writing having

the sane detail and

immediacy

that the on-the-spot record has.

She has

the ability to recall her experiences in vivid and dramatic detail.
Perhaps one

of the reasons for this

amazing

reca}l is that

these

years represent a tine that must have often seemed like a vivid waking
nightmare, rather than a "chronicle of a pioneer family," as Roberts
faced crop faiJ.ures, personal disabÍlities, work that would try a nuch
younger woman, and

she

is

concerned

a loneliness that

was

often devastating.
own

story but

seem

to thrive

at all times with telLÍng not only her

also the story of her heroic sons and husband,

who

all

the hardships and challenges. They find the experience of

to be like the

one

However,

homesteading

that Faragher describes as typical of nen, an

extension of nale bonding activities.

The intertwining

on

of these two
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realities, her own, and her men's, creates a unique account.
We do not see the obvious change in personal identity that

we note

in the younger women discussed in this chapter. Instead we see an
identity long ago forned in safe non-ruraL environnents confronted with
a reality that threatens the individua-ì. with disintegration:

I describe the feeling that then settled

down upon

"How

me? I had never

it before.... It wasn't exactly homesickness or fear or loneliness
awe, although

I think that all of these

felt as though I
littleness

were absoLuteLy alone

may have

not portray herself as creating a

new

self

had

or

entered into it

in the world,

and helplessness overhrhelned me"

shall

I

and my sense of

(pp. 27-22). Roberts

equipped

does

to handle the new

experience; she renains as iIi. equipped at the end of the stay in
Alberta as she was at the beginning. Late in the account she confesses

that she "had the

sane dreadful headaches

that I

had had

all

my

but I think they were even more severe than they had previously

life,
been and

lasted longer, for they usually kept ne in bed for two days and unfitted
me

for

any work

for at least

one more"

(p. 253).

ruthless in not directly mythologizing her

own

As

wel], Roberts is

frontier spirit;

that

priviJ.ege is reserved for the experience of her husband and sons, her

heroic "others"

who by

her

ol,ì¡n

accounts and

theirs undertook

Bunyan-like

tasks to keep the family solvent and surviving.
Roberts' acconplishment is the wri'tten record itself, for in it
creates her own and others reaJ,ity with the same care that Faragher
notes in other pioneer wonen: "[who] frequently

stylist elaborations.

They took care

places and specify dates and tÍmes

ernpJ-oyed

to identify

names

a range of

of people and

used extended description:

she
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colorful adjectives, quaLifying phrases, long
and summary. ... In generaf men and women were

passages

of explanation

concerned

with different

orders of meaning. There was an almost inverse relationship in the

way

most men wrote about objects and things, most wonen about people"

(p.

130).

is so often incapable of meeting the demands of the

Roberts

experience on a day-to-day basis, she
and energy and competence
enconpass

in

is so often in

awe

of the

pioneer

stamina

of her husband and sons, that she is driven to

language what she cannot encompass

in life.

Hers then

is

pioneering in J,anguage to find meaning in what is altresone, confusing
demanding

in Life.

She constantly doubts her

reality with words, using expressions
or "no words can express," or

ability to

"how can

and

shape the

such as "inpossible

to describe,"

I say," continually. Yet by

very act of struggling for expression she achieves it, as she does

the

when

describing the northern lights:

I wish that I could describe them or give some
faint idea of their beauty. There has been hardly a
night this winter that the northern horizon has not
been aglow. Much of the tine it is a steady, soft
light, resenbÌing somewhat the tieht thrown on the
sky by a J.arge city when viewed from a distance at
night. FrequentLy the light nounts to the zenith and
descends to the southern horizon in swiftly moving
streamers of ever-changing color. These streamers
play back and forth, fade away, and then grow again
in intensity Ín a way that defies any description
(p. 8s).

How

Expressions
aLlows her

into the

like "defies any description" are part of the strategy that

to share experienCe with the reader.

same sense

of

awe as

beyond the known world,/word

The reader

is

a

drawn

the writer, feeling the need to reach

to find the enotional as well as the visual
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effect of the lights in the imagination.
Because Roberts
own

insufficiencies,

is ruthlessly honest
we are drawn

and straÍghtforward about her

into the difficult enotions of

her

experience. But she is afso able to endear herself to the reader while
describing such emotions, by gentJ.y mocking her own fearr "f think that
during the first few weeks of our stay here I never went to the door of

the tent without scanning the horizon, as they say in noveLs, to see if

I could discover
living,

moving

oppressive

anywhere upon

thing; for there

that to

neadow where

the seeningly boundless prairie

any

were times when the loneliness was

see even a herd

so

of cattle noving toward a little

the grass looked greener gave me a distinct sense of reLief

and companionship"

under a wind-bent

(p. 34). I{hether she is quivering

away

the night

tent, or waking to find her pigtails sticking straight

out from her head with frost, she is unmerciful, but often hunorous, in
presenting her unheroic seÌf.

Such

a strategy appeals to the readers'

synpathy. As wefl-, her connent "as they say in novel-s" is our

invitation to

see

her, at least occasionally, as a romantic, soJ.itary

figure "scanning the horizon."

Such devices, used repeatedly and

effectively, indicate considerable literary self-consciousness.
But, on a practical surface level, this account is for

posterity,

and she

is carefuL to

make

her

Yet, ironically, by nerely detaiJ,ing her

"primitive"

housekeeping she allows us

She works day

work

is

done

She allows

.,t
.:ib-

in

and day out

in the

company

in

of

each

the heroes of the story.

own nundane

to

complete

¡nen

her

reality of

see her courage and endurance.

isolation.

Much

of the

other; her work is rarely

nen's

shared.

herself a kind of indirect praÍse however in detailing the
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stories of two !{omen who make her

own

survivorship

seem hard

won.

She

telLs of a "Bel-gian wonan" who was so odd that Roberts fears her
attempts at friendship, and a "Dutch wonan" who badgers her in an
eccentric nanner. The Belgian is later found wandering the prairie in
mad

in

state,

bad

because her husband

insists on sending her out to find

weather. Roberts l-oses touch with the Dutch

lÀronan af

ter

a

stock

meeting

her "villainous-looking" (p. 171) husband. As in Mary O'Brien's account
the self is praised

onJ"y

in an indirect way by contrast with

the

"other". Although criticism of her own men is unthinkable for Roberts,
like O,Brien she implies that husbands are responsible for the safety
and

in

survival of pioneer wives.

Mary Q'Brien's agçount,

that

We

are led to Conclude, even more than

husbands,

if not the root of a womanrs

sanity can be the root of her insanity.
However,

it should be noted that the

way

in which Roberts views

Ehe

pioneering venture as a maLe activity is not typical of other Canadian
women

may

autobiographers. Besides Roberts personal situation, two factors

help explain her attitude. Roberts is an American, and as Carol

Fairbanks has shown

in Prairie Women: Inages in

Fiction, the

of the nale as leader

mythos

Canadian and Anerican

and active agent

in

the

pioneering venture was stronger in American minds than Canadian.l2

A's

well, Roberts is a product of late-nineteenth-century Victorian times,
and thus inherits the ideal of wonan as "angel" of the hone, whereas

...

O'Brien and Simcoe predate the Victorian traditions'
gne
Faragher

their

:ìL-:..

of the positive results of this doubting of fenale ability, as
has noted, is women's desire to cover a broader territory in

accounts because

of their

need

to relate the inportant activities
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as well as the detail of their own adjustments

That this offers

a nore densely textured account is obvious in many passages in Roberts
book, not the least of which is her account of the coming of spring

on

the prairie:
The fÍrst winter was by far the most severe of any we
experienced in Alberta, and we $¡ere more poorly
prepared for it than we were for the later ones. Of
course, the spring did cone, as springs always do.
The snow disappeared, the crocuses challenged the
frost with their purpLe bLossoms alL over the
prairie, and the ice melted in the ponds, which were
once more alive with water fowl. It was like
greeting old friends to hear the "honk, honk" of the
geese as they flew northward, or to hear the musical
note of the neadow lark. The men say that the best
of all days is that day when the frost has left the
ground and the work in the fÍelds has begun. And I
am sure that only one who has pì.owed early in the
spring, when it seems so good to be out of doors, can
know how it feels to walk out over a great breezy
field, down the long, bLack, straight furrows.
Lathrop says that when he first plows in the spring
he rests under a sort of illusion, for it seens that
it is he and not the team ahead that is forcing the
plowshares through the stubborn soil. The grasp of
the plow seems to give him a sense of power.
used to go out to where the men were plowing. It
fascinated me to watch the moist earth roLl up on the
noldboard and turn over, black and cool and
sweetsmeLling. There is nothing quite like that
odor. It has in it all the essence of the spring,
aLL the promise of the summer. It is as though the
very clods had J.anguage and spoke to us of the wealth

I

that lay latent in

them

(p,

102-03).

This passage illustrates Roberts ability to nake herse-lf part of

the scene without establishing a dominant ego self which would

obliterate her attempt to portray both the miracle of the spring and her
men's

feeling

as

the "active" participants in that miracle. Beginning

with the general statement about winter, she inserts her "we," which
here means her personal

family, thus localizing

and personalizing her
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a6gount. Her image of the Croçuses that "Challenged" the frost
indicates not only her Literary mindedness but her desire to recreate
the active rather than passive nature of spring. Her reference to her
"old friends" the water fowt includes them in the gestalt of "others"

is Creating. Her unsophistiCated inClusion of "honk, honk," creates
a humorous, donestic, but dranatic aspect to the description. Her
she

efforts at inClusion extend to the ments, espeçially her son Lathrop's
feelings about spring--indeed the

men

are as usual, the active

"Charaçters" of her reCreation--and emphasize the intensity of the
experience

of the new season.

But ironica1.ly, for the reader, Roberts is not the ninor character

that

she presents

herself to be.

She

is the perceiving

consciousness of

the writing, open through all her senses and language-naking capacities

to all the

conponents

of the monent that is spring. Thus, for

the

reader she becomes nore than a Central Character ' more than an
ego-presence as narrator, most powerfuJ.ly in the quoted passage when

finally

uses the word

"I."

The

"I" position is

one

she

of connection with

alL the elements of the scene, the day, the birds, the plowing, the
the fields, and her own enotions as she speaks specÍfically of the

men,

feeling of being "fascinated," with the moment and of the intimacy of
touching the "moist" earth. By building through the description of the
natural Sgene, through her "others"'perçeptions of it, to her

feelings, she places her

own

in the culminating position'

own

The reader's

attention is called to her language-naking abiJ.ity by the final simile
of the earth's language. For as the earth speaks to her of "wealth that

lay latent," so she speaks to us, indirectly, of the complexity of

:]È-

the
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perceiving consciousness that is giving us this monent through her
1anguage. This

is quite different from the use of an omniscient narrator
that is achieved in

Here we have the special immediacy

device.

own

autobiographiCal accounts, where we "nerge" our real-ity with
autobiographer who

is writer, narrator

and character

that of

the

in the story.

Thus, in many ways, Roberts is a prime exanple of wonen who use

their imaginative
Language

language-making

ability to

complete the

self.

is especially important to her because so much of the "active"

part of the pioneer experience is denied her due to her health and/or
her perception of herself as unequal to the task. For her, the
autobiographical enterprise is the actÍve energy of what Curtin

has

catled "life t I in process of elaboration of itseLf."

Fowler theorizes
"androgynous

that what early

women

ideal," the integration of

broader

definition of self (p. 10). In

pioneer

women

in

Canada was the

male and female
some cases

this

qualities in
may be

true,

a

as

take on tasks traditionally allocated to men. But I would

argue that what these

women

seek

self, a more primitive self,

one

with the land

sought

because

in

Canada

is a nore broadJ.y "feninjne"

that naturally

seeks an

identÍfication

of its feminine-naternal qualities of

the

ever-changing, ever-renewing life source that excludes no part of

itself, that
expresses

makes use

of all substances. For Elizabeth Sincoe this

itself in her heightened esthetic sense.

Mary 0'Brien creates

a self that is an abundant, nulti-faceted earth-mother image.
Roberts uses her language-making ability

t5Ë..

Sarah

to join herself imaginatively
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of her physical

"J-anguage"

such

expression

environment

a "feminine" definition of self, a feninine

is needed.

The most

mode of

apt description of the form these

women

are in the process of creating is Virginia !ùoolfrs definition of the
diary, as it imitates the shape of wonen's lives:

knit and yet not slovenly, so elastic
that it will embrace any thing, solemn, slight or
beautiful that comes into my mind. I should like it
to resenble some deep old desk, or capacious
hold-all, in which one flings a mass of odds and ends
without looking them through. I shouLd like to cone
back, after a year or two, and find that the
collection had sorted itself and refined itself and
coalesced, as such deposits so mysteriously do, into
a nould, transparent enough to reflect the light of
our life, and yet steady, tranquÍ.l compounds with the
aloofness of a work of art. "13
Sonething Ìoose

of Woolf's metaphor is that the diary creates its

The implication
own neaning

over tine, and that it is the reading consciousness as

much

as the writing consciousness that creates the "light" and the "art" of

the work. What is required of the writer is that she deposit everything

"that

comes

to

mind.

such a consciously

"

Though none

of the

women

I

have

dealt with

have

"elastic" view of the forn of their work, each has so

faithfuLly recorded the fuIl texture of her life,

each has had

a

significant enough command of literary devices, that the effect is the
same. Since the accounts were destined for the eyes of beloved "others"
they are especialì.y filled

with the loving attention to detail that

ütroolf denands of "a work of art."

ì-ove, the reader

And since

is free to perforn her

experience that sense

autobiographical act.

own

the work was done with

such

creative act, and to

of Zugehôrigkeit (belonging) that resul.ts from

the
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CHAPTER

9r¡hen

Canadian

PIONEER WOMEN'S MEMOIRS: PRESERVING THE
PAST/RESCUING THE SELF

we look closeJ.y

settler

mission.

3-

What

wornen we

new

memoirs

written by early

observe each memorialist embarking on a rescue

is to be rescued varies. For

younger old-world version

to the

at the individual

one woman

it

may be a

of the self lost in the necessary

adjustment

country. For another it is an ideal of family life that

could have existed only in the special conditions of the pioneer

venture. For a third it is the rescue of a special coincidence of
and place and person

in that

time

that allowed a self to exist that could thrive

one concurrence. But those memoirs

things in connon: their

rescu_e_ o_f.t_þq

that are successful

past. carries

to recreate the past Ín the kind of "structure
it with that personal

"mora.l

only

have two

with it an ability

and depth" and

to enliven

vision", the vision learned through a

lifetime of experience, which Marcus Billson

proposes are the

distinguishing narks of great nenoirs.

In this way, memoir-writing

becomes an autobiographical

act. The :

act of rescuing the past for the purpose of what Bill,son calls
"reconfronting and reappraising" is a

means

of

creating_ a version

self that the writer can accept as her own. That this is

of

the

done through

the "mirror" of history and the lives of others makes the nemoir an

entirely suitable format for certain

Canadian wonen. For these

l^tomen

are Like the "housewife" that Spacks refers to in "Selves in Hiding",
who "seldom

offers her life to public view",1 but through

memoirs

able to achieve exactly the "disguise" in which she may find a

is

means of
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"declaring personal. power and effectiveness" (p. 774). The personal
por{er

that these

women

declare comes to

their vision of the past
share

thirty-six

page

by way of the cogency of

and the importance of its vaLues which they

with us through their

The

us

mernoirs.

editor's introduction to Elizabeth Johnston,s
(1901

; I27 pp.), would seem to

indicate that the book was written to provide historical information on
the background of her distinguished united Empire Loya]ist family, which

fled Georgia during the upheavals of the American revolution.2 If
what we Learn about that great historical event from her writing were
had

the test of the success of her nemoirs, they wourd be a failure.

real

purpose

of Johnstonrs menoirs quickly

becones

The

obvious. 3nly three

of the eLeven chapters are concerned with the years 7764-1784,
Johnston's first twenty years (and the years covering the major events
of the revolution),

and even these chapters feature the revolution not

as a foregrounded event but as an offstage menace that affects the life
of the famÍ]y. Johnston is prirnarily concerned with the events of her

family J-ife following the revolution when she and her husband, their
children and her father, seek a pi.ace to call hone, first in scotland,
then in Jamaica and finally in Nova Scotia.
own

i
I

I

i

This refusal to highlight the great historical event and the
enphasis placed on the post-revolutionary personal. events is typical of
women. Gerda Lerner points out, in The Fenale Experience: An American
Documentary,

that

hromen's

"history has been a special kind.,,

when

"the lens of nan's records and observations," we find that
women have not necessarily seen the time periods considered
significant
removed from

.:l

ì4
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by nen as

significant to their

own development.S For nen

of

Johnston's

time, participation in the revolution (on either side) might
considered the shaping event

of their lives. For r^¡onen, the

often the period that followed,
upon

to rebuild the

danage

when

to fanily

all their
and

be

shaping

was

resourceS were called

stability that the great

male

adventure had caused.
Johnston organizes her menoirs around three periods
each section has

its special approach and tone.

chapters one and two (pp. 37-63)

The

in her life

and

first section,

tells the story of her life up to

the

time of her marriage in 7779, at age fifteen, to a loyalist soldier,
Captain Willian Martin Johnston. The second section, chapters three
through

ten (pp. 64-727) covers

most

of her adult life up until

age

forty-six (1810), at which ti¡ne, nostly through her efforts, the fanily
settles permanently in

Nova

Scotia.

The

third section, takes the

reader

into Johnston's old age, to the tine of writing in 1838, when she is
seventy-four. The style of the first section is fast-paced narrative,
with a tone of nostal.gia for an alnost fairy-tale past, as Johnston
recreates her secure childhood as the obedient only child of doting,

well-to-do parents, a childhood security shattered by her motherrs death
when Johnston was

events

ten,

and

further destroyed two years later by

of the revolution in which her father barely

escaped

the

the fate of

other loyalists--being tarred and feathered. The second section,
although still

concerned

with giving a chronological account, is

much

less narrative-oriented in its strategy. It tends to pinpoint certain
monents

of

energency

moves, the sendÍng

in the family's life together--their various

of children

away

for education, a famify nember's
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itlness--and the discursive quality of the writing focuses attention
on the ethicaL problens involved
The

for

Johnston as mother

of the family.

third section is largely a recording of deaths, as Johnston nore and

nore becomes the one who marks the passing of family menbers, teJ.ling Ín

brief

memorial passages each one's character, accomplishments and the

nature of their passing. The tone of the third section is reflective,

resigned, a tone of self-forgiveness and acceptance of the past.

Interestingly, this structure

corresponds with what VÙilliam

identifies as the three basic types of autobiography. In The
Forns of Autobiographv, Spengemann sees the great autobiographers (al1 of
Spengemann

them male) as

writing

one

of three kinds of works: the historical,

philosophical or the poetic.4 In this Canadian womants menoirs

vse

the
see

a

writer bridging all three forms; her earJ.y life is told as a series of
historÍcally linked

cause and

effect factors, her middle life is

essentiaÌly a phiJ.osophical problern in ethical behavior, her oLd age is
a more poetic phase when she achieves a reflective distance on her life.
For some critics concerned with purity of forn and accustomed to

traditional nafe autobiographies that tend to take up one forn

or

another exclusively, Johnston's telling of her life would seem

an

unfortunate nixture of stytes. But Spengemann's anaÌysis of nenrs
autobiographies points
having been unusual

to the first great autobiographer, Augustine,

in his use of all three forms.

Although Augustine

of conversion

and

. a:ìl

,.Ê-

is

concerned

the conconnitant

and Johnston's concern

mother

as

with the dranatization of the act

new

relationship with the divinity,

is a more domestic one, correct behavior as

of a family, both autobiographers wrote to present a moral vision

'''-Ì
:
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of life.

Thus, they choose

similar three-fold strategies.

moral vision rests on the importance

ì

on the perfornance

of the

personal. desire may be.

deeds

In a sense this has as much to
that his three-fold

do

with faith

AS

account

the coming to faith, the gift of faith, and the special

relationship with
experience

Johnston's noral visÍon rests

that duty dictates, no matter what the

does Augustine's conversion, except
emphasizes

S

of the gift of faith, as opposed to

reason, in creating the Christian life.
ìt

Augustine'

God

that folLows; Johnston's divisions

of a life which leads the individual to

and an eventual achievenent

emphasize the

seek moral conduct

of self-acceptance through self-examination

It is important to note that there are other important differences
in the two uses of the three-fold forn. Augustine's is a retrospective
account which condemns and

rejects his former life in order to

emphasize

the act of conversion and transcendence of sinful hrays. Johnston's is
retrospective account, but one by which she attenpts to

a

accommodate her

past self Ín the light of the discoveries of later life.

In

each section

of her memoirs Johnston finds

the strength of her moral vision in all of her life.

ways

of

emphasizing

Early in the first

section she intrudes to show the importance of family duty in her life.
She explains

that a suit to recLain her childhood lands was undertaken

by friends "sorely against my wi11" (p. 46). Although she believes the

suit

was won, and

that she could have clained the lands in

she never does, because her
husband and

end

adulthood,

loyalties by then are firmly fixed with her

father, both people unwelcone in the United States. At

of the first chapter she even risks a negative

beloved mother

assessment

of

the

her

in order to point out the inportance of strict discipline
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in raising a child that as an adult will face difficult
see

in almost every event that befalls us the

Heavenly Father

hand

duties:

"hle may

of our mercÍful

directing the various events of our lives for our good

Perhaps had my befoved and tender mother

lived

she might not have kept

as strict a hand over me as my volatile nature required. My aunt

kind, but

was

at the

was made industrious

sane time decided

at

my needle"

Johnston wrote her menoirs

was

in her conduct toward me, and I

(pp. 50-51).

at the urgings of children

and

grandchildren in Nova Scotia. It is for then and people like them, the
descendants

shaping
wishes

of the loyalists

who were

to

of the Canadian character, that

to portray a generation

prepared

to adapt to
tradition

a

J"arge

she presents her

shaped by

to face hardship stoically,

have such

place in the

life.

She

kind but strict adults,

equipped

with the courage and skills

new circunstances,

but inbued with absolute loyalty to

and the past.

In this regard, she describes her reaction
Willian Johnston's confession of
them are caught up

Love

when confronted with

for her at the tine that both of

in the events of the revolution: "By silence onJ.y I

toLd hin what I felt, then I got upstairs into ny own room in the dark,
and wept most abundantly,

think I should
knowledge"

J

j

not at the thought of parting from hin, but to

have Listened

(p. 54).

to

such a thing without my father's

ltle may question

her sureness concerning her

motivation for weeping, considering this is a woman in her seventies

writing about a traumatic noment alnost sixty years before, but

we must

look to the sincerity and the purpose of the assertion to judge the
autobiographer's acconplishnent. Nothing in the events of the rest of
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s J-ife-storY contradicts the idea that her father is always one
in exile' her
of her chief concerns ' As her only living blood relative
for hin and her care for him throughout the rest of his life is

Johnston'

¡espect
never

in doubt' It is this vision of ethical conduct she wÍshes to

impart to her children'

into the central, nidd]e period of her ].ife, the
ethically
acts of a dutiful daughter, wife and mother become more
When she moves

conplex.ThisisparticularlyhighlÍghtedinherconsiderationofthe
her husband's
deaths of two of her older children. As a result of
takingupamedicalpracticeinJanaicaaftertraininginScot]and,Ít
isdeemednecessarythattheo].derchildrenmustgotoScotlandto
duty to
receive a proper education. In this situation it is her obvious
with her husband and younger children, but she does not part very
stay

witlingly with her son and daughter'
0fhersonAndrew'stragic]ifeshesays:''Thatwantoffirmness
very early
had been a narked feature of the child's character fron
infancy,anditprovedruinoustohiminhissubsequentlife'Inhis
early education nany traits of character and littte faults were kept
his too fond widowed aunt

and her maiden

sisters from his

by

worthy

night have nipped
Grandfather Johnston's knowledge which had he known he
in the bud" (p. 92). As the confessionaL sixth chapter of the nemoirs

reveals,Johnstonisnotata]]ascertainasthisstate¡nentwould
youth
indicate about where the blame lies for her son's later misspent
and

early death from fever. At tines she sees his

own too-easy nature

toblane,atothertimestheindu]gentaunts,thenherhusband's
concludes
insistence on the sonrs taking up the nedical profession' she

.

iiì
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with this Í¡arning: "Let this sad history ... be a warning to alL ny
grandchildren to avoid idleness and dissolute companions, and to study

in youth, that seed-tine of
honest industry

knowledge,

in after lÍfe

that they may reap the fruits of

and be an honor and

credit to their

parents" (p. 99). But this warning is moderated with her concluding
judgment on the

case:

"even while

at college his

weak aunts

rather took

part against me, judging ne too severe in wishing hin to devote more of

his time to study. I
Conscious
was good

that i

have had severe

deserved many, and none,

I believe,

am

have been more than

for me. This is a long, sad history of ny lamented first-born;

let it be a warning to youth,
choose

trials in this life, yet I

and

to parents to allow their

that profession their hearts most incline

At the very moment that she sums up the

them

blame

sons to

to" (p.

100).

that she places on

others, Johnston begins to adnit sone possibiLity of error on her

part by recording that the aunts blamed her severity.
admittance

of error on the part of this

correct ethical behavior

comes when she

wonan who

The

is so

own

outright

concerned with

deals with the nadness and death

of her daughter Catherine. Johnston's strategy in telling this story is
reveal.ing.
youngest
poem

She precedes

child Laleah,

the account with a digression concerning her

I,ùho

at thirteen is so devoted that

she

in praise of her nother while they are on a dangerous

Thus Johnston

writes

sea voyage.

is able to lead into the story of Catherine with

words: "ny heart feel-s too grateful to

my

a

affectionate child,

these
even

after so nany years have rolled on, not to put then [the verses] also in
these recollections of by-gone days, the retrospect of many of which

alas, is too, too sad" (p.

ìL:r'-

103)

The unstated purpose

of the

Laleah
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story is to
does

show

that a chi-ld who remains

under Johnston's protection

not develop Catherine's unfortunate tendencies. This time it is

Grandfather Johnston who had "taken her [Catherine] from me, thinking to

benefit her by the advantages she would gain in Edinburgh" (p. 105).
But as well as indirectly condemning the helplessness of

women

in

face of patriarchal authority figures, Johnston is ready to nake

fuller confession of her
was

own

part in Catherine's tragedy:

the

a

"Perhaps f

too anxious to counteract the faults that had been fostered so long,

and nay have

tried to

Johnston does not

into

check them too suddenly"

turn

away

madness, almost as

Although

fron a full account of Catherine's descent

if this detailing is part of the painful

necessary confession, she does nute the
were too

(p. 106)'

but

story of her death, as if it

painful to dwetl upon. Catherine is eventually consigned to

a

hospital for the insane in the States and dies there after the family
has noved

to

Nova

Scotia, attd just before her mother is due to visit

her.

In his article "A Question of Tone," Richard Hoggart contrasts the
"splendid assurance," of the tone of nineteenth-century autobiography to
the twentieth centuryrs uneasiness with self-justification and special
pleading.S Hoggart's exanples are

mal,e

autobiographers.

at a nineteenth-century female autobiographer
that the early part of her ¡nemoirs has that
However,

I¡lhen we look

such as Johnston we find

sane tone

of

"assurange."

in telling the stories of her childrenrs tragedies,

partiCularly Catheri.ne's, that assurance gives

way

to

something

eIse,

a

tone of mourning and expiation of the past rather than one of justifying

the ego-self. In this way the autobiographer holds on to what is worthy

,li
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in her past self, that is, her insistence on the centraìity of the
parent-child relationship, but also admits to the too inflexible self
that contributed to her children's probJ.ems. The effect of the

two

confessional chapters is seen in Johnston's concl-usion to chapter 7:

"At this

moment, though more than seventeen years have passed since she

was consigned

though

it

to an earJ.y grave, I feeL all the tenderness of grief

were very recent"

In this confession
purpose

rÁre

of "reconfronting

through the act

(p.

as

114).

see the past being recollected

and reappraising"

in a very

for

the

reaJ. sense, as

of reliving the griefs of her past Johnston

¡nemorializes

her dead children, expiates her guilt, and through the "tenderness"
caused by

the autobiographical act begins the construction of a

vision that
her own life.

makes

moral

a more conplete acknowLedgement of the complexity of

This is the real difference between Augustine

and

Johnston. Despite their use of sinilar forms, or rather the bridging of
three forms, they do so for ultimately different purposes. Augustine is
concerned

with the continuing perfection of the self as acconplished

through the love

of Christ

self. Íle see the

woman

and which allows

the transcendence of the old

autobiographer concerned with a continuing

self-conpletion rather than perfection. This can be seen nore clearÌy

if

we compare Johnston's "conversion"

dramatic noment

in the garden,

to Augustine's. After his

when Augustine

is brought to his

new

self

by the grace of God, he deals Little with the world of the flesh, of

history, but goes on to praise the beauty of a life lived in Christ.
Johnston's account the conversion is not a "noment" or even properJ.y
"conversion.

.l:
:-l'lL--:

" It is a gradual.ly

moderated

position, one that

In
a
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incorporates aspects of the old self in the new, reached through

painful and enotional review of the past. Johnston is

a

concerned with

the I'historicity" of lif,e, with staying insÍde the events of her life.
I

She nay be as concerned as Augustine

of self in her life, but not with

with achieving peace and acceptance

transcendence

of her past Life, its

duties and relationships. Thus the memoir mode is more suítable to her
aim than confession

or traditional spiritual,

In theÍr article "Lillian

HeLlman and

autobiography.

the Strategy of the 'Otherr,"

Billson and Smith note that the memorialist portrays her significant
others in great detail and conclude that "each portrait

becomes a

'-i

kind of self-portrait" (p. 174). So it is with Johnston, who in the

third section of her memoirs records the various deaths within

is memorializing some specific quality of

family. In

each case she

character.

Taken together these

own

best self.

doing
done

her

qualities

nake up a composite

of

her

At her father's death, she com¡nents on his concern with

his duty toward her as his child

and her own wish

that

she has

her's to him (p. 727). Of her daughter's Eliza's death in childbed

fever she lays emphasis on how the young mother's .last words were
expression

of

concern

an

for her chiLdren. 0f ELiza she saysr "If f

were

called upon to bear testimony whose individual character I had ever
known most

free from selfishness, I could with truth and boldness say it

u¡as my beloved

she

El-iza's" (p. 132). 0f course, true to the noral vision

is building of mutual love

and duty between parent and

child,

she

takes on the raising of her daughter's children. Her most revealing

"seJ.f-portrait," however, is of her daughter-in-law Laura who died in

tragic self-caused housefire from which

;ìì

.L-.

she should have been able to

a
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herself. Johnston observes: "Hers was a strong mind in matters
that concerned her spÍritual welfare, but in tenporal things her
save

diffidence led her to lean on others" (p. 152). In the end Johnston
envisions a sel.f that is not only loving and dutiful but one that has
and practicaL

life to carry out in

been prepared by parentaJ.

training

daiJ.y action the dictates

of her ethical position. Johnston's

was

certainly such a training

own

Life

ground.

Thus, through the process

of nourning

and conmenoration, Johnston

recreates in vivÍd detail the lives and deaths of her beloved kin,
thereby not just creating the menoirs of the family past but creating

as

a by-product an autobiographical image of herself, using these people

as

nirrors to

show

her own preoccupations. She creates her identity, first

as dutiful daughter, then as loyal wife, then as loving and firm mother,

finally as naternal

head

of her family

and sustaining center

fanily in the vicissitudes of history. Thus,
not deal very much with the Loyalist cause, Ít
the psychology of a woman to

applies.

whom

even though
dea-Ls

of

this

the

book does

in great depth with

the epitaph "J.oyalist" certainJ"y

Johnston has developed her position as matriarchal head of the

family while renaining completely Loyal (except perhaps for the
occasional criticism of her husband's actions and a less than menorable

recreation of his death) to her patriarchaL worLd.

In creating her self
imnortal.ity.

she has also prepared

John Barrett Mandel,

autobiography, proposes

herself for death

and

in writing about death in

that this preparation is

one

of the chief

notivation of autobiography. Elizabeth Johnston has created "the effigy

lthe l,;iitten work that] will have its

1Ì,'ì

own

kind of life, " through the
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recreation of the actual deaths of her family members.6 That she
prepared

herself for death is

".At my tine
upon

shown

of life it is needful to

in the final

words

of her memoirs:

to dwell

cause the mind

has

deeply

the awful and momentous change which must soon take place in

ny

frail body, and on the great transition of the soul. If prepared, what
a delightful change fron earth to heaven! if the prize is so great,
what manner

of persons ought we to be;

how

little ought we care for

the

perishing body so soon to be food for worms, and how exclusively ought
we

to take thought for the soul that never dies" (p. 164).

Johnston has reached her position

than Augustine, we cannot doubt

Although

of faith by a much more earthJ.y route

that it offers the

same

"security

infused into my heart, " that the saint felt as a result of his faith in

his

maker.T

Mary G. Mason's analysis

of

of the autobiographical writings of Julian

Norwich and Margery Kempe shows

women

that neither of these prototypical

autobiographers take up the Augustinian model

of the "cl-imatic

structure of a conversion story" (p. 214). In fact, in the

same way as

Johnston, these early autobiographers represent Change as occuring

serial

manner and through

relationships with important "others. "

the variatíons that Johnston makes in the three-fold pattern is

typically feminine
One can argue

change

in

Thus,

a

dictated by her female Iife story.

that her directÍon is also typically Canadian'

very act of settling in Canada, when with a little
Johnston family could have found a hone

arrangement the

in Scotland, indicates

the

desire to hold on to old forns, custons, and loyalties, while

participating in building a new nation.

The

essential act of the

a

The
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loyatist

was

to be a new world person, while insisting on the

of his old world self. This
in

Canadian desire

more negative terms Margaret Atwood has

for a double self , or

called our national

of "paranoid schizophrenia" ,8 gives additional impetus to
].:r

exi s tence

the

di sease
"

operation undertaken by the Canadian autobiographer, since for

:.:l

what

rgs cue "
some

.i:::

ì:

writers the old self

ì:ì:

ì

::ì:.

new

becones buried so deeply under

the

demands

of

the

world self that is becomes unrecognizable to those who have never

known

the old identity.

Such
Susan

is the

case

with

Susan

Sibbald, who in writing The Menoirs of

Sibbald (1783-1812) (1926; 313 pp.), recreates in exhaustive

detail her life before she came to Canada. As her great-grandson
editor Francis Paget Hett explains in the introduction,
was a widow past
Canada

niddle age with grown chÍldren

Susan Sibbald

when she enigrated to

in the 1830's in order to establish herself as a farmer in

Lake Sincoe area

of

Southern

for the family.
does

not

choose

to write about

the

a

Such an adventure on the

determined wonan should, by our present day standards, make

nenoir. But Sibbald

the

Ontario. Her aim was to build up, with

help of her sons, an inheritance of land which would secure
confortabLe future

and

part of

a

for a rich

any years past her

youth and early narriage. Hett speculates that "possibly she desired

that an account of her happy youth and early married J.ife only

should

survive, and the story of the subsequent years, with their sorrows and

vicissitudes, should be forgotten."9 A" the menoirs are written at the
I

request of her son Hugh, it is possibJ.e that she left out the later

more

l.ìì

.rì

i:
i-ì

t:
,ìì,

active years because he shared then with her.
But these reasons alone do not expJ.ain why a

woman

would

write

such
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a closely detailed account of her life as the daughter of an English
Country gentlenan, her life as a RegenCy era debutante in London and
Bath, ending with a shorter account of the first years of her marriage
to an army offiCer, and ignore entirely her adventures as a Canadian

pioneer. There is littLe in the text, filIed with endless detail of
country visits, sociaf gatherings, balls, descriptions of dress styles'
the minute detailing of nanners and customs (to the point where the

if Sibbald has total recall), that would connect the
Sibbald of the English life with the picture of the deternined pioneer
Canadian mother that appears opposite page 314 in the text.

reader wonders

I include Sibbald here

because

in her desire to

evoke her past

youthfut self and her failure to connect that self with her adult self
she

illustrates the problens facing

connect very

different versions of the self as identity

throughout the female
marriage and

wonen autobiographers who must

life cycte.

childbirth are

settlenent in

Canada and

ülhen these

acconpanied by

changes

natural changes such

"ud:_9-1.1

1-eJ,ocation,

as

such

as

a new, more challenging life styLe, the problen

intensifies. Sibbatd is an example of the negessary "inertia" of sone
autobiographers who attenpt by their attention to detail to give their
Lives what Janes Cox calls "weight." Driven by the female need to leave
no part
knew

of the self behind,

and knowing as she must,

that no one who

her as a Canadian could possibly connect her with the frail

deJ.icacy

of the girl

who appears

in the picture opposite the title

page,

Sibbald evokes with tender nostalgia, her youthful self'
perhaps

it

was

part of her originaL intention to connect that girl

with her older, stronger seLf, because she begins her story by referring
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to the fact that "i n ny native

town of Fowey, there had been

many

courageous females, " incÌuding one who led the other fenales during an
il

effort to protect Charles II in

7644, when they "shouLdered

their

broomsticks, and mounting the hill above the entrance to the harbour,

terrified the

Rebels who were approaching

about and put out

to

sea again"

in ships, that they tacked

(p. 3). But Sibbald gets caught up in

the detail of her early life and it is left to her editor to detail the
motivation for the move to Canada, which he attributes to econonic
problems caused by Sibbal"d's husband's death and perhaps

his prior

nisnanagement

specuJ.ates

of fanily estates (p. xvi).

attributable to

The editor

that the inmediate motivation of her emigration

that two of her sons, already sent to

Canada, IrJere

(p. xvii).

appears

In fact, the Sibbald that

was

the

news

living in taverns!

in Hett's biographical

introduction appears much more vital than the image of herself that
Sibbald paints. Her failure shows particularly in the fact that
ì "moral- vision" of life
many fragments of

emerges in her writing.

no

Because a joining of the

the fenale life are not made, no enconpassing vision

energes.

Sibbald fails as an autobiographer because, given I^ronenrs need to
explore the detail of their actual lives, not just the life of the mind,

the spirit or the career, but what Billson calls the "thisness" (p.
268), of their daily lives to find their images of themselves, they
cannot afford

to ignore any significant part of the personal history.

Although there

is

more than enough

detail on Sibbald's

earJ.y

life,

she

ignores the vital changes that created the writer of the book;

therefore narrator, main character and writer cannot be joined by the
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reader.

Sibbald can be conpared with the American writer Edith Wharton,

in

A Backward GIance, exanines her

Ì¿ho

social and cultural past in detail

but refuses to deal with her unhappy marriage' Thus, she feaves out
essential information that even if dealt with indirectly, as some r^ronen

naterial is "delicate," would explain her metanorphosis fron
New york sociaLite to a creative writer. In the same way, Sibbald never
do when the

to a Consideration of the later years of her marriage or her
Canadian Life, and thus her nemoirs renain ineffective as anything
Cones

than a traCt on early nineteenth-Century social custons '

In

more

menoirs

that are autobiographicat acts, the vision of the self, as Billson and
as
Smith assert, should be as nuCh a "vision of the outer world
a projection and refraction of the self as the autobiographer's"

(p.

163).

In the traditional autobiography of spiritual
whole realms

years,

development aìone,

of the life history, a narriage, a childhood, the

Can be

middle

onitted as J.ong as the work conçentrates on vital-

illustrations of ¿,great

change

in the personality.

as wolnen's stories often are, Cannot Ígnore part

Memoír-based

lives,

of the life, especially

a part that contains shaping relationships with others, and at the

same

time succeed in presenting the whole person.
What the memoir-based

story can do, however, is

choose

a

significant but short period of time that acts as a kind of crucible
the whole life, and explore that tine in great detail. As Billson
xi

iì
i{:

t:
t]

,;il
..

points out, autobiography must cover a span of a good many years
(however liehtly it jumps over events), in order "to portray the

o-f_
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of change, the developing teleology" (p. 266),
of the
)

phenomenology

one

subject of a traditional autobiography, "the author's souf" (p. 267).

In the

of time, two years or

memoir, however, "covering a J.imited a¡nount

less, there is the possibility, contrary to past critical
for a great deal of introspection, whÍch can detail
changes." Billson's exanple is

Norman

(p. 266).

Mary Hienstrars

My example

in

inner psychic

Mailer's Ar¡nies of the Night

which "covers only four days but portrays a
developnent"

many

assumptions,

definite process of

psychic

Canadian wonen's autobiography

is

Gully Farm (1955; 311 pp.), the record of one year in

a

pioneer fanÍlyrs settfenent on a farm in Saskatchewan.
The

prinary purpose of Hiemstrars memoir is to draw a detailed

portrait of her

admired pioneer parents who came

to

Canada from an

English farming background to sett.Le near Battleford, Saskatchewan with

the ill-prepared Barr colony innigrants in 1903.10 Since her father is
buoyantly optimistic about the opportunities of the new land and her
mother

is at all tines ready to

see the drawbacks, the

writer is abfe to

offer us both sides of the pioneering experience with honesty and humor,
while maÍntaining an inplicit respect for the parents who brought her

safely through such an experience.
As

real

presences

in the text the parents represent two strikingly

different types, the father fuLl of

adventurousness, the mother a model

of loving care. But as well as representíng the qualities that Hienstra
most admires,

their unity as parents points to the

moraL

vision of the

united fanily that the autobiographer wishes to present as the

overriding thene of her ¡nemoir. Their unity is all the more exceptionaì,
because as

individuals they disagreed about everything, particularly the
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adventure

in it,
much

The

whereas the nother

father's

enthusiasm has something of the naive

rarely loses an opportunity to point

better off they could have been in
How

that

in Canada.

between

the two people

her world is for Hiemstra shows in her account of her

father's attempt to rescue a lost settfer during a blizzard.
chooses

how

England.

distressful this potential for division

make up

out

to give a larger anount of

space

She

to the description of

her

nother waiting with the lanp at the window: "Mother didn't seen to

notice that the fire was almost out, and that the cold was coming in.
She

didn't

even notice the shadows. She stood by the window and looked

at the fLying

snow, and tears ran down her young cheeks, but she

did not

notice the tears, either. I spoke in a low voice, but she did not
answer, she sinply stood there holding the

while I

became

afraid. I

seened

light,

and

after a littl-e

to be alone in the storn" (p.

224).

During times that her parents are in disagreement or are separated, the

child feels intensely alone. Since their unity is essential to
sense

her

of seLf, it is natural that she chooses this first year on the

farm in Canada to act as the crucible of her story, for Ít was this year

that the external environnent would have destroyed the family if

the

parents had not been capable of overcoming theÍr differences. This

crucible year gives Hienstra the

many examples

of unselfish joint

actions and conpromises on the part of her parents that are needed to

build her view of them, and thus of herself.
Hiemstra's account gains a great deal of its power fron her ability

to put herself

completeJ.y

in the place of another, particularJ"y her

nother and father, but also others as well, such as the lost settler
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whose

plight she summons up in her imagination:

first

one side then the

shroud around

going.
around

him.

He was

him.

He stumbled

lost,

He

other, and the

feLl

and

"The wind pushed from

snow hissed

as it whirled like

a

on, but he had no idea where he was

the cold dark

and got up and

arms

of the blizzard

fell again. His feet

were closing

were numb and

his hands like ice, and even his body in his too-thin coat felt stiff
and half frozen. Soon he knew he would fall and not get up again, It
was then

that he began to shout" (p. 227\. It is the

of Hienstra's parents that

combined

save the nan, and the event

efforts

is a symbol of

the entire winter during which the young children are like the nan lost

in a storm; they are brought through a winter that killed others by the
unÍted efforts of nother and father.
Fron the position

of this first traumatic winter Hienstra

reaches

forward and backlrard in tine to show herself and her beloved parents

they were before and after the adventure.
hunorous

attitude toward their very real

gained as a

Qne

realizes that her

disagreements

result of seeing their underlying unity.

the fact that early in the adventure there are tines
seriousJ.y intends

to take the children

and return

late as the spring of the first year spent in

as

is

one she has

She does
when

her mother

to England,

Canada, she

not hide

and

as

is still

arguing for a return to England. Hiemstra points humorously to two

for her nother's decision to stay, in detailing her parents
final argument on the subject. Her mother announces to her father:
"They're your children, and you're going to look after them" (p. 296).

reasons

She decides

if

iì:
L

that the only

she stays

way

her children wiJ.l get a father's care is

in Canada. But as well,

she decides there

is no point in
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leaving such a nan for other

women

to claim:

"'f'm not going, I she said

primly. 'If you think you're going to bring that Dukhobor into ny house
you're mistaken"' (p. 257). Hiemstra takes great pleasure in recreating
these scenes in detail, especially when they show the jealous fove her
nother bears her father, which comes out on]y in these argunents. At

the end of her nemoir she shows them as a prosperous couple on a
well-developed
coming

prairie farm, but still bickering about the

wisdom of

to Canada. Their devotion is proved for Hienstra by the fact

that although her mother always claimed she coul.d exist happily without
her husband, she died only five weeks after hin.
The autobiographical accounts

of the daughters of pioneer

parents

frequently feature portrayals of the parents that emphasize the
relationship between the parents as the backbone of the venture. In
Jessie Browne Raber's Pioneering in ^Alberta, family solidarity through

the efforts of the hardworking and loving parents is often their only

strength.ll For Edith
and devotion

Van Kleek,

of her ol,der brother

widowed mother

that give

in

Our

who

Trail North it is the

is her father surrogate

Van Kleek her own

energy

and her

start as a strong adult.12

But Hiemstra's is the most striking of these accounts. Not the least of

the reasons for her success is the compression of the tine period
covered

into,that dramatic first year of settlement,

on offering the

full- account of the

ways

and her insistence

in which her parents

disagreed,

so that we may see the unity they achieved as all the more outstanding.
One aspect

of the moral vision of the united parents

making the

pioneer venture successful that is not directly conmented upon by
Hienstra and others is the underlying fact that it is often necessary
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for

one partner

such

unity

in the marriage to surrender his or her vÍews before

can be achieved. This

Even when husband and
lvomen

is nore often than not the woman.

wife are equally enthusiastic about the new life,

see themse.lves as naking key compronises

preserve

this

unity. This is

necessary

we exanÍne a pioneer menoir

at important

demonstrated more

monents that

clearly

when

told by a woman who was the mother rather

than the child of such a family.
Susan

interior

Allison,

Caused

whose

Columbia

her to be dubbed "The Mother of the Similkameen,"

whose nenoirs have been
Gentlewoman

life as a pioneer in the British

in British

and

the inspiration of an opera, wrote A Pioneer

Columbia (1976i 72

pp.), in the forn of thirteen

contributions to the 1931 editions of the Vurrçoorr""

Srrrrduy

P"o

.13

ALlison was eighty-five at the tine and as the editor of her memoir

points out, although she nay have had occasional lapses of nenory for
dates and nanes, her açcount of her adventures as a pioneer fron the
1860s

to the 1880s renains vivid

and readabLe. This

is partially

due

to

the fact that Allison was a published author of essays on the Indians of
the Similkameen, and in her long life had also written poetry

stories,

whiCh she Could draw on as sourçe

and

naterial for her memoir.

for the strength of her memoir is her ability to
perform, with equal vigor, the three tasks that Billson sees as part of
the nenorialist's stance. Susan All,ison is eyewitness, participant and
Another reason

histor of her

own

story. In the early

quickly presents the kind of active,
be more than a passive observer
experiences gÍve her the

L

pages

demanding

of events.

ability to

of the nenoir, Allison

very

life that prepared her to

These sonetintes

difficult

assess and judge the actions of
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others so that she can act as histor and give us the essential nature
and

vision of her pioneer tines.

In her efficient
developed

in the

writing style, a styJ.e

compressed

days when she was both

children, she describes in six short

In this brief
sea

space she

writer

pages

is able to, a)

she nust have

and mother

of fourteen

the nature of her early life.

show us

travel in the mid-nineteenth century as

the compelling picture of

she describes her family's

journey fron England to the West Coast of Canada, b) indicate the place

of herself

and her family as middle-class people

range represented

in the broad social

in the colonyrs scant but varied population,

c)

present their personal situation (ie. a spendthrift stepfather, a timid
mother, a risky venture), d) present a caneo portrait of early Victoria

8.C., e) outline the situation, purpose and daily lives of

the

inhabitants of Hope, B.C. where the stepfather intended to settLe as
gentleman farmer, and

f)

a portrait of her denure and genteel

show us

self at fifteen, by which we can neasure the
her. This breathless,

compressed

throughout the memoir; she

a

changes about

to occur in

writing style is to be her strategy

is expert at presenting only salient

details, which sum up the "times"

and

yet

show

her personal Life as part

of those tines, not only as observer but as participant.
After quickly realizing that

she and her mother and

sister

must

learn such working-class skills as baking and washing clothes if they
are to survive a servantless existence, the

further desperation

when

women

find

themseLves in

the stepfather deserts the family. Allison

telLs these events in a straightforward, non-heroic manner, as is

in her recounting of

, ..tri

:i::\

how she and

her nother

managed

to earn their

shown
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IÍving:

"My

nother and I started quite a nice little

boy, Mr. Hunter sent hÍs gir1s, and Bill Bristol,

sent his little
was then

school. Mr.

Yates

who

the Similkameen mail carrier, sent his daughter, and some

children were sent from Yale. I did not like teaching but it helped out
my snall- income"

little school"

(pp. 20-27).

Below

the understatement of "quite a nice

and the seemingly randon

is inforning the reader that

list of those attending, Allison

she and her mother ran a top-rated school,

since the people who mattered trusted and respected it.

She

also lets

us know that staying financially independent was most important to her.

Part of the impact of Allisonrs account is that her statenents
about her personaL feelings are

rare,

and usually come

of these conpressed recollections. Their

comparative

at the end of

rarity

and

one

their

cuÌninating positions allow them to nake an inpression on the reader in
inverse proportion to the amount of text they occupy. In recounting the
events J.eading up to her marriage to John FalL Allison, twenty years her

senior, she offers no insight into her intimate feelings but concludes
the account with a separate paragraph that states: "Then began ny
camping days and the

wild, free life I ever

put an end to it" (p. 27). Her

husband IS

introduction to this life, but the life
on

his

TS

Loved till

age and infirnity

figured as the neans of her
not seen as always dependent

presence.

In telling the story of her settl-enent on the isolated ranch that
John

Allison's skill has carved out of the wilderness, her

personal.

observations always emphasize her desire to be a competent, hardworking

but independent part of all ventures.

first

s'

ìl:

'$

,'.\i...

meeting

She describes her

arrival

with her husband's business partner and concludes

and

by
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observing: "Mr.
saw

I

a good supper ready for us the day I first

Princeton, though he did not approve my ciressing for dinner, a habit

was

As

Hayes had

driLled in as a chii.d and has always stuck with

I did not object to his

see why he objected

found

I could milk

coming

me

to

sone extent.

to table in shirt sfeeves I did

not

to ny habits, but I think he half forgave me when he

cows and was

not afraid to go into a corral fult of

cattJ-e" (p. 23). Years of gaining the respect of those around her

and

proving her conpetency for the new life are presented in this emblenatic

incident.

Allison's

husband soon puts

her in charge of his trading operation

with the Indians in order to pursue his cattle business, which takes
from home nany months
people who are

at a time. In this

way

Allison

comes

to

him

know the

to be her most significant "others" in her effort to

build her adult version of herself.

She

is fascinated by the Indians,

as is evidenced by a lifetime of recording their
Her essay, "Account

J.egends and

of the Sinilkameen Indians of British

history.

Columbia,

"

was

published by the British Association for the Advancenent of Science in
1891 and

is included with her menoirs (pp. 73-79).

fair

realistic judge of the Indians

and

and

their

As

histor, she is

predicament

of the pioneering period in Canada. In a nore personal
in

abundance

a

at the end

sense they offer

the qualities she is cultivating in herself, self-reliance,

adaptability, a philosophy of live and let live, a Love of nature, and a
sense

of the spiritual

embodied

in aLl life.

They

are in

many ways her

mirror self. Her nost succinct observation on herself and the Indians

is contained in her

conment on

the help received from an Indian

woman

during the premature birth of her first child away from the supports of

l1...

i.:.:

.ì.¡
.

it:l

:tL.
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mother and midwife

that

she had

planned:

"Suzanne hras

very good to

in her way--though I thought her rather unfeeling at the time.
thought that I ought to be as strong as an Indian

woman

but I

me

She

was not"

(p. 28). It would seen that a great deal of Allison's Life afterwards
is spent trying to be as "strong as an Indian wonan," as she undertakes
various adventures including a more renote settLenent for her

family on the shores of the

It is her life in the

young

Okanagan.

Okanagan

that occasions the recounting of

serious disagreement with her husband, whose presence in the

a

memoir

increasingly changes from one of admired, conpetent mate, to the rather
nuted presence
decides

to

that is referred to as "Mr. Allison" or

move back

been very happy,

to the

Similkameen

in order to

once again be called upon

heJ.p

"my husband."

fron the Okanagan, where she

has

his cattle business. Allison will

to run the store, except that by now she is

the nother of many children: "f begged him to keep our Little
argued

He

home and

the long, long winters at the Sinilkaneen and the scarcity of

winter feed, but his mind was made up and that was that" (p. 55).
Later,

when she argues

for a return to the Okanagan, she finishes up the

subject in one short paragraph: "f
Okanagan

in the fall of'81

when

store-keeping. The poor little
had

to be" (p.
There

J.onged more

than ever to go back to

the cattle started back. I hated

children, I feLt, were neglected but it

60).

is no outright

or praise of her

own

censure

of her husband nor any overt

position, and she never refers to this

defence

disagreement

again in the nemoir, but worlds of feeling seen just barely disguised in

the uncharacteristic words, "begged," "hated," "longed,"

and
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"negJ-ected." It is interesting that in this argument Allison accepts

a position so much admired

defeat and puts the husband's venture first,

by Hienstra as the daughter of such a mother in Gully Farn. However, in

the first-person account of such a woman, she portrays her philosophical
acceptance

("it

had

to be," and "his

mind was made up and

that

part.

As

that,") nore as a necessity than as admirable
de-enphasizes the degree
she argued her
argument nany

of

disagreement by

position. Allison

does not

on her

not telling us for

tell us if

was

wefl

she

how long

she nade her

times, as Hienstrars mother did, or once only. It is

interesting to note however, that in her portrayal of this typical
fe¡nale

situation, Allison gives us a largely obÌique and indirect

account

of it, but

one which, despite

understatement, leaves us nore

or perhaps

because

of

her

in adniration of her than her

husband.

A]lison's account is, to the end, a nélange of subject natter, at
one

point emphasizing the husband's business, at another the

changing

nature of the west, at another the plight of the Indians and at
important mo¡nents gathering aL1 these fragnents into a whol-e though
recounting her own activities, her own feelings and judgnents.

Iike

Sarah Roberts

in Alberta

Homestead, she takes

Thus

the culminating

position that nakes her centraL to all the other stories without seening

to

make

her self central. Her rnoral vision is of a self that is

industrious and capable but one that is ready to adnire the

of others,

and learn from them as

competence

well. In addition to these qualities,

Allison obviously does not see herself as a "housewife" unqualified to
conment on

the pioneer venture in general. She presents herself not

only as observer and partÍcipant but also as histor of the experience.

iL
l:1,
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Francis Russell Hart has commented on the type of personal memoir
nany women

genre."

write as a "strange hybridization of the autobiographical

The women

l

referred to in this description are wríters like

Lillian Hellnan and Maxine Hong Kingston,

accomplished twentieth-century

professional writers. Yet nany of the characteristics associated with
these Iirolnen's

styles, which

that will give public

show

meaning

then "seeking an íntimacy with history

to personal identity", are

shared by these
-l

pioneer wonen memorialists

their

whom

I

After exploring

have discussed.l4

accounts we might also conclude

that while they are "seeking

an

intinacy with history" through their autobiographical acts, they give

history
stories

a_p=I:o"1,Ì,_ more

literary face, by enlivening it with their

own

.

Marcus
between

Billson points out that the most important difference

the traditional autobiographer and the menorialist is that the

latter leaves.the "subject-object" division

"unresolved,

"

whereas "the

autobiographer sees himself as a psychic totaJ.ity, and therefore he

can

be independent from the social matrix" (p. 277). The nenorialist is
always inter.le-nendent with other peopì.e, with events, with the

"thisness," or "historicity," of his times. This necessitates the
presentation of an enconpassing moral vision rather than

individualistic creed. This vision

denands

of witnessing the past, of ascertaining the
in the social matrix,
metaphor"

and

of

remembering

an

"the author's personal act
meaning

of his participation

his experience as a moral

(p. 282). As such, the menoir form offers

women

a means to

deal with their real existences, the personal life of fanily,

:S.
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relationship, child-rearing, as weLl as their

accomp-ì.ishments as

indivÍdua1s, in a context that gÍves meaning to a life, not as it is

lived as a psychic entity defining its difference from the world
seeking a transcendence

living

and defining

of that world, but Ín terns of a psychic entity

itself in the

worLd and

with the world. In creating

their personal nyths fron the difficult realities of the pioneer
experience, for

women

such as Johnston, Hiemstra and

Allison the

is the appropriate retrospective form which allows then to
worlds of the spirit and the fLesh joined.

memoir

keep the
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CHAPTER

4-

TRAVELING WOMEN: DISCOVERING THE STRANGER/
DISCOVERING THE SELF

Literary historians have always been "a bit

literature of travel," Martin S.

Day

embarrassed by the

tells us in "Travel Literature

and

the Journey Thene." At best, it is seen as "non-artistic raw material

that
one

can be transformed

into art by the inaginative artist."1

literary historian notes that

Romanticism encouraged

writers to

"the contact with strange physical environments and peoples.
draw nearer

to autobiography," the personal story is

Although

..

. Ito]

seen only as

an

intermediary stage between travel writing and what is seen to be a
mature

writing form, the travel novel.2

is not a worthy ain in itself.

To such

However, as Day

critics,

Given women's preference

with their

or^rn

more

autobiography

points out,

autobÍographers from Bunyan to Henry Adams "weld the

the journey archetype

use

spiritual quest to

the journey as an individual- passage" (p. 43).

for a very solid connection with "historicity,"

actual lives and their tendency to find writing

forms

outside the traditional genres, they do find the personal story,
autobiography, a worthwhile aim of their travel writing.

Some women,

rather than invent a netaphorical journey to correspond with their

individual spiritual passage, have used their
means

own

actual traveLs as

of self-discovery and self-actualization. Thus, for

such

a

women,

trav¡J. 1i_terature becomes an autobiographical vehicle, one particul.arly

suited to their need to disguise their
sane time accomplishing one
and

ari
ìi,.

i
L

solidifying the

changed

own achievenents,

while at the

of the chief ains of autobiography, creating
self by writing about it.

The

travel

--
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account's "disguise" is particularJ.y useful to

women

who need

to

expJ.ore

difficult, sensitive areas of their lÍves. Under the calm surface of
the narration of the journey, disturbing truths about the self and
others rnay be revealed.

In early Canada such an opportunity
ü/rote about her own changing

was seized by Anna Jameson

self as she recorded her travels

who

through

in 1836. on the surface her three-volume nélange of essays
on music, literature, philosophy, feminism and travel, tells the story

Upper Canada

of

how one

well-to-do lady passed a rather dutl winter in Toronto,

how she enjoyed

needs

to

the following

know only one

Summer Rambles

in

summer

touring the Great Lakes. But

extra-textual fact to see Winter Studies

Canada (1838)

in a very different light.

to Toronto to visit her estranged husband Robert Janeson,

and
one

and

Jameson came
who becane

Ontario's vice-chancelLor during her stay. In this tine period a legal
separation

I^ras

arranged and, while waiting

the separation papers,
Jameson's book

Jameson wrote

in

America the next winter for

her "travel" book.3 rn fact,

is reaLly about herself,

and her

efforts to divorce

herself not only fron her husband but from a too nasculine view of the
worLd.
Jameson

gives us pernission to read her "studies" and "rambles"

autobiography

I

in her preface:

would fain have extracted, altogether, the
impertinent Ieaven of egotisn which necessarily nixed
itself up with the journal forn of writíng: but in
making the attenpt, the whole work lost its original
character--lost its air of reality, lost even its
essentiaL truth, and what ever it might possess of
the grace of ease and pictorial anination: it became
flat, heavy, dÍdactic. It was found that to extract
the tone of personal feeling, on which the whole

as

8T

series of action and observation depended, was like
drawing the thread out of a string of beads--the
chain of linked ideas and experiences fell to pieces,
and becane a mere unconnected, incongruous heap.4
Not only does she encourage us to read her account as autobiography
I

but she also tells us how:

we must seek

the "thread" of "linked ideas."

Typically, this instruction is disguised as an apoJ.ogy for her writing

style.

As welL, she uses quotations from Gernan

literature, which head

her chapters, as a disguised method for telling us the real import of
what we are about
Baune auch so

Herz

to read. Her first chapter begins: "Sinn

denn die

trostlos, so verzweiflungs voll in ihrem Winter, wie

das

in seiner Verlassenheit?" (Are then the trees also so desolate,

so

despairing in their winter, as the heart in its loneliness) (I, p. 1).
Jameson, under

the disguise of the other language, is suggesting that

recognize her use

we

of the pathetic fallacy as a key to her mood in

chapter one. She further encourages a metaphoricaL reading of her words
when she

town

offers a detaiLed description of her emotional reaction to

that is integrally

connected with her husband:

in summer, I cannot telL; they
say it is a pretty p1ace. At present its appearance
to ne, a stranger, is most strangely nean and
neìancho1y. A little ill-built town on low land, at
the bottom of a frozen bay, with one very ugly
church, without tower or steeple; some government
offices, built of staring red brick, in the most
tastel,ess, vulgar style imaginable; three feet of
snow aìl around; and the grey, sulIen, wintry lake,
and the dark gloom of the pine forest bounding the
prospect; such seems Toronto to me now. I did not
expect nuch; but for this I was not prepared.
Perhaps no preparation could have prepared ne, Iher
emphasisl or softened my present feelÍngs. I will
not be unjust if I can help it, nor querulous. If I
look into my own heart, I find that it is regret for
what I have left and lost--absent, not the present
--which throws over alf around me a chilL, colder
What Toronto nay be

l_

the
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than that of the wintry day__a gJ.oom, deeper
that of the wintry night (I, pp. Z_g).
The passage

is almost equally divided

between

than

the description of the

new

place and the description of Janeson's feeling. rf, as
she has hinted
we should in her German introduction, we are reading the
description

as

an objective correlative--Toronto as a desperate place on the

of this

frontier

rife--we can concrude that she is speaking in a
necessarily disguised fashion of her marriage when she speaks of
r^roman's

,,my

present feelings." Read in any other way the passage's enotional
import
is too great to be caused by something as insignificant as a provincial.

a "Toronto... a rittre, ugry, inefficient fort', (I, p.
1). In fact, it takes only a smarf imaginative reap for this ,,fort,,,
canadian town,

this "vuLgar style" to

become

a symbol of one of its chief inhabitants,

Anna Jamesorì's husband.

That we are being asked

to

make such reaps

is reinforced

throughout

the book by another strategy of indirection, Jameson,s refusal to
nention her husband even when it wourd be possibre to do so in
inpersonal terms. rn all her discussions of poJ.itics in the province__
the problems of sociaL developnent, education, roads, rndian weffare__

officials past and present are sketched or alluded to,
is alluded to only once and in the most unflattering

even when other

Robert Janeson

terms' seeing the I'ocals turning against pubj.ic education

she proposes

having a report on the subject--one which has had widespread attention
in Europe--pubtished in Toronto to help the peopJ.e nake an informed

decision. she reports her failure in this regardr "r thought__r hoped
--lto] obtain for it a favourable reception. But,
cold water hras

BS

thrown upon me from every side--my interference

vÍsibly distasteful, that I
am

gave ny

in

any way was so

project up with

many

a sigh, and I

afraid I shall always regret this" (I, pp. 35-6). Robert

probably had the power

to

see

Jameson

this report published, but he is part of

the "cold t^rater" that restrains her.
Her refusal-

to refer to her husband except in this brÍef

and negative manner has the

effect, paradoxically, of

a-l-Iusive

making him loom

ì.arge, particularly in the early pages of the account before her Great
Lakes

journey. Every expedition out of Toronto, to 0akvi11e, the Falls,

the Credit River, and later to Port Talbot, St. Thomas, etc.,
escape

fron inprisonment. The fact that

Jameson chooses

to describe

happy

when she goes

seems an

to these pLaces,

families like Mr. M.'s at Erindafe

the Credit River (I, pp. 293-315), or larger-than-life

men

on

of heroic

qualities like Colonel Talbot, the hermit lord of Talbot SettLenent (II,
pp. 184-205)--whose fitness for the Canadian

scene Elizabeth Sincoe also

realized--does not add any positive touch to the unpleasant but

figure of the

husband back

unnamed

in Toronto. In fact these men, more

adnirable because of their cfose connection to the land, to the soil of
Canada, are the beginning

of a series of portraits of significant

which becones the neans by which Jameson frees herself

of her

others

own

col,onial nentality.
Other critics have also seen that what Janeson is really writing
about is the freeing of her seLf. Both Marian Fowler and CLara

in "Journeys to
Wayne

Thomas

Freedom," see Janeson's journey as a netaphorical one.

Fraser presents Jameson as one of a series of

conpare woman's colonization by a

women

writers

who

patriarchal society to Canada's

l
--.1
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Ã
colonization by European states." What I would particularly point out

about Jameson's use

of this

metaphor

is the

inportant fenal-e "others" to develop her
When

for the

new

in which she uses

version of herself.

her winter of imprisonnent in Toronto is over, she sets off

Upper Lakes where she

husband and

self.

way

She

find the real

will

escape

colonial bureaucrats like

Canadians who wiJ.l help

her

her create her true

finds them in the form of an Indian wonan, a Mrs. Johnston,

and her two half-breed daughters, Mrs. McMurray and Mrs. Schoolcraft.

Aìthough

all of these

women

have

identities as wives of white ¡nen, each

identity, taken from her strong identification with

the

nother's Indian background, one that emphasizes female strength

and

has another

usefulness.
The

entire third volume of the work is the story of

"RambLes", a

Janeson's

kind of rambling exploration through anecdote,

personaJ.

encounters, Indian history, feninist poJ.enic, as weLl as descriptions of

her own travels, which culminate in her relationships with these

It is to then and their lovÍng

kindnesses

that

Jameson

women.

returns again and

again as, through her ranbling exploration, she builds a new vision of
wo¡nanhood

released fron colonial bondage. The process reaches its most

intense moment when Mrs. Johnston becones her spiritual mother.
Janeson, unwelL

her arrns, laid
and caressing

with fever, is comforted as the IndÍan

me down on

ne.

Neengai, nother"

She

a couch, and began to rub

my

Idoman

"took ne in

feet, soothing

called ne Nindannis, daughter, and I called her

(III, p.

185).

Later the mothering act is

made

nore explicit when, having

successfully shot the faLls at the Sault, Janeson is congratulated

È:

.È-..,.

by
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Mrs. Johnston: "As for my Neengai, she laughed, cLapped her hands,
enbraced me several

times. I

into the family by the
to

name

was declared

duly initiated, and adopted

of Wah,sãh,ge,!,rah,no,quà.... In

my successful achÍevement,

and

compliment

Mrs. Johnston bestowed this new appellation

It signifies 'the bright foam,'or more properly, with the feninine
adjunct 'qua,' 'the wonan of the bright foan;' and by thÍs name I am
henceforth to be known anong the Chipper,rras" (III, p. 200). In this way,
Janeson creates an image

of her new self being born, not as in nasculine

tradition, as a Venus passively borne up by her half-shell, but as newly
mothered Canadian adventurer, paddling her own canoe through treacherous

river

rapids

!

Fowler points out
shows

that the evidence of an eye-witness to this

that the "baptisn"

"insisted"

was

upon by Jameson

not offered by the Indian

woman

event

but

(p. 166). But far fron detracting from

the

autobiographical significance of this nonent, Jameson's "insistence"
makes

the nonent all the nore powerful. The autobiographer makes
:

experience

significant, builds the seLf, through the irnaginative
!

recreation of the fragments of the personal experience. Jamesonts

"insistence" on taking a

new name, on

its

bestowaL by

';

the Indian mother

figure, is a now¡rful act of sel-f-creation. Thus far in her story,
female identity has been tied to a degraded and exploited configuration,
emphasizing the

fact that

Jameson has

in her repressive narriage.

Now she

felt

powerJ"ess

to be her full self

begins to identify with

wonanhood

on another more posÍtive level.

It is at this point in the book that

Jameson begins

to

come to

conclusions in her conparisons of conditions of Indian and white
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hrornanhood. She notes

hard-working

that all

lives of rndian

"gentJ.eman"

women

travelers see the

as proof of the savagery of rndian

society, and thus imply that white society is civilized
ideal of the leisured lady.

Janeson

because

points out that for every tady of

leisure in white society there are many women who pay for that

wonan's

leisure in their indentured lives as donestic servants, factory

or prostitutes.

Jameson argues

that

of its

"however hard

the lot of

workers

women

[in

Indian societyl, she is in no false [her enphasis] position. The two
sexes are

in theÍr natural

society, and the

means

and

true position relatively to the state of

of subsistence" (III, pp. 303-04). If

we compare

the Indian l^ioman's life "with the refined leisure of an elegant
the higher classes of our society
compare

it is wretched and abject;

in

but

her life with that of a servant-maid of all work, or a factory

girl, --I do say that the condition of the
comparison,
around

wonran

squaw

is gracious in

dignified by domestic feelings, and by equality with alt

her (III, p. 305).

Through her polenic she

is realizing her

own

"fafse position" as vice-chancellor's wife, and seeks a new role in
which she

is as "useful," as productive a "laborer," as the Indian

woman.

Her new "useful-" position

will be ultimately as a feminist (as much

of her later writings are to show), but more immediately as social
critic of the colonial adninistration,
The

last forty

pages

headed by nen

like her husband.

of the text point out every abuse of the

coloniaL

systen that neets her eye on her journey back to Toronto, from the

plight of the

commuted pensioners

gentlenan cheated out

.f.

.,r\.

of his

to the injustice

money and

done

to an Irish

land by an uncaring bureaucracy.
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With hindsight available

to

writing

someone

several- months

after

the

event, Janeson alludes to traveling through country that will in a few
nonths be

in

open

rebellion against the coloniaÌ system, just as her

autobiographical act shows her to

be

in rebellion against her former'--i
i

definitions of herself.

i

This new, stronger, feminine version of herself that

Janeson

is
.,

creating is connected to her Canadian experience not only through the
events

of the winter

,

and sunmer she spent there but through her

treatment of victoria's ascension to the throne. she identifies the
young female monarch

with the young Canada: "what a fair heritage is

this which has fallen to her! A land like herself--a land of
and

fair nost fair!" (III, p. 263).

also

made

The

hopes--

fair-haired Mrs. Janeson

has

an imaginative identification of her own new self with the

land. It is a strong, feminine

and outspoken

self,

one able

to

new

shoot

rapids and scoLd governments--what Marian Fowler calls her "androgynous

self"--that

Janeson has found on her journey through upper canada. when

she returns

at the end of the

356) we cannot doubt

book

to

"my own house

in Toronto" (III,

that it is to begin the building of her

p.

"own house"

in the form of her new self.
Jameson has been

able to make an inaginative use of the travel

book

styì.e in her autobiographical undertaking. Because the form allows the

kind of Loose-knit "studies," and "ranbLes" that she needs to undertake,

it allows her to

speak as the sophisticated European

visitor, as the

naive nelilconer in the wilderness, as the feminist sociologist', as nature

lover, as political observer

and

critic.

is a "journey of freedon" in which

Since what she

is undertaking

she must discard outworn definitions

g4

of

womanhood

at every level, public

and personal,

this variety of

strategíes is necessary. At the sane time she avoids being accused of
breaking the societal rules that condenn

women who

overtly discuss the

conditions of their private Lives. The travel- book has given her
exactly the disguise she has needed for the accomplishment of her
subversive

act,

compJ.imentary

As

well, its loose-knit discursive quality has been

to the "feninine" nature of Janeson's quest in which

the

ain is not the perfection of one overriding aspect of self-definition,
but the continuing completion of self that insists on including aII
aspects

of the self, the personal., the fanilial, the societaL,

the

psychological, in the changing seLf. In this way, through the "tone of
personal feeling, " Jameson has managed to nake a linked "chain" from
what

night appear to those unused to female autobiographical acts to

be

merely "an unconnected incongruous heap."
^An

understanding

of this female autobiographical style, which fits

itself so confortably inside the leniency of the travel literature
format, is nowhere more useful than in assessing the J.iterary
acconplishments
Canadian

of a book that continues to fascinate

literary critics.

Susanna Moodiers Roughing

and frustrate

I¡ihile seeking "Design and Purpose" in

It in the Bush (1923;
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pp., originally

published 1852), R. D. MacDonald asks if it nay not be best to accept
Roughing "as a work roughly hewn, an anecdotal travelogue, a work in

which experience

is half digested, a work digressive

and discontinuous,

a work filled with vigorous, humorous but rather pointless character
sketches?"6 MacDonald does find sone unity in structure and the vision

of nature, but

t::

t:

i;L

such

a conclusion is incomplete if

we see Moodie as
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taking a traveler's stance towards her experiences in Canada. In her
exploration of Roughing, Janet Giltrow characterizes

Moodie a

holding

"That 'hope of return' [which] may disappear in reality, but

can
I

always be renewed
World audience,

rhetorically by a literary

"7 In Giltrow's view,

comnunication

Ivloodie

with the 0ld

"internalizes all

those

native institutions which had once supported her. She thus remains

a

traveler, never adopting the ways of the foreign place" (p. 134). If
keep

in

mind the idea

of "journey" as metaphor for life and "travel-er"

as psychic condition !ùe begin

to

see Moodie as autobiographer, using

typicatly feminine nethods of disguise to tell a life-story
ironicalìy,

needs disguise

say about "roughing
and others

we

which,

to be honest. For what Susanna Moodie has to

it in the bush" may well be too painful for herself

if said without disguise.

IvlacDonald

sketches serve
gentJ.enan who

is correct

when he

points out that the various character

to create a cautionary "oninous picture of the British

fails in the bush" (p. 28). But this is

purposes, a surface purpose

that disguises Moodie's

onJ"y one

of their

deeper

autobiographical one, which is to show the progress of her relationship

with her husband, her adjustment to the

new

life he has brought her to,

her gradual acceptance of his weaknesses and his strengths, as weLl
her own, and her final compromise position that she reaches at the

of the

as

end

book.

The various characters sketched by Moodie
backwoods and

in her journey to

the

her figurative journey to the heart of herself serve as a

series of "others," the "real presences" that allow for her adjustnent

to the

bush and her acceptance

of the ultimate limitations of this life

'
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for herself and her husband. These "others," rather than being like

the

doninant, always present paradigns described by Mason, are more similar

to those described by Schmidt.

Each "other"

of the adventure, but while present

is present for only a part

dominates the narrative as the

then.

autobiographer discovers her selfhood through
an autobiographer as presenting herself
who lacks an

intuitive

sense

of

Schmidt sees such

-"-

in the text as "a persona

wholeness and who derives

a sense of

selfhood fron how others view her and control her." Accordingly, such

an

autobiographer's subject is "the persona's struggl.e to create a sense of

wholeness; to shed those fa.lse sefves shaped by others' views of her;
and

finalJ.y, to
Such

emerge

with a newborn sense of identity" (p. 25).

writers produce the "hybrid song" of a complex wholeness by

internalizing the valuable and discarding what is not useful in each of
the figures that becone "real"" for sone period of the account.

traveler's stance is an excellent vehicle for this technique,

The

because

the traveler, by the nature of her task, is pernitted to survey the
whole human scene

in the strange land,

moving

in quick sketches from

one

oddity to another. Under such a guise does Moodie carry out her
autobiographical acts.

In the early chapters three figures act as "others" in
adjustnent,

Tom

WiIson, the amusing but failing settler, Phoebe, the

neglected and dying naiden, and Brian, the

still-hunter,

.Largest impact on Moodie. On the cautionary
ütrilson

is

John Moodie's double and

later failure of

who makes the

level of the book, Tom

his failure at farning predicts

John Moodie. Although

quoted as co¡nparing

L

Moodie's

his situation to

of

much lower

the

class, he is

John Moodie's when he says,

"but

as
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to our qualifications, Moodie, I think them pretty equal" and goes on to
compare them in detail. S But Ton serves another, nore positive purpose
for the autobiographer.
assaul-ts of the

first

weeks

locals,

He teaches her

and helps her handle the

in the new land. In

teaches Moodie

a defence against the cruel

"O.Ld

culture shock of

Satan and Tom Wilson's Nose,"

to discourage borrowers by borrowing from then,

get the better of her tornentors by

her

means

Tom

and to

of the practical joke.

He

allows her to real,ize that superior wit and the sophistication of her
old-world middl.e-class background can have its uses even in the
A part

of the old

Moodie nust

bush.

die, however, if she is to survive

the Canadian experience. That part is represented by Phoebe, the
daughter

of a local Yankee farmer, Old Joe.

The ignorant

fanily

contributes to their daughter's illness by their neg.Lect of her spirit,
and Moodie

attenpts to help the girl by reading to her and talking to

her, especially about religion which has been lacking in the girJ.'s

life.

Phoebe

illustrates

dies and it would seem this venture of Moodie's

once again

that "gentle" folk do not belong in the bush.

On

the other hand, Moodie, through this experience, is able to kilI the
helpless maiden inside herseLf and undertake tasks that would

felled her pre-immigration self. At the

sane

have

time, in a typical

Moodie

conpromise, she values culture as rnuch as bread, and while learning to

milk cows (despite her terror of cattle), she maintains her painting

and

ladylike arts.
The

latter are the

neans through which she gets

significant "other," Brian, the half

mad,

to

know

a third

but poetic figure who "haunts" I

the neighborhood. Although long since "bushed" and past association
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with people, he cones often to see Moodie, to watch her at her painting.
Brian and his tragiC life are of Course once more a Caution to

it is through him that

gentlemen, but

Moodie

realizes an Ínportant,

positive part of herself. Even the way she chooses to introduce hin to'
the reader has the sliehtly mysterious and larger-than-life quality of
the archetypal character:

It was early day. I was afone in the old shanty,
preparing breakfast, and now and then stirring the
cradle with my foot, when a tall, thin, middle aged
man walked into the house, followed by two large,
strong dogs.
Placing the rifle he had carried on his shoulder in a
corner of the room, he advanced to the hearth, and,
without speaking, or seeningly J.ooking at me, lighted
his pipe and comnenced smoking (p. 191).

Brian's entrance is like that of the silent Indians
know so

more

well in the future.

"resenbl-ing the eyes

his animal

down, Chançe"

complexion

appearance gives

hin the

"brightly dark," and his

of a hawk". Like

companions,

is to

well as this connection with a wilder

primitive humanity, Brian's physical

of a naturaì force, his

man

As

whon Moodie

some

aura

eyes

forest divinity he addresses

his dogs, by archetypal

names "Down, Music;

(p. 192), which reinforCes his inage as mysterious,

wil-d

of the forest.
Several symbolic exchanges take place between Brian and Moodie.

sees
He

that her "weanling" is in

need

of milk and brings the

baby

He

some.

brings her wildffowers for her painting and also reassures her of her

husband's safety when she

is alone and worried. As such, Brian

represents the natural world, mysterious and threatening, yet bountiful
and compelling

:lì:

'i:;iE.--

in its attraction. It is a world that will. feed

Moodie's
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children and offer her its beauty and peace if she learns to accept its
presence

in her life.

ftrhat she gives

to Brian is symbolic of

the

strength of her old life that she brings to the wiLderness; she offers

hin the hospitaJ-ity of a cultured
and reminds

hin of his

own

woman, which soothes

the troubled

past. In the same way she wiLl bring

man

her

cultured self to the experience of the wiJ-derness, insisting on its
values, despite al1 practical probLems and necessities. She will not
yieJ.d

to

nadness as has

Brian, for as well as learning to

cope

with the

wilderness she wíll not abandon her old self, an act which would destroy

her chance for integrity.
Much

later in her adventure,

when

the Moodies have lived years in

the bush, she nuses on her feelings about the natural- world as she sits
by moonlight
moments

in her own canoe on her own lake

like these f

ceased

to regret

and concludes: "fn

my separation from my

native

Land,

and, filled with the love of Nature, my heart forgot for the tine the

love of home" (p. 336). Part of Moodie's self-creation is to keep the

old self always vital.

The

tempered always by her need

abitity to
to

l-ove the Canadian scene is

remember

"home." In this regard, Brian

is both positive other in her adjustment to
figure, reminding her to

keep the

old

''

Canada, and

vaLues aLive

a cautionary

in order to avoid

a

sinilar disintegration.
Moodie's desire

to adjust to the new while holding on to the old is

reinforced by her styJ.e. She uses a tried and true stock skill of her

old life--writing sketches of ruraL life
cope

with the

styJ.e

L

into

new

and

rustic characters -- to

experience. In doing so she changes the old writing

somethÍng

new. The "sketch" is no longer only an amusing
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anecdote, which might

that

find publication in

Moodie contributed

one

of the literary

nagazines

to in the old life, but part of a skillful

effort to build the new, stronger self, the "hybrid song," that is to
become

the autobiography of

Susanna Moodie.

It is important to note that in creating the
Canadian

self

Moodie

is using the

same

compromise

of

her

device that Gertrude Stein is

later to use in creating autobiography.

Moodie "begins again,

"

several

times in these first two hundred pages of Roughing. She goes back in

time in many chapters to the beginning of her experience in Canada, to
rescue the various characters

that

she

will bring forward with her

as

part of her self. Her method is understated, anecdotal and humorous,
gossipy as Alice Toklasr descriptÍon

of "the party scene" in

as

her

description of the Canadian scene. Thus Moodíe, the traveLer who

-l

increasingly finds herself the settler, adapts the traveLer's "sketch",

to the

needs

In

of the "continuous present" of the

sone ways, Moodie's method continues

sinilarly

Roughing, as characters as diverse as Sinpson
and Malcgln

in

"The

Little

autobiographer.
throughout

in "The 'Ould Dhraghoon"',

Stumpy Man," represent

the extremes of

possible reaction to life in the bush. Simpson and his fanily represent

the acceptance of frontier life, with all its disadvantages for the

intellect, but with its
Moodie what becones

life:

conpensating peace

of those

who

of mind.

Malcolm

shows

take a dilettanters attitude to pioneer

they preserve their pride and outsider status to the disadvantage

of others and their

ultinate alienation fron the connunity. But
Moodie's travefer position is a littLe different than MalcoÌm's status.
She allows

ì:.Èr-

own

herself, through her duties as wife

and

nother,

and
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increasingly as farmer, to

become

a part of the comnunity, as

any

serious traveler who is not a tourist does, but she tries to naintain
her outsider status through her writing activities, although she adnits

that Ín the nost desperate years this

was

difficult (p. 425).

Her

traveler persona (1ike her sister Catherine Parr Traill's scientist's
persona), allows her not only to survive in the environnent, but also

allows her to keep what she considers valuable of the old
pre-immigration self.
But two important elements energe to make Moodie's life at Douro,
begun

in chapter twelve, different from her first

In the

Peterbourgh region, where she can compare her

of other settlers of her
fanily

Canadian residence.

and her

own

class, especially her brother and his

sisterrs fanily (the Stricklands

becones more and ¡nore obvious

the wilderness by

situation to that

and the

Traills), it

that a better adjustnent is being made to

some gentlemen

than others. We learn indirectly of

John Moodie's "debts" and frequent absences and

his final long absence

during the "outbreak" of 1837. The second element, which runs almost
contrary to John Moodie's mal.adjustment, is Susanna Moodie's increasing

ability to handle whatever fate
conflicting directions offer
typical conpronises;
failures

and the backwoods give

Moodie

she reacts

her.

the opportunity for one of her

to what others might call her husband's

and neglect by more openly expressing her l.ove

for hin.

She

treats her

own

These two

of him and need

often heroic behavior in a straightforward,

unheroic nanner, enphasizing how the

instincts take over in times of

necessity.

Therefore in the last half of the autobiography we are reading two

Ìr.:fl

.L__
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stories;

one deals with Moodie's acceptance

unsuitability for farming,

and the other

of her

with her

husband's

own

increasing ability

to survive alone on the farn. The "outbreak" of the 1837 rebellion
occurs just in tÍne to nake John Moodie the "hero" of the surface level
of Moodiets story.

He bravely enLists and she becomes the

loving

grieving wife left behind: "Moodie and I parted; and with a
heart I retraced

my steps through

fears. I never felt the cold.
when

I entered the house, hope

upwards

of an hour I lay

upon

heavy

the wood. For once I forgot all

Sad

tears were flowing over

seemed

to

and

my

my cheeks;

have deserted me and for

the bed and wept" (p. 421)- Later,

she

depicts her favorite activÍty, designed to cheer her up in his absence,
as

writing long letters to hin in which

she pours out her

woes. True to

the good wife image she is buiJ.ding, she burns the letters rather than
send then,
when

for fear they wifl worry him.

She

is

rewarded

for her love

her husband, beconing a more sensitive type the longer he is

writes to her at the very
much against

noments when she

is

most upset, and

away,

later,

his inclination, accepts her version of their special

"nysterious Íntercourse" (p. 477) that nakes their spirits aware of

other's

sadnesses even

each

while they are apart.

ParalLel with the development of this devoted wife inage, r.rith her
husband as
deveJ.opment

obvious

the "real presence'that nakes it possible, is the

of the super-pioneer inage of

after

John Moodie

Moodie

leaves. Interestingly,

have been her major "others,

"

that

becomes especially

whereas previously

now r^romen becone important

to

men

her

adjustment. First there is her sister, Catherine Parr Traill,

whose

optinism and competence inspires a sirnilar, if internittent, attenpt at

ru
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looking on the bright side on Moodiers part. Later, her naid.

Jenny

becomes

both her inspiration and her spokesperson in nany ways. Jenny's

loyalty

and perseverence

are inspirationa.L to Moodie

when she

is

learning to farm in her husband's absence, and it is Jenny who tells
everyone

of Moodie's resourceful

housefire.
Moodie and

Jenny becones

her

J.oyal.

and courageous behavior during

a

the inspiration for "The l{alk to Dunner,"

when

friend Emilia go on a mission of charity, at great

risk to thenselves, to rescue another

woman and

her children (Jenny's

former employer), fron starvation.
By late in the book the two inages she is building of herself--

devoted, .Iong-suffering wife and courageous, independent pioneer

--are both well developed and seemingly in opposition. Moodie

hroman

nanages

a neat compronise which also gives her back her traveler's stance.
forsakes her backwoods farn to follow her husband to a good job

Sheriff of Hastings County, one she has solicited herself by

She

as

means

her writing abiJ.ity. "The first secret I ever had from my husband

of
WAS

the writing of that letter," she tells us in describing her
unconventÍonal act

of appealing directly to the

Governor on behalf of

her husband (p. 435). John Moodie's soldiering record nakes it obvious

that he is a nuch better authority figure than farmer. 0n the
all this is pictured in the

most glowing

terns,

rescued from her heavy tasks by her husband's
image

of herself

must be preserved

the Latter pages of the

also.

Moodie having been

skills.

She presents

But the other

her new self in

book:

For seven years I had lived out of the world
entirely; ny person had been rendered coarse by hard
work and exposure to the weather. I -Looked double

u'.

;i:
iì
.i-:L

,¡¡!

surface

ro4

the age I really was and ny hair was already thickly
sprinkled with grey. I clung to my solitude. I did
not like to be dragged from it to mingle in gay
scenes, in a busy town, and with gaily dressed people.
I was no longer fit for the world; I had lost all
relish for the pursuits and pleasure which are so
essential to its votaries; I was contented to live
and die in obscurity (pp. 487-88).
On

the surface there is still

the element of thankfuÌness for her rescue

from the rural life, but the enotional content of the passage points in

other directions. She

may

be "rendered coarse" but she does not want to

be "dragged" fron her "soLitude" to "gay scenes," enjoyed by "votaries"

of "pleasure" in "busy" urban settings.

Beneath

the reLief of giving

up

the hard life is the sense Moodie has of herseff as a nore substantial

identity than the town life will denand.

The passage gives

the

sense

that what she real.ly neans by saying that she "was no longer fit for
worl-d"

is that

she was stronger and

finer than the town worfd

the

because

of her ordeal.
At this point in her story Moodie interrupts her narrative of
"Adieu

critics
of the

to the lt¡oods" with
who wish

for

more

book she describes

one

of those digressions that

"unÍty" in her work.

have so puzzled

Ten pages from

the

end

for several. pages a comic encounter between

her brother who is escorting her to her new home and a farmer

naned

Itloodruff (pp. 498-501). The incident gains "unity" only when seen as

part of her double story.

The underlying

effect of the recounting of

the incident is to enphasize that Woodruff's farm is prosperous

to give "promise of a land of

abundance and comfort" and

brother though struggling as a farmer is still

"toiling" on "Ín the

¡:ì

*¡-..

sane place"

that

enough

her

seemingly happily

(p. 499), unlike

John

Moodie. The fact
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that

Moodie

from the

herself has not faiLed as a pioneer, but has turned

possibílíties of that life for the greater

and her children

is just

good

away

of her marriage

below the surface.

In descrÍbing her arrival in Belleville,

Moodie would

to

seem

allowing John Moodie to greet the family as hero of the story.
Moodie leaves

the praise of "the nasther's"

new home and

be

But

furniture in

the nouth of the comÍc Jenny: "Och! who would have thought, a year

nisthress dear, that we should be lÍving in a nansion like this,

ating off raal chaney? It is but yesterday that

in the field."

Thus, with the comic patois

we rlrere hoeing

of the servant, Ís

husband's accompLishment discounted and the reader reninded
and Moodie's

of

and

praties

the
Jenny's

difficult but successful time as independent women.

husband's touChing

gift of

new "Chaney" (Moodie's China was

ago,

all

The

broken

during their nove to Douro) does not raise any conment from the
autobiographer. Her only response to Jenny's praise of her husband is
"Yes, Jenny, God has been very good to us, and I hope that we shall never

learn to regard with indifference the nany benefits which we have
received at His hands" (p. 502). This is a correct and obedient
statement

for a woman loyal. to her patriarchially structured old

world-self, but perhaps not the one that John Moodie would have liked.
Moodie quiCkly ends her book

with another caution to

"gent-lemen"

contenplating settlenent in the bush, neatly excJ"uding herself by saying

that if

she has revealed

the "secrets of the prisonhouse" she will not

have "toí}ed and suffered

in the wifderness in vain" (p. 5O3). In this

final strategy of disguise, she conpletes her surface cautionary story,
and also Conpletes her "secret" story, her autobiography, in whiCh she-.*'-'
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has

"toiled

and suffered"

to be sure, but

to build her stronger self, a compronise self

one no longer dependent on

non-essentials of civilized Iife.

She

the connunity she lives in (and this

fine chína and the

is the traveler, speaking about

new one she

will portray in Life in

the Clearings). In both her Canadian and British identities Moodie is
now

the travefer,

v'¡ho

enters into the life of the conmunity, who

it weLl, but is essentially not of the

knows

community'

Although few accounts, besides Jameson's and Moodiers,

of

women

in the years following the mid-nineteenth century can
be considered as jourq*eys.o! discovery or autobiographical acts, the
travel account continued in its popuJ.arity anong women writers'9 By the
coming

to

Canada

of our own century a ner,ìr phenomenon in travel literature
Canadian-born wonen are beginning to add their accounts as they

middle

undertake
When

to discover the world outside of

occurs:

Canada'

Margaret taurence wrote The Prophet's Camel

Bell (1963;

237

pp.),theneedtodisguiserebe].].ionsagainstrepressivepatriarchal
struCtures had lessened. The need to hide one's achievenent inside

another's was also less strong. Yet Laurence's account still

foìlows

the pattern set by Jameson and Moodie, of using the exploration of the
new 1and as

the foregrounded material for a more muted discovery of the

female self.

It

was her

position as an agent of a colonial power rather than her

own Colonization as
accompanied

a woman that worried Laurence when in the 1950s

she

her husband Jack Laurence to Somaliland where he was to work

as an engineer building water "ballehs" to help the peopJ-e through the
dry season. Laurence hopes her husband's practical mission will bring
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them

closer to the Sonalis and separate them from the British colonials

that renind her of the remittance
to the

young woman's

men

of her own Canadian chÍldhood,

but

surprise it is her femaleness that separates her

fron the Sonali people whon she is so eager to know.

She discovers that

not only must she contend with being cast as a leisured but useless
"mensahib," but must confront the problem

of the linitations put

on

wonen by Musì.im society.

In her first attenpt at friendliness,
elders that have

corne

to

she entertains sone

see her husband, who

village

is absent at the time.

After they leave, her cook explains the efders' poìite sifence:
woman

"a

alone in the house rnust never invite men in, not even if they

happen

to be about eighty years old.

To do so was a

terrible breach of

etiquette. Further, the elders could certainly not discuss any serious
matter with a wonan."10 Later some Somali
sLacks and

see her gardening in

not realizing Laurencers hard-earned mastery of their

language, discuss loudly whether she

is

women

some "strange

is

maLe

or fenale.

They decide she

beast." Frustrated by her exclusion from

male society,

but mortified by being seen as unfeninine, Laurence confesses: "I
back

into the bungalow

s-Iacks

in Sonaliland, not

mosquitoes r¡¡ere

hordes

and put on a
even

descended"

of Laurence's years in

identity that will neither

Never again

in the desert

thick as porridge, not

of glue-footed flies

account

skirt.
even

is

wear

evenings nhen the

in the nornings when the

(p. 45).

SomaLiland

did I

vùent

Much

of the travel

concerned

with seeking

deny her womanhood nor set her apart

an

fron the

peopJ.e.

At first

i'

L

she

thinks she has found a comfortable place as healer.
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She dispenses
camps where

aspirins and cleanses wounds with antiseptic in the desert

her husband carries on his work. She soon realizes that the

nerciless nature of the country offers hurts far beyond her skill:
"What had

been

I

known

of life here at al]?

like a child, playing doctor with

really knowing--that the peopJ.e I
wanted

to

heJ.p them

for their

was

sake

or

It
candy

seemed

to

me

that I

piJ.ls, not knowÍng--not

treating were not dolls.
my own? Had

I

needed

Had I

their

gratitude so much?" (p. 62). The self-questioning is a technique
which Laurence dranatizes her personal search
and a stranger

in another's Land.

had

for her

pJ-ace

as a

by

woman

l{hen some Sonali desert women cone to

ask for sone potion to relieve their menstruaL pain she abandons the

inmaturity of a "child, playing doctor" that she has unthinkingly held

until this questioning process. Realizing that
at menstruation, as weLl as during childbirth

much

of what they suffer

and intercourse,

is

due to

the medically crude but rituaLly necessary clitorodectony that these
wonen undergo

at puperty,

she achieves a new position through answering

her own rhetorical questions: "What should I do? Give them a couple of

five-grain aspirin?

Even

if they had money to buy future pills,

which

they had not, the lunatic audacity of shoving a nild pill at their total

situation

was more than

I could

stomach"

(p.

64).

Stripped of sone of her ilÌusions, the intense young Canadian
becones nore honest about nany

custonary bJ.essing

things.

people

Muslims give her the

of "I pray Allah grant you a son,

accepts the blessing and adnits

a child.

When

She begins

to herself that

to see that the best

is to do as her

husband

way

memsahib," she

she does very nuch want

of helping the Somali

is doing, to give what skilL

and talent
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she has

to

some cause

that respects the

needs and

the culture of the

people. Laurence is a skilled writer and it is through writing

about

individual Somalians and through translating their poetry that she finds
a useful definition of her refationship to them and verifies her

own

identity as writer.
In this regard her relationshÍps with three Sonali men teach her
about
and

their culture and about herseLf.

in the chapters she devotes to

maturing
Muslim

each

self. Although the worlds of

These nen becone

of then,

her "others,"

she real-izes her

men and women

own

are far apart in

culture, Laurence finds that she can extend her enployer-employee

relationship with her household staff to include ¡nore than just the

practical business of housekeeping.

When she

first

she resented having servants forced on her, feeJ.ing

cane

to

Somaliland

that it reinforced

the stereotype of the helpless "memsahib." Now, ironically, she finds

that by accepting her "housewife" position

she may use

it as a guise to

obtain entrance to the Sonali cufture. She finds her servants useful
sources

of

Her

knowJ.edge.

fÍrst nentor is Hersi, the "telfer of tafes,"

ürho begins her

education in Somali poetry. He is careful not to teLl her anything that
a woman's ears should not hear, but by now Laurence has fearned not to

insist, to take what he is willing to give her. Her artist-self

nakes

a

strong identification with this man. He is not only a story-teller like

herself, but an outsider,
pJ.ace

one who has

"in the realm of clerks

is apparently
womanhood,

lost his tribal place

and book-keepers"

disadvantaged as an

and

finds

(p. 160). Just as

inquiring reporter-writer by

no

she

her

he is disadvantaged as an oral poet by his speech impedinent.
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Her cook, Mohamed,
she

is his.

He makes

is Laurence's constant

companion and

teacher,

a close identification with his enployer to the

point of asking her to teach him to read and write. Her failure to
so is a shock to both of them as he realizes that she is not the
marvelous lady he imagined and she once again

limitations.

As

as

wefl, through

Mohamed

do

is forced to face her own

she discovers

that Muslin

wonen

are not all the obedient slaves she thought they were' as she sees that
Mohaned's wife gets her own l,{ay in almost everything. At one point
servant and enployer become so close that
handle

his disobedient wife

who has gone

Mohamed

asks Laurence how to

off to live with his

mother-in-law. Without realizing that the situation is a little
complicated

more

in tribal society than in North Anerica, Laurence gives

advice that makes natters worse.

At this point the Laurences discover to their horror that they have
becone Mohanedrs "nother and [ ] father" (p. 170)' He sees them as the
rescuers that will take him out of the restrictions of Sonali tribal

life.

They cannot, and Laurence realizes

feeling of our adoption of hin
us, nore than we knew.

And now,

that

"we had encouraged his

perhaps we had needed him

to like

to our dismay, we found we had

apparently acquired responsibilities towards hin of which we had
knowledge and

no

with which we felt unable to cope" (p. 777)- The Canadian

Couple extriCate themselves from

the situation, but Laurence is

beginning to understand the unfairness of thinking she can form equal

friendships with people who see her as a powerful figure, themselves

as

powerless. Such a friendship can flatter the powerful but can leave the
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powerless one worse

off then when he started.

This is the beginning of Laurence's understanding that she is
implicated in the very process she has disowned, the colonial

experience. This truth is brought hone to her by a third male figure,
Abdi, the old warrior. She heal.s his infected eyes and he tells her
husband, "Your Memsahib--a queen"

oId warrior,

now reduced

(p. 181).

to driving

She

Land-Rovers

is flattered

for the

and the

"Engrese,"

becomes

a special favorite of the Laurences.

when he

is responsibl.e for saving their lives during a desert

He becomes

increasingly
storm.

Unfortunately, the old nan begins to take advantage of his status

his behavior becomes so buLlying

and

childish around the

camp

so

and

that

the

other Sonali enpJ.oyees take up a petition against him. The old man is

fired

and Laurence

feels guilty and disturbed about this for a

_Long

time.
She

writes that it is

onJ.y

a long tine afterwards,

when reading

of Col.onization, that she realized "with [a]
shock of recognition" (p. 188), that she and her husband had been like

Mannoni's The Psychology

colonial

powers on whom

childlike dependence:
not comprehend ours.

did,
all

and we could

have wished

the colonized person is encouraged to develop a

"We

did not comprehend his outlook, and he did

He could

not have acted in any way other than

not have, either. And yet now I think that

it otherwise" (p. 189).

she does not have the power

to

he

we would

The young Canadian sees that

shape the world and

political idealism, but that rather the world will

herself to her

shape her despite her

wishes. This gives her a greater acceptance of all the people
her including the despised colonial British.

own

around

r12

It is her female condition, this time as a pregnant woman, which
ows

her once again to discover herself through the vehicle of

significant others.
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She can no longer spend

her tine out in the desert

with the workers so she takes a job in the colonial administration.
Just as she has devoted separate chapters to her significant Somali
others, she now devotes a chapter to sketching the "inperial.ists" that
taught her by their example that even they can be human.
Disillusionment teaches the young Laurence that there are decent people
even among the despÍsed nemsahibs whon she has avoided
One suspects she has avoided them

colonials, but

that

childless foreign
and

not so nuch because they are British

because they represent a version

Laurence does not wish

ìike a plague.

of powerless fenaleness

to emulate. rn fact, up until now, as a

wolnan she has been

live very much as a man would.

able to avoid much female contact

She discovers

that

an

administrator's wife, on the outside a conventional hrornan, has
translated Kenyan literature just as Laurence has translated Somalian

works.

Thus by accepting

the compromises forced on her by her

womanhood

ironically, another occasion for correcting her
ilLusions. In a final irony, Laurence learns that even the publication
she has found,

of her translations is
ad¡nini

strator

Through

made

possible only by the efforts of a colonial

.

the "nirrors" of her

"irnperialists," the

young

Somalian servants and

her

writer has gone through a journey

European

from

to experience that is essential if she is to write. She has
lost her preconceptions of the "other" and discovered the unique
innocence
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individuality that

each

offers her.

female status and learned how

She has learned

to accept

her

to use it as part of her writerly

endeavors. After she has left Somaliland she begins to understand that

it

status as outsider, caused by the fact of her

was her very

identity in a British colonial world

and her female

Canadian

identity in a Muslim

world, that has enabled her to learn these lessons. As she observes:

"it

v,¡as

sinply

possible that my real reason for J.oving it [Sonaliland]

beCause

I

was an outsider

here.

One can never be

was

a stranger in

onets own Land--it is precisety this fact which makes it so difficult

to Iive there" (p.
The young

227).

writer finds that

herself in the strangerrs

she nust put

position to realize the stranger that is herself.

She has

intuited

conditions necessary for the writer, a deep love of the subject

two

and,

parodoxically, a status of "outsider" that allows the writer to view all
the aspects of her subject. In other words the writer has achieved the

"traveLer's" status. This position, that Laurence attained as a result

of her experiences in Somaliland and through her autobiographical act,
allowed her to go on to the fiction writing of her Nigerian experience
and eventualty

to write of her

traveler in other

own

place, Canada. Her long exile as

peopJ.es' lands allowed her

of being the insider

and outsider

at the

to find the writerrs

same

a

stance

tine.

It is important to note that although twentieth-century wonen do
not need the "disguise" of the travel account to tell their own stories
which might be unacceptabJ-e in a more open forum, they still find such
disguises useful. For Laurence the form provided a way of showing how

her intellectuaL, emotional, and feminine developnent progresses as in

a
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journey. But until recently

CanadÍan women have

not used this useful

"disguise" to explore their sexuaL ídentitÍes. The elasticity of the

travel account is further verified by Joyce Meyer's Ricordi:

(1982;

). Meyer, a l¡iinnipegger, spent eleven years of her adult life
traveling, living and working in Italy. In her "remembrances" she is

3S3 pp.

performing an autobiographical act not attenpted by the other

"travelers" that I have discussed, that is, the exploration of the
sensuous-sexuaf

self.

Meyer

feels that her Canadian, rationaf

upbringing has Left underdeveJ.oped the feeling part of herself. Despite

the fact that her subject natter, her sexuality,

seems

very different

from that of the other accounts considered in this chapter, she uses

very familiar means of presentation, the creation of others who are

"real presences" in the autobiography

and through whom the writerrs

progress is achieved. For Meyer the "others" are not nother figures or
husbands

or intellectuaÌ mentors, but ]overs.

their characters

and

Three nen represent, in

their relationships to her, the three stages of

her

sexual maturation.
Her

first "fta1ian" l-over, a Sicilian-Anerican, a tourÍst ]ike

herself, represents the imnaturity of her sexuaL self which
male only

if

in terms of his aggression

we were locked

in

She speaks

donination.

combat, and he was using

piercing insistent tool ....

his."11

and

My own

sees the

He nakes

love,

"as

his penis as a r/veapon, a

identity faded, blotted out by

of herself as "a fraif prairie

sparrow

trying to

soar with an eagle, not being strong or daring enough" (p. 18). It is

her Canadian self that is the "prairie sparrow, " and in that regard her
sensual-sexual maturation

.l:
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is also tied to her experience of Italy as a
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country unlike her "rational, anglo-saxon" home. She begins to
experience
has need

Italy as an expression of her sensuaL self

of her first, violent lover:

the first.few

Aurelia,

was

weeks

"The disorientation produced by

with Mike, and our fantasy trip

fading. I

was being

and she no longer

down

the Via

knitted into the life of

its

Rome by

strange and beautiful street-pictures, by its food and colors, its
markets, its voices, its textures and sounds" (p. 25). Meyer nakes it

clear that the lover has prepared her for a greater love-affair with the
country when she conpares her feeling for the city to falling in love:
"hlho has ever

fallen in love with a landscape? 0r a farmhouse? Or the

buildings of a city? ... looking out ny window ... I felt the light
fingers and the airy nets of love twining

itr

some Ìove1y and joyous
^As

me

up.

There was no nistaking

thing was happening. A real thing" (p. 56)'

her love of ltaly natures and Meyer takes up residence in

she takes a l-over nore
love-making

Rome,

integral to the pJ.ace and her maturing self.

Ís figured in

language

that is a direct contrast to

near-rape imagery of her former affair:

His

the

"he cane to me like water

flowing into an inevitable channel but slowly, amazingly slowly, fuLl of
grace, a natural Lover" (p. 97). Her imagery also indicates her
aCCeptance

of her

sensua_l

new

self. Her seçond lover also has aspeCts of

the forbidden about him (he is a good deal younger than her and he has
recently

abandoned

a preparation for the priesthood), which a.Llows her

to realize her repressed sensual self.

Through him she

feels

her

sensualÍty openly; it is as youthful as her lover. She feels it
without shame, as if her love-making with her ex-divinity student

were

sacranental, rather than profane. Carfo cornes to her "like water"

'è
::Li\.'

as
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achieves a new self-confidence as a
same

She begins

wonan

to feel the

admiration as her lover does for beauty, her own as weÌl as his

and

his country's.
In this

second stage

of her sexual. maturation her lover introduces

her to a wider Rome, particularly the
Meyer

finds

wonan

Rome

of Italian

famiJ"y

life

where

firnly at the center. Carlo's mother, "Antonio, r^ras

the focus and strength of the familV,..

She was nodest,

self-denigrating, couLdn't accept conplinents about her food or being
'queen

of the household"' (p. 101). At this stage,

the doninated maiden but a naturing

"queen,

Meyer

" in a sexuaf

is no Ionger

sense

Her choice of a lover during the third stage of her life

illuninating.
knows

He

1S

is Pietro, a real-estate dealer like herself.

He

the Tuscan Hills, their sales area for rural properties, as welL

as she learns to know it and offers her a nore equal relationship than

the other l-overs. Like the others he is Italian but also connected to

her "angJ.o-saxon" northern self. Mike was North Anerican by birth,
Carlo studied in America, and Pietro's "curly blond hair and eyes of

startling, intense bLue" nake Meyer wonder "if the

a

Nornans had reached

the Sabine Hills where he Lived" (p. 182).
One

of the inportant aspects of the

that the autobiographer
separate from

must be able

that person. That Ís

in

phenomenon

some way

necessary

of the "other" is

to be part of

but

to identity fornation

that the autobiographer can form the self by a close nerging with
other, but not lose identity by complete union.
often (unconsciously)
chooses people who

for

chooses others

one reason

so

the

The autobiographer

with thÍs qual.ification.

So Moodie

or another are destined to be excluded
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from her

reat life,

renoteness

Jameson

fron her

finds

world, she will never see again,

own

chooses men who cannot ever be a

part of theirsr ,

of their physical

wonen who, because

Laurence

part of her world, as she cannot be a

and Meyer chooses Lovers who

disqualify themselves

as

husbands--Mike because he cannot stay with one woman, CarLo because of

his youth,

and Pietro because he

is a married man with a young chiId.

Meyer's relationship with her

yearning chastity.

When

they do

last lover is very much one of

consummate

theÍr relationship it is

with guilt and regret. Ironically, the mature

woman

can no longer see

the parts of her life outside the sexual relationship as separate from
her sensual-sexual self.

At the

same

time, her Canadian, rational self

is reasserting its clain to an equal share of her personality,

and in

the fe¡nale search for self-completion rather than perfection she begins

to

see

that Italy is

becoming

less the adventure it was eÌeven years

before, and the list of advantages to be gained by returning to
grolr¡s

longer. As her relationship with Italy

does her

relationship with her lover.

wonan and another

people she

becomes more

Canada

distant,

She knows he belongs

to

so

another

farnily, just as Italy belongs to another people,

a

finally realizes are not hers.

Meyerrs travel--autobiography ends

with her feeling a large

tneasure

of dissatisfaction with the shape of contenporary Italian life, as well
as with the Canadian world

of her life in Toronto

to which

seen

she has

returned. Her descriptions

to indicate that a woman that has achieved a

high degree of self-conpletion nay not feel at

home

anywhere.

Where

then is the satisfying sense of arrival and completion that her traveLs
and her homecoming should have achieved?

..i.!r

ì'.,L-:

I would suggest they are to

be
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found

in the writing

and publication

confirns and articulates the

possible.
announces

She has

new

of the autobiography.

The

writing

self, which the journey has made

written herself into exÍstence and the publication

it to the world.

A woman such as Meyer,

feelingly and intÍnately about the

most

Ialho

has

written

so

private aspects of her life,

not easily deny any part of her conplex self.

can

That self is an achieved

identity, public, on record. In a sense the public self holds

the

private self accountable, keeps it whole, despite the insufficiences of
externaL contexts.
Each
The

traveler is always writing to and for the people back home.

travel account is, as Janet Giltrow points out in her study of

Susanna Moodie,

"the verbal signal of [her] reincorporation Ínto lher]

native nilieu;

it repairs the breach which occurs

when one group menber

is estranged fron [her] conmunity, and the pubJ.ication of details of the
writer's whereabouts during [her] absence compensates for the alienation
[she] has experÍenced" (p. 131). In this way, the choice of the travel
account as an autobiographical forn
urge

is entirely suitable to the

feminine

to leave nothing of the self behind, to include every part of

experience, no natter how contradictory, in the evolving self.

The

autobiographer's experience as traveler is one of incorporation. Under

the guise of traveLer she experiences the comnunity and its menbers as
.

"others" that represent desired parts of her self.

Through

the act of

incorporation, acconplished through her relationships with them and her

writing about them,

she realizes

difficult

and complex

truths about

herself and grows as an individual. But the traveler, by nature,
returns hone, not always physically, but through the vehicle of the

:::t:

:.r
ì:,ì
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travel. account.

Thus

she reincorporates herself into her own community

to effect her greater completion as an individual who
based on relationship

rather than separation.

val-ues an

identity
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CHAPTER

5 _ ACHIEVING

The autobiographical genre

WOMEN/ACHIEVING

WOMANHOOD

flourishes, as Misch has observed, in

times when people find themselves "turning away in spirit from past

existence."

The present can be considered such

a time, since we live in

a society "where so many values have been overturned without our

adnitting it, where there is an obvious gap between the culture

we

profess and the dangers among which we really live, land in such

society] the autobiographical node can be an authentic

a

way of

establishing the truth of our experience. The indivÍdual is real
when

even

the culture is not."1
Certaini.y for women, perhaps nore than for any group in

contemporary
move from

society, this sense of dislocation is strong. As llromen

the private world of the hone to achieve in the more public

world, there is an increased sense of lost values and unmarked paths, of
being thrust into what Sandra Frieden calls, in her exploration of
Gernan wonen's autobiographies,

"a life without role models."2 As wonen

enter the more "masculine" arena of public achievement, however, their
autobiographies do not follow the Augustinian or Rousseauian prototypes,

but rather continue to exhibit the characteristic need for the "reaf
presence"

of significant "others. "

Perhaps the reason

that

women,

speak

for this consistency can be found in the fact

in terms of their psychological

and

ethical developnent, -

in what Carol Gilligan calls "a different voice" than their

male

counterparts. Gilligan, in exploring the researches of Freud, Piaget,
Kohlberg, Erikson and others in the area of human maturation, discovers

.È-ì.
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that

always "score" Ìower than men on mal-e-oriented moral

women

developnent

rating systems because their maturation is qualitatively

different from men's.
of separation

She concludes

and attachment

in their

that, "Fron the different
gender

dynamics

identity fornation

through

the divergence of identity and intirnacy that marks their experience ín
the adolescent years, male and fenale voices typically speak of the
importance

of different truths, the former of the role of separation

it defines and empowers the self, the latter of the
attachment

that creates

finds that

womenrs developnental, process

ongoing process of

and sustains the hunan comnunity.

" Gilligan

is ignored by theorists

and she

wishes

"to restore

socla_l

scientists such as GiÌligan, as well as for literary theorists

concerned

as

the nissing text of women's development."3 For

with identity formation in autobiographical writing, the

"nissing text" can be found in autobiographies by achieving
Such women,

women.

in entering the public worfd of work and physical

adventure, typically choose others who are male: a father, brother,
husband

or teacher,

self that the
sane

woman

time, these

on admiration

who

act as roJ,e models and represent aspects of

wishes

women

for their

her

to incorporate into her identity. But at

do not want

to be nen, and folJ.owing a life

male other leads them

into confl.ict with

the

based

the

feminine self, with the self that denands "attachnent" rather than

"separation." The tension between these two contending factors and the
balance between them

that achieving women seek, give their

autobiographies a unique
Even

vitality.

in autobiographies that do not reflect this balance,

desire for it exists. In

::ì

,.,Èr'.

Memoirg_o:fl

the

e-B:!fd in a GiLded Cage (1968),

we

ril
',,
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find the politician, Judy LaMarsh, defending herself against
possibility of being considered unfeminine.
autobiography by

the

LaMarsh begins her

stating: "I did not spring,

when

first I

entered

Parliament ... 'fully armed, with a nighty shout' from a breach in

Lester B. Pearson's skull, like the PaLlas Athena from the head of

Zeus."4 If the Athena prototype is unsatisfactory for such public

women

so also is the Aphrodite image. Margaret Trudeau, in the two volumes of

her autobiography, Beyond Reason (1979) and Consesuences (1982), finds

that playing the love-goddess as a neans of achieving in the world leads
to a life of artificiality

and

to a paÍnfuf loss of self-esteen

and

self-control.
Neither LaMarsh nor Trudeau are
women, however,

for neither of

have achieved the balance she

them,

ny

najor concern as achieving

in any significant way, seems to

sought.

Perhaps

the reasons for this are

contained in their autobiographies. LaMarsh avoids an exploration of

her personal life, and Trudeau seens to lack the will for a public life

that is truly her own. But both these

wonen share

the

two

characteristics found in the life-writing of other achieving
adniration for a significant
need

to

speaks

connect

maLe

"other" conbined with a contradictory

with a more feminine, often maternal, ideal.

to the root of

her parents: "I

many achieving women's

vrras my

wonen:

conflicts

Trudeau

when she says of

father's son, the boy he never had

I

was

the one singJ.ed out, the one with the extra spark, the child most like
ny father. My nother considered
she was probably
The

,,1ì1.

::L.

me

the most selfish of the family--and

right."5

turn-of-the-century feninist, Georgina Binnie-Clark certainJ.y

:.:']
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shared Trudeau's need

for her father's approval.. The first of her

two

autobiographical accounts of her life, written as a visitor from England
and

later as a farmer on the Saskatchewan prairies, is in

many ways an

effort to obtain her fatherrs support and respect. Dedicated to hin
often not too indirectly addressed to him, A Summer on the

Prairie (1910;
account

311

and

Canadian

pp.) is on the surface a light-hearted travel

telling of the foibles of well-to-do sophisticated English

gentry who are ill-suited for the hard work of the frontier.

But

Binnie-Clark's real intention is the discrediting of her brother, Lal,
who

is in her opinion dependent

and

shiftless.

He holds

her father's

affections only because he is male it seems, and Binnie-Clark's

in

Canada

presense

is prinarily to resuce him with their father's noney. In

defining her

own

strength through the disparagement of her brother,

who

acts as a kind of negative other, she creates her independent seLf,
which
413

is realized

more

fully in the writing of

pp.), the book that

comes

I¡irheat and Women (1914;

out of her real experience as a prairie

farmer.

At first, in A Summer, there are only hints that Lal
for brandy and horses than hard work.

These

may care nore

hints are given through

reconstruction of conversations and incidents in which he does not

in the best J.ight. Another tactic of indirection Binnie-Clark
is to put criticisns of her brother in the
sharp-tongued

latter

sister

who shares

connents on LaLrs

mouth

of Hilaria,

the adventure in the

farning:

"The

show

employs

her

new

Land.

The

bit he calls the

garden

is

as

long as the shack, but not nearly so wide; and the crop-land is about

the length and breadth of a billiard-table

i:ìì
:1
,ti1

tL--

What would

father's

face
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be

like if he could share the view?"6 At other tines Binnie-Clark

places her criticisms in the observations of seerningly impartial
One imnigrant woman observes

neighbors.

think that
the

women

men worked

Ívornen

England

I

used to

gossiped. 0n a prairie settlement

work, and it isn't the wonen who gossip. I owe one debt to

Life on the prairie,
(p.

whilst

that, "fn

and

that is a fair appreciation of

my

or,rrn

ny

sex"

278).
Through her dramatic recreations

of

such moments, Binnie-Clark

attenpts to supplant her brother in her father's affection. This
does

she

not actually manage, for she informs us of her fatherrs further

subsidization of the son, this time in a brewery operation in Minnesota.
But she does begin to create a new self-image, which is reflected in the

fact that towards the
bluntly:

end

of A Sumner she drops her disguises to

"You canrt get over the

observe

fact that in the entire settlenent

we

are the onJ.y real failures. Our two men, who have had more advantages
than the rest of the neighbors put together, are the onJ.y ones who have

faiLed.

And

it isn't

even because they are helpJ.ess:

it is

because

they won't lend themselves to small beginnings" (p. 272\. Binnie-Clark
soon nakes

it obvious that

beginnings.

"

she plans

Although A Sumner presents

light
in

and humorous

to

make

the best of her "smaÌI

itself, alnost to its last pages, in

style, Binnie-Clark ìargely

Wheat and Women; here she

and sonetimes poJ.emical

a

abandons these strategies

relates in a more discursive, descriptive

style, her setbacks and successes as a farmer of

her own land. Her earlier cloaked sarcasns have turned to
disapproval of the ways in which

t4romen

open

are treated by governments

as
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well as individuaLs.
wonen

farmers.

She

She begins

actively to canpaign for the rights of

is nost offended by the injustice built into

system by which a woman "may be

the

the best farmer in Canada, she may buy

Iand, work it, take prizes for seed and stock, but she is denied the

right to claim fron the Government the

hundred and

sixty acres of

land

held out as a bait to every ,nurr. "7
Binnie-Clark's progress from discontented individual to political

activist

can be traced

in both the style

and content

of her two

autobiographies. Whereas in chapter two of the first work, her

of appropriate feminine behavior is herself as fine
literary

example

and sensitive

to her shipboard male "philosopher and [ ] conrade"
(p. 15), her later view is of a more maternaL figure, as in the example
conpanion

at the end of the book

when she describes

an immigrant neighbor: "I sat down
which was racing towards a

her ideal as it is embodied in

and glanced round the garden,

fulfilment of the pronise, and the

story of what a brave, patient, loving English mother can
under the stress

of circumstance" (p. 276).

end

of

accomplish

Thus despite the

straight-forward, assertive, "masculine" tone of the second book,
seeks a

the

similar "end of the story" for herself. For although

she

she has

desired to take the male path and pursue and broadcast her success as

farner, she typically
more

seeks

a

to reconnect with the feninine, but on a

positive level. than the conplaints against injustice and the

personal animosities that have preoccupied her previously.
She

finds this connection through another strategy of indirection,

what Spacks has called the "nythologÍzation

of difficult reality. "

struggle and back-breaking labor of frontier Canadian farming is

,r

ì,::

r,-i:,

i,-

.

The
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into the mythology of "the virgin" land at the end of

netanorphosed
second

book.

She

figures

Canada

the

as "the virgin side of the Great

Mother" who denands from her chiLdren "courage and kindess, swiftness
and patience, strength and synpathy,

unflinching purpose, unfailing

energy, untiring philosophy." This, Binnie-Clark believes, wiÌI produce

a people that are of the "old giant kind" (pp. 412-13). In her ringing

affirmation of "virgin" notherhood at the end of her

second

autobiography, the unmarried and independent autobiographer has created

her own ideal self, the self-sufficient, single
.Land,

feeling a part of all nature, a view of

rdoman

wo¡nan

working her

own

as a separate

individual but attached spiritually to a firm vision of the land as the
feninine self.
Even
Canada

in the twentieth century, as in the early

still acts por.rterfully on the imaginations of

seeking a greater

days

of settlenent,

r{onen who come here

role for thenselves than society normally

allows

wonen. Such was the case for Martha Black the Yukon pioneer and member

of parliament,
beginnings

who

writes in

in a prosperous

My Seventy Years

and

close-knit

(1938; 317 pp.), of

Chicagoan

wonen's roles were narrowly defined by the example
modest, uncomplaining and completely subservient

describes her parents' reaction to her birth.

his wife: "Susan, I

am

family,

her

where

of Blackrs

devoted,

mother. Black

The

father conplains to

disappointed. I expected a boy."

The mother

replies meekly, "Yes, I know, I an so sorry."8
The recounting

of this

in her childhood in which

moment and

B]ack's recreation of an incident

she physically attacks

a little

girl

who was

behaving with prescribed feminine submissiveness, as weLl as her obvious

..È.$Si:
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admiration of her father who saved the family and their fortunes during

the Chicago fire, indicates Blackfs desire to be more lÍke the boy her

father wanted than the daughter her parents expect her to be. But this
desire conflicts strongly with her desire to be feninine. This conflict

is indicated

when she refuses

to take pride in her independent

assertive childhood self by saying: "Today I
mother

of nine who so wisely

showed me

am

and

grateful to that

dear

the unhappiness that inevitably

follows ungovernable passion, vanity and covetousness. 0f course, being

naturally hot-headed and vain, I

was

not cured for ever of those fauLts"

(p. 37). This condennation of some quality in herself, which she has
just presented to the reader through the dramatic recreation of an event
(to the point

where she has

pJ.uck and independence),

solicited the reader's adniratÍon for

her

is the typical strategy by which Black holds

together the two strong and contrary drives in her personality: to

be

like her entrepreneurial father while remaining loyat to the vision of
womanhood

presented by her

saintly but passive nother.

Black leads a conventional life until her thirties, narrying
having two

sons. Although she complains of the confining life of

notherhood and the wandering eye

since it

means

that

she

to

pan

for gold during the

in

San Francisco,

il

comes when

she, her

to go on the great adventure of their lives,

Yukon

gold rush. At the last ¡noment, while

her husband decides he would prefer the Hawaiian

Islands. It is at this point,

::lìlÏar"'.

of her husband, she accepts her pJ.ace,

needs. Her rebellion

husband and brother arrange

,ì.f

young

being part of the close family life and having the

parentaL approval

keeping with

and

when she

is about to take a path not in

wifely subnissiveness, that Black begins to use the
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elevated language of the mythologizer: "It was the pivotal point of

life--my destÍny.
me

The North

Star, ny lodestar,

beckoned

my

me. It lured

onward. My whole being cried out to follow it" (pp. 92-93). It is

with such language that the fulfillment of the adventuring side of her
personality is consolidated. The reader may note that the decision is

facilitated by

severaL

factors: the Yukon adventure had her father's

blessing in the first place, she has not been happy with her husband,
her brother is easily convinced by his persuasive sister, and she is too

far from
have no
needs

Chicago

to be easily stopped. But

part in Blackrs nythology, for the

such mundane considerations

new

self she is creating

validation on a .Level above the prosaic.

The Yukon proves

the place where her independent "headstrong" self,

the part of her that emulates her father, can blossom. She not only
crosses the Chinook pass

but delivers her

in winter

own baby

and sets up placer claims

in a small shack.

The

of her own,

arrival of the child is

given the kind of elevated treatment that autobiographers often use--

not so much "to freeze the past but to turn it into a kind of mythic

narrative," with the resuLt that the autobiographer's life
through with Adamic

significance."9 Yet it is not so nuch

seems "shot

an Adamic

significance but rather one more reminiscent of the Holy Mother that
Black seems to be seeking as she describes the "nen-folk" gather.Íi..tg

like the virgin with her divine son, is given i ;s
by the worshipful sourdoughs. She boasts of her incredibly easy labor
around her as she,

as "lvlother nature's gift to
such as

I

had done"

wo¡nen who

five a naturaL out-of-door life

(p. 130). After surviving an aval.anche during

which

her quick thinking saves her infant son, she describes herself as caught
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up in the "magnificent beauty" of the place and feels she too "had
becone

a Sourdough" (p. 143).

Despite her successes as a business

woman and

her new position

as

maternal figure, Black obediently returns to the States when her father
cones

for her. But her assertive self is nerely

curbed

not crushed, for

she becomes physicaÌly i11 when separated from the country with which
she now

identifies.

A1ways

able to get her way with nen, she convinces

her father to back her financial.J.y in a new adventure in the Yukon in
which she

is successful not only in

spirits of

men who

making money

at first will not work for a

but in quelling the

"damn

skirt" (p.

160).

in the face of her father's wishes, until
he too respects her "destiny, " she is once more able to join the two

Thus, by showing herself meek

contradictory sides of her self.
Martha Black's narriage

to

George Black, whereby she becones the

perfect wife of the Yukon's commissioner and later his exenplary spouse
when he

is

speaker

of the

Canadian parJ.iament, would seem to be

refusal of the American entrepreneurial spirit that

made

her a

a direct

Yukon

legend. But for Black it represents one more successful harnessing of
the opposing selves, for unlike her first marriage this one gives her
considerable scope for the reaLization of that part of her she once

labelled "vanity"; carving out her place as the Yukon's chief lady,
nanages
The

to contain

independence and

fact that she finds it

necessary

she

ladylike respectability in one role.

to give us a detailed account of

her social accomplishments in this position, to the point of undermining

the fast-noving, action-oriented narrative, indicates how inportant this
respectable mode of achievement is for her.
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This is verified by the way in which Black chooses to end her
autobiography. She consÍders her crowning achievement to be her

election as

member

of Parliament as the widow of

election result that

for her

came about as much

George Black, an

fron the Yukon people's respect

husbandrs nenory as from respect

for her.

Once

again, the

personal achievenent of power, but through her relationship to a man, is

the type of accomplishment most satisfying to Black. In the last

of her autobiography
speech

she descrÍbes,

in the house.

The Conmons

.to Queen Mary on the death

of

in dranatic detail, her naiden

is about to

George

need

of

send a message

sympathy

V. Her house-leader has declined

Black's private suggestion that the sympathies of the
added

pages

women

of

Canada be

to the telegram. Torn between obeying her male leader and her

to

speak on behalf

of

wonen she

finally rises to offer

"Her majesty the Queen [who] has set the

women

of

sympathy to

Canada an exanple of

devotion to family, devotion to business that comes up every day--an
example by which we nust

all profit" (p. 314).

The mention of

"devotion," her mother's chief characteristic, and "business"

and

"profit," her fatherrs entrepreneurial preoccupations, in the sane
sentence, joins the significant others that have shaped Black's
personality. It is suitable that Black nanages this union through an
act of praising a conventional mother figure, in a context in
Black has always felt safest (the Canadian Parlianent in the

which

1930s

being at least as respectably patriarchal as the family she grew up in),
and

in a moment of rebellion against an authority figure

who has

toLd her in symbolic terms to be the kind of female she has

.:.ll

!iL:

just

al.ways
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rebelled against being--the siLent obedient, girl.

Martha Black

creates a seLf motivated by two contradictory drives: the desire to

be

an assertive, self-actuaÌizing individual who defines herself separately

fron family and roots, and the desire to renain connected to all the
ideals of feninine submissiveness, loyalty, and conservative values,
especially the placenent of relationship ahead of self.
Through

her life and her autobiographical renembering of that life,

she has successfully nanaged

noted

that the

unconscious
be nade

accompJ.ishment has involved

a large measure of

one

An autobiographer's

first task is

of recreating the life authentically. If

she

of

change

unaürareness"

that

manages

Roy Pascal

women

been nore conscÍous

to

overcome

dramatize

their

finds at the heart of even the greatest

caught

in siniLar

dichotomous

of their dilennas.

problem

One

of the

of the critic.

Ìife situations
ways they have

is consciously to use stylistic

their situation. In this

way

style which her own experÍence as a novelist
an

effort to

show

tried

Nellie McClung, the writer

pp.), in the style of the inspirational novel for
nakes

have

approaches to

feminist, writes her first autobiography, CLearing in the fùest
378

and the

that remain unconscious, the "dark core of

autobiographies but which can be elucidated by the act

But other

can

the

that, then the style will in a J.arge measure reflect the content
aspects

be

adjustnent. This is not the most serious criticisn that

of an autobiography.

difficult

to join the opposites, but it should

and

(1935;

young wonen (a

quite familiar), in

herself as the confident positivist

who nanages to

remain feminine and conventional while pursuing achievement and success

in the public world. But much is left unresolved

and ambiguous by the
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more

or less straightforward account, so in the

The Stream Runs
approaches

of

Fast (1945; 316 pp.),

in an attempt to

many dimensions,

McClung

acconmodate

second autobiography,

varies her stylistic

a nature view of her life as

one

not all of which can be formulated in a fenale

version of the Horatio Alger prototype.

In the preface to

The Strean McClung remarks on how she has used

"Like the impatient prairie farmer, I have cropped it too

her life:

steadily, forcing it to yield.

Now

I can construct a new life

pattern. For the first time in ny ì.ife I

a

on

neVìJ

can disregard the clock and

the calendar, and write as I please."10 This is an interesting
adnission for a

woman who

has already written eight novels,

autobiography, and has produced much polemical

an

writing Ín aid of

the

feminist movement. It suggests that a comparison of the style of the

first autobiography--in which r4re assume

McClung had

not written

entireJ.y "as I please"--with that of the second autobiography,

yield

new

insight into the conflicted

McClung's feelings

begin early in life.

psyche

may

of an achievÍng woman.

of being drawn by very different rol,e nodeLs

When one

of her most admired influences,

her

school teacher Mr. Schultz, gives her a version of the Riel rebellion

that

makes

the Metis people less the guilty party than McClung's mother,

Mrs. Moonie, would have them, her ¡nother threatens to call in the school

board.

McClung becomes

physically ill and cannot attend schooL as

result of the disagreement. Since

success

at school is the

a

way McClung

thinks she can overcone the "linitations" of being female, the situation

is a desperate one for the young girl.

Fortunately, Mr. Schultz

smooths

the rough waters and resofves the young girl's conflicts of loyalty

.li
iilËl-

by
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telling her to "learn
of her skill

aJ.I you can from your mother

when you grow

up."11

When,

later,

.... You'LL be proud

McClung sees

her nother

ninistering to the physical iLLnesses of a group of Indian people who

visit the
to

Moonie farm, her desire

overcome female

"linitations"

to be conpetent as a wonan as well

as

increases.

In her youth, as described in the first autobiography, the
solutions to the problem of her divided ambition are relativeJ.y

simpJ.e.

For example, she justifÍes giving up her independence and her job as

a

school teacher to marry Wesley McCIung by explaining that she judged the
nan by

his nother, inplying that she narries the

admired

to be nore like his

mother: "I felt sure Mrs. McClung's son must be the sort of

I would like.

She had

all the

o-Ld-fashioned wonan, and

radical, nind. I
came

man

Her one girI,

in addition to this

had been

to board there;
Nellie,

sweetness, charm and beauty

and

had a

of

man

the

fearless, and even

to the parsonage quite a few times before I

I

saw

her methods of training her children.

$rho r^ras my

work; being a girl, did not

age, did no more than one share of the

sentence her

to all the

dishwashing and

bedmaking.... And there was no 'talk of having to be acconpanied by

a

brother every time she went out" (pp. 313-14). The only reconnendation

that

McCIung makes

for the

nan

hinself

was

that although he and she did

not always agree, he was nevertheless "a fair fighter" (p. 374).
McClung's

fines"

and

Beneath

positivist text forces the reader to "read between

to interpret the ambiguities that Lie just

the praise of Mrs.

McClung

the

below the surface.

senior is an obvious desire to be her

"Nell.ie" rather than her motherrs daughter, and as well, a not too
hidden

criticism of her

own

restricted life as Mrs. Moonie's girl-child.
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she receives her mother's approval

When

quotes her as saying
you

credit for

finer

one

Wes

as a husband, McClung

that her daughter has "more sense than I ever gave

I like your

myself.

of

Now,

young man--I couldnrt have picked

out

a

if you cannot get on, I'lL be inclined to think

it will be your faul-t" (pp. 375-76).
well as the characterization of

Wes

The back-handed compliment,

as

as "a fair fighter," belie the

positive stereotypical configuration with which McCIung ends her first
autobiography--that of the newly married couple travelÍng away fron

their

wedding on

a stormy day, but one which

shows

signs of "clearing in

the West" (p. 378).
The form
McCJ.ung

wants

of the first

book

is in contention with much of

to say about her life,

herself in her first chapter of her
jokingly sumnarizes her

own

and she seems

what

to realize this

second autobiography when she

ending: "Clearing in the

approved manner. The two young people stood on

West ended

in

the

the rear platforn of

'mixed' train and saw the sun break through the dark shoulder of

a

a

rain-cloud and knew that 'tomorrow would be fine"' (p. 2\. In the
second work, McClung seens

nanner" and on allowing

for

intent on breaking out of the
more

"approved

of the ambiguity and tension

which

resuLt from living a life of accomplishment within a franework of
conventional wifehood and motherhood. For exanple, she describes the
depression and panic with which she greeted her
r,ìras

a

l-ow monent

in

my

first pregnancyr "It

life; surely a clinacteric,

when

look out of the windows are darkened. Many bewildered
down

this

same

the eyes that

women

have gone

dark road" (p. 77).

It would appear that

McClung

is

determined

to follow the advice of
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Laura SaLverson who wrote
should be "nore personal
We

want

to

to her after her first autobiography that

in your

new

book....

Break down and

see you and know how your mind was working"

in fact, for nost of the

book McClung's

she

tell all!

(p. 145).

But,

revelations do not measure up in

intimacy to the revelation of her state of nind during her pregnancy.

In that retelling she successfully joins her own condition to that of
"aIl the

overburdened

However, when

inarticulate

woman

of the world" (p.

17).

la'ter detailing the conflicts around her feninism

and

support of the Canada's participation in World l,{ar I, McClung is less
than forthright, and the reader nust go outside the text to appreciate

the full conflict of interests that confronted women like
were both nothers

of soldiers

and feminists as well.

McClung's biographer expJ.ains

that war

l¡ras "murder" and was

gave sons

McClung who

that as a feminist

particularly upset that

to the cause, characterizing

them as being

McClung believed
women

like

so easily

"Abraham"

who

so easily accepted his sonrs sacrifice.12 In Stream McClung speaks

very little

of her opposition to the war, dwelling instead on the

difficult time it
decided

was

for her fanily

because her

oldest son Jack had

to serve. Jack's nother cannot very weJ.Ì condemn war

"murder," without condemning her own son's activity.

as

McCJ.ung's feminine

instinct to put "attachment" ahead of the "separation" idealism of

the

ego-self is most obvious in the recounting of this stage of her life;
she dwells on the sadness

of

rnoving

to

Edmonton and

leaving Winnipeg

friends and family, on her maternal anguish on parting with her oldest

child,

and on the rnore

positive uses that feminists

nentaÌity and its conconitant desire for reform.

made

of the

wartime
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But the "climacteric" nature of the experience of sending a son to

war, like the experience of bearing him, cannot be entÍrely

removed from

the autobiography; it enters under other disguises. For example,

she

nentions meeting a wonan with eight children at a railway station who is
saying goodbye to her husband who is going to war. The

woman observes

"there should be a lawr to stop a nan from going

bitterly:

who has eight

children. But what can a woman do but just take what comes. 'E'Il be a
'ero and r'll be a drudge with bunions on my feet" (p. 140). Thus, like
criticizing her husband or Binnie-Clark undermining her
brother's privileges, Mcclung places her very real disgust with war in
Susanna Moodie

another wonan's mouth, a

typical of the

l¡Ioman

who

in her accent

and

situation is

nore

"connon" wonan.

details the life of her son Jack after his return
frorn war. In telling of his heroic efforts to put the war behind him
As rr¡ell, McClung

and

fulfill

his part as the fanily's eldest son, Mcclung makes hin

the

"hero" of the autobiography. But she makes it obvious that the war
broken him

in

sone

never had a gun

significant irrevocable way:

"Irthen

a boy

in his hands, never desired anything but the

has

who has

good

of his

fellow men, is sent out to kiI] other boys like himself, even at the

call of his country, something
mend.

"

Then, Mcclung observes

snaps

in him, sonething which may not

in a separate paragraph, that "A r^¡ound in

a young heart is Like a wound in a young tree. It does not grow out.

rt

grows

in" (p. 195). Jack Mccl.ung died during the writing of

The

strean Runs Fast, and Mcclung's biographer quotes a close associate of
Mcclung as saying

,iìI
LlL

that "Jack's death was the greatest calanity in
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NelLie's Life, and she did not rebound easily" (p. 198).
Mcglung does rebound

autobiography, and

One

of the

is by making her son the significant other of

like Elizabeth Johnston in

Georgia

Loyalist,

her

she uses

the autobiography as a confessional toof, absolving her own guil.t

grief by memorializing her son. In the same way the

ways

and

memoir aspect of

her autobiography functions as a tool for absolution when she chooses to

hiehlight late in the text her contribution as one of

Canadars

representatives to the League of Nations in 1938. Despite the fact that
she

is completing her autobiography during WorJ.d War II,

and patriotism

is the national nood, there is a noticable emphasis on the importance of
the search for world peace. Ironically, by recreating her son's life,
and

highlighting her

own

earlier activities as a peace-naker, she is

able to make a powerfuÌ anti-war statement, one she felt she coufd not
nake during World l¡lar
Thus

I for fear of alienating her son.

in an unexpected and ironic

sense McClung does manage "to

write as I pLease," in her second autobíography. Both

autobiographies

are subtitJ.ed "ny own story," but the first book presents quite
nasculine-defined young

story."

rdoman

who

is the central character of her

The second autobiography, more

but tempered with a self-nocking

a

"own

episodic, more openly feminist,

hurnor and

a nore philosophical stance,

often presents others as central to the action while

McClung becomes the

perceiving consciousness that interprets and arranges othersr stories.

Part of the change of style is attributable to the fact that she was in
her fifties

when

writing the first book, a r4rornan filled nith

an active feminist, mother, and

writer.

The second,

success as

written ten

years

later, is the book of a wonan who has suffered the death of her beloved
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son and seen her accomplishnents eclipsed by depression and war.

Nevertheless, the ways in which McClung chooses to mute her battles
causes

is a typical choice of the

conpromise between her

woman

attempting to achieve

drive for success and her

need

and

a

to define herself

as a feminine being. As McClung concludes: "Do not look for safety in

this world. There is no safety here. There is only
And

(p.

baLance"

yet, in its drive for balance, the Life of an achieving

can often leave the reader

316).

woman

of her autobiography with the feeling that

too much has been compromised, too nuch left unsaid. One suspects that
"bafance" can become a
success not only

flight into safety, an avoidance of the public

to preserve the private life intact but to avoid

further problens posed by success.

When McClung

because her husband was transferred

to

that

she

will not be able to go on to

left

Edmonton, she

Manitoba

in

the
19L4,

regrets the fact

becone a Cabinet

minister as every

one predicts:

I knew I could persuade people and I knew I had a
real hold on the people of Manitoba, especially the
wolnen, but I al"so knew that the whole situation was
fraught with danger for if I, as the first woman to
hold a Cabinet position failed, it would be a blow to
women everywhere. I could easily undo all I had done
for I knew the world would be critical of women for a
long time. If a woman succeeded, her success would
belong to her as an individual. People would say she
r4ras an exceptional woman. She had a "masculine"
mind. Her success belonged to her alone, but if she
failed, she failed for alL r{onen everywhere. With
this in nind, I hadnrt the nerve to go on to the
sixty-four-dollar question. I said nothing to anyone
but it reconciled me to the move. I felt I was being
let down over the wall in a basket (p. 143).
In this rare glinpse of
IvfcClung

really

how deeply

troubled the nornally positive

was about her success and the

possibilities it

presented
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for failing (and thus losing "connection" by failing other
can begin

to see

women),

we

is the fenale drive for relatedness as it

how conplex

acts itself out in the situations of a life-tine.
autobiography does not succeed

McClung's

in a full presentation of that

complexity, but it does reveal the degree of the problen.
The irony

of

McCIung's

conplex enough to carry her

at achieving while

seeming

"failure" to find a stylistic vehicle
life-story is that

not to be achieving

women who

are more adept

wonen seen

to be nore

easily content with established stylistic patterns and thus write
autobiographies which seen more innediately effective
Such

is the

case with women who hide

accomplishnents
217

their

to the

achievements

reader.

in the life

of a man. Luta Munday wrote A Mountíe's l¡life

pp.) after twenty-five years of married life in which

acconpanied her husband

and Chesterfield

to posts in Alberta,

InLet. For her, life

narried her mounty, and that is

seems

she

to begin the day she
her autobiography,

and giving no

hint of what experience

or qualities prepare her to survive the next twenty-five
The im¡nediate motivation

(1930;

Cumberland House, The pas

how she begins

telling nothing of her early life

or

years.

of the book may be a forn of social

protest against the lot of mounties' wives, for she recounts her
feeÌings on the death of a Mrs. Clay,
had been found desirable

and

I

to

rarho

was

killed by husky

have a white woman stationed

have been disappointed

dogs:

"

It

at that post,

at the fact that the powers that be have

not in sone way recognized the sacrifice

made by

Mrs. Clay, who

has

given her life for the force just as truly as our men in France gave

their lives for their country."13 Munday subtitles her book "Being

the
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Life story of

one attached

she dedicates her book

to the force but not of it."

"to those

who have watched and waited

women

rn her forward

of the force who have endured,

with an aching heart, as I have done, and so

will understand" (p. vii).
But dedications and minor protest cannot change in one book her

lifetime of effectively burying her

achievements

in those of

her

husband. The autobiography's organization and style reflect a very
conventíonal acceptance

of the premier place of her husband and his

career. Not only the exclusion of personal history, but her arrangement
of the

book

into chapters based

on where the force posts her husband,

that the list of chapters is a history of his career, reflects

Munday's

traditionaL definitions of herself. within the chapters, although
expresses her personal feeJ.ings, her emphasis

is at all tines

so

she

on

"Walter's" heavy responsibilities, courage and fortitude, and her

efforts are important only in that they support him. It is only in

the

chesterfield InLet experience that she moves away from her centraL
concentration on her husband, not to speak of herseLf so much as to
speak

of the Eskimos or

dogs who see¡n

In

show

her almost maternal relationship with her

to take the place of children.

many vùays, Munday

fits

Mason's paradigm

of the

woman who

her life by relating the life of her husband. But as in
expJ.oration

of Margaret Cavendish's writing,

we

find in

relates

Mason's

Munday's book

not a biography of her husband but an autobiography. Paradoxically

of the results of
that of creating

lvfunday's modesty

is to achieve the opposite effect,

even more admiration

had taken center stage.

one

for her in the reader, than if

she
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of her effectiveness is to be found in exploring

The proof

autobiographies

of

women who

have not been as

the

effective in the delicate

task of writing about the self while seening to write about another.

In

Memory's trttrall

(1956;

27O

pp.), Flora

Eaton cannot

resist

making

herself more important than her husband. The first forty pages are

filled with her own background, praise of her Southern Ontario
respectable burgher faniJ.y, showing that the only difference between

them

ru" *orr"y.14 This ís certainly true, yet in a book
beginning with a portrait of "Lady Eaton" in "Eaton Hal1" one must
and the Eatons

conclude

that Flora

McCrea's

true claim to

fame

Eaton. Since Jack Eaton is not mentioned until

is that

she married

an

page 40 and dies young

(by page 140) a good half of the 210 pages is proudly about the

autobiographer. It is not as compelling or interesting a story
Munday's

is, not

husband's

life

because Flora Eaton was

and the

not integrally

as

invoJ.ved

in

her

life of the great commercial enterprise his

family headed, but because she fails to nake that essential imaginative

identification with his personality that
in order to discover the self. Eaton's
achievements rather than a nemoir

its people

and

tines

r4romen

do who

write of the other

book remains a nernoir

of social

that through its identification with

becones an autobiography.

A different but related problem is encountered in I Was There
(1938; 131 pp.) by Edith Tyrrell, whose husband was a pioneering
geographer and geologist

in the ShieLd country. Tyrrell's

"reminiscences" are successful autobiography when she

tells of

her

upbringing as the daughter of a nineteenth-century clergyrnan.lS In
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recreating her parents' happy marriage, their solid faith, their careful
raising of their daughters, she presents an effective self-portrait of a
happy wonan. When she

turns to her husband's life' one that certainly

offered the excitenent of personal risk and adventure, Tyrrell's writing
is not as effective, principally because she is in Ottawa raising
children while her husband undertakes his adventures ' Not that the
autobiography of a nineteenth-century Qttawa mother could not be a good
one, but it nust be told from the point of view of someone integrally
involved with the experience being related, not by a distant voice'
Thus,

to

succeed

in the "hidden" autobiographical style of the wife who

tells her story through her husband's life, two features are essential:
to identify the self very fulLy with the other, and to share a large
part of the experience of the other.
The wonan who

is

most successful as an autobiographer

in this

regard is Mina Hubbard who wrote A Wonan's lrlay Through Unknown Labrador
(190g, 1981; 305

pp.).

her husband that her

Hubbard

is so modest in her identification with

name appears

in the

1908

Leonidas Hubbard. As Pierre Berton explains

edition,

edition only as Mrs'

in his forward to the 1981

she undertook her anazing journey through Labrador, which

supplies us with the first eyewitness accounts and usable naps of the

district, to uphold the honor and reputation of her husband, who had
died in a similar effort. His integrity as an explorer had been inpunged
his wife fol-Iows his lead for the purpose of "correcting misleading
acçounts" of his doomed journey. Hubbard is able to reçreate her

and

husbandrs adventure,

yet the adventure is her own because he is

dead'

At the sane tine, she comnits no act of rebellion in undertaking the
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journey, since she does so in the

name

of love for him and with

conpanions that he would have approved of.

is

one

of the few traditionaLly defined

cake and

It would

seem

wonen who can

that

Hubbard

realj.y have her

eat it too (autobiographically speaking) as she sets off on her

great adventure.
She succeeds

largely through writing about the men to

is

whon she

so gratefu]., her husband's friends, her own guides, and by contrasting

her own inexperience with theÍr cornpetence. As well, her faithful
descriptions of the actual conditions, both the beautiful and the

terrible, of a trip through Labrador, enLiven the account. with the
and the landscape acting as

the "others" which dominate the pages,

men

the

occasional inclusion of what Berton calls her "cris de coeur," functions

to intensify the authenticity of the account, to

make

it truj.y

autobiographical. 0n one occasion, after describing the various

good

qual.ities of her nal.e companions, then describing the beauty of their
campÍng

spot, she ¡nuses that "It

was

wild

and

beautiful, but as an

exquÍsite, loved form from which the spirit has fled. The sense of

life, of mystery,

and nagic seemed gone, and

I

wondered

if the

time

could corne when beauty would cease to be pain."16 Thus, by focusing

others, then the physical environment infused with the presense of

on

a

Lost "other," then bÍnding these together in the reader's awareness with
the personal refLection, she creates the considerable autobiographical
achievement

that is the resu-lt of balancing the

need

to put the other

before the seLf and the tension of needing nevertheless to be one's

own

person. For Mina Hubbard the journey through Labrador and the writing
about

it acts as that Life-defining experience that can powerfulJ.y
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inform the memoir that concentrates on one historicaL experience.
"woman's way"

allows her to

Her

the autobiographical consciousness,

become

the aware, perceiving, feeling, achieving consciousness that binds the
experience

of the other to the experience of the seff, creating

a

definition of self that is inclusive rather than exclusive
All of the autobiographies of achieving
were

written before the

1960s and

second wave

'70s. After the

considered thus far

of the feminist

women

Àr:

in

the
those

begin to appear in which the

writers confront society and its failures regarding
¡.t'

novement

raising" experience of

"consciousness

years, autobiographies by Canadian

r4lornen

women

Ín a more

assertive manner. As weIl, these autobiographers tend to

emphasize

fì

their self-growth as individuals

S1j

ìit

i:

who take

responsibility for their

own

..tr,

L:

lives.

.1..

i:

The women who

write before this tine (except

McClung

to

a

Iinited degree) are usually fairly comfortable with a nemoir-style of

È
l.:

t:

autobiography

rF.

il

in which

ele¡nents

of confrontation are muted

and

in

which

.rì.

I

shifts in their

own psyches

are backgrounded, rather than foregrounded

i;

material. Before the '70s, the memoir style dominated the other
elenents in achieving women's autobiographies. After the r70s women

l:,,

tf
i:r

I

find the

need

for a more

phenomenon comnon

At the

same

to

recognizabJ.e "hybridization"

contemporary

(particularly

tine, although such r,ùomen often

in society, they feel the
autobiographers

felt

same need

of forns that is

women's) autobiography.

seek revolutionary changes

for "connection" that previous

and thus attempt

to

a

neLd

their confessional

women

and

confrontational needs with the traditional memoir style which emphasizes
connection with the community rather than separation from
Even such

:::i.Ë.:.

.

it.

a traditionally structured account as Anne Francis,

An
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Autobiography (7974; 318
earLy
and

pp.), in which Florence Bird recounts her

life as a privileged daughter of a well-to-do Philadelphia doctor

her later Iife as the Canadian media personality Anne Francis--

breaks through
contemporary

its conventional pattern in that Bird confronts our

society, not with its injustice to herself, but its

injustice to all
In
woman's

wonen.

nany ways

life.

Bird's life-story is a paradÍgm of the achieving

Her early years, priviJ.eged

in Ímportant ways,

such as in

her superior education, contains that tension of early identification

with the father and ambiguous but strong feelings about the nother that
nake

the líves of these daughters a restless search for the male path of
with a need to connect with traditional aspects of

achievement combined
womanhood.

BÍrd identifies two life events as shaping her destiny. Both are
connected

to "others" that are by now familiar fron earlier

autobiographies
Her narriage

of

women who

innigrate: the

to an EngJ.ish reporter,

husband and Canada

who views

itseìf

the world nore

internatÍonally than her establishment American fanily, and their
decision to

rnove away from

relationship in

Canada, changes

As a reporter's
unburdened by

both their origins to find a new and equal

the patterns of her life.

wife, learning to be a reporter herseLf

and

fanily responsibilities, Bird lives a largely unconflicted

"mascul-ine" existence while she and her husband pursue

lives

as

investigative reporters and inte]lectuals in Montreal in the 1930s.

it ís in

Winnipeg during I¡r¡orld War

significant others,

ones

But

II that Bird begins to find the truly

that will not only give her life its
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-definition by

compJ.eting her fenÍnine view

of herself but will

to confront society in a different way. This confrontation

ask

moves

the last part of the autobiography out of the purely memoir style to

one

verging on the kind of identification with a religion or cause that
marks

apologists' accounts.

By the outbreak
have

of the

children, and at the

and children

same

it is obvious to Bird that

she

will

not

tirne there arrives fron England the wife

of an old friend of her husbandrs

describing the adjustments
Canada,

War

made

by this

woman

who seek

sanctuary. In

in the years she lived in

Bird observes that "her extraordinary will to survive, her sheer

gut courage, carried her through. She grew amazingJ.y

inspiring

example

of the

vùay

She was an

a r{onan, who for years uses only a smalÌ

portion of her ability, can realize hitherto

undeveJ.oped

potentiaL under

the pressure of harsh necessity. "17 Bird could just as well

be

describing herself, as she begins to see the ways in which she has not
taken responsibility for her own life.
which her house-maid alnost dies

In addition, an accident in

of a self-induced abortion, turns

Bird's attention to the plight of

women

as second-class citizens.

her own career grows, and as she helps her previously strong

As

husband

fight alcoholisn, Bird is forced out of her position as protected
girl-wife into a life

where she feeLs conpletely changed;

at the

death

of her difficult but beloved nother she observes: "Yesterday was gone
forever" (p.

199).

Such confessional statements on

the part of achieving

women always

contain a large measure of irony, whether intentional or otherwise, for
although Bird feels

that she ís leaving behind the inage of

wonanhood
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her nother taught her, in her new image of herself as freer more active
wonan she seeks

a connection with

"traditional."

Shaping her autobiography around the great change

wonanhood

that is in a profound

feeling about womanhood, Bird begins her prologue with the

moment

sense

in

her

that

Lester Pearson asked her to head the Royal Connission on the Status of
wonen, and she views her

In

many ways

hostile

rife in hindsight as teading to this

noment.

the account of her struggJ.es against an uncaring and often

canadian

public is the

way

in which

she reestablishes her

closeness with her maternal sources, a closeness she could never feel

with her

own nother.

This theme of connection culninates in Birdrs recreation of

incident in which she, after

many months

an

of hearing the stories of

Canadian r^rornen, is able

to facilitate

Eskimo woman's adoption

of children under her care. Bird recounts the

monent

in the

iconography

faced the now sii.ent

relief

and

all

that r

women

women

was

an

"The mother stood up and

She stretched wide her

embracing gesture

arns, her

of happiness. I

weeping. r was poignantty aware of the deep kinship of

in all ages" (p. 281). Thus, despÍte

women's helplessness and

of her

own dependence as

it is the building of an image of herself as the kin of

traditional

,

in the room. Her face was beautiful with

in a spontaneous,

everywhere and

rejection of
woman,

of nythic fiction:

joy as she looked at them.

hands open-palmed,

found

one wonan's personal goal

wonan,

fulfilling

mothering function,

that Bird

her

a

young

the

a traditional though newly-defined
seeks.

Despite her stance as apologist for the rights of the excluded
(female) half of society, however, Bird's is never really the voice of
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the outsider, for even her work as Head of the Royal Conmission is
undertaken under the protection

of nale authority. Yet, at the

time as Bird wrote her autobiography, other

women

were

life-stories which began to express the experience of

sane

writing

females

who

receive few or no benefits fron the established social structure.
most important

A

characteristic of these autobiographies is that despite

the change in tone from the confident menoir style of the

works

previously discussed and the presence of greater confessional

and

apologist characteristics, these autobiographers, like the "insiders" i
have highlighted, continue
male influences

to find that

even though there are strong

in their upbringing, a connection with a powerful

feminine ideal offers them a sense of self-compJ.etion.
One

of the earliest

menories

of

Ann Henry, recounted

autobiography laugh, baby, laugh (1970; 187

in

her

pp.), is of her nother's

being taken away to a mental hospital because she has tried to kilL
and her older

sister with a knife.

Because she grows up without

maternal protection, Iosing even her older

to a dreadful nedÍcaL error,
in

men and

to

shape her

Ann

sister in her late teens

Henry learns more and more

due

to put her trust

personality in their image and style. She is

J.eft J.argely unprotected fron exploitation by individual-s and society
when, Ìacking maternal

Her

protection, she undertakes male-style adventures.

father, urged on by Henry's assertive se-If-confidence, allows her as

a sixteen-year-old to work as a high-diver in a circus, though she can
neither swin nor dive. His only caution is that she nust write
everyday so he can be assured, not

her virtue is intact

!

that she is alive

and

him

well, but that

Henry presents

herself as a dichotomy consisting of two unhealed

parts, a heroic self that exists in her imagination, an imagination
inspired by the confrontationaL potitical stories of her father, and a
reaL-life self, a conpletely innocent, often victinized self. rn fact
the personality Henry presents to the reader is in many ways like the
part in a play she humorously describes herself as having prayed at
seventeen: "Lil-Mim, half-savage, half-civilized, half-woman, half
animaL.

" she adds that after the play

hungry actors hone one night

for

she took "the cast

of

e_Ieven

"18 This mothering act on the part
of the young women who played the part of a divided self Ís similar to
tea.

the one that Henry wÍshes to accomplish in her
autobiography

own

is Henry's effort to bring her "half

half-civil,ized"

sel,ves together

in a visÍon of

life.

In fact,

the

savage,

motherhood

that

accepts

both aspects of herself as valid.
From

to

escape

the beginning of laugh, Henry characterizes herself as wanting

fron real life by imagining fine destinies for herself as a

kind of Isadora

of

rny

father,

Duncan

my

hopes and dreams

free spirit:

"Stirred by the rousing theatricals

heart was the repository of a thousand and one vague

.... I would

becone a Heroine, one

of those heroic

martyrs my father adnired, immortaLized in song and story" (p. ZZ).

Part of Henry's technigue is to deflate her

own

the reader with the reality that surrounds her

realities of poverty

and

victimization.

drean-self by presenting

own naive hopes, the

She and her

sister are farmed

out to crueL foster parents, and even when they are with their father
they suffer fro¡n poverty and lack of care.
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that prevents Henry from rejecting either side of her
self as unworthy is the device of the "laugh" that she highlights in her
title' She is abLe to see the humorous in the most horrendous moments.
The device

For example, when, as an adult she spends some tine in rural poverty

with the care of her three children, she portrays her romantic
self taking pastoral delight in the pembina valley where she and her
j.ittle ones, children of nature, "lifted our faces to the hills
burdened

and sky,

lay on the sun-hot river bank and laughed, beconing one with the earth,,
(p. 104). But winter makes the chitd of nature the victim of an
uncaring socÍety; her husband Ìeaves her (an event which by this time

in the autobiography has reached the last of its several repetitÍons)
and the community turns against her. Henry telLs of these events
without bitterness, finding the humorous as often as possible. writing
of

to earn her living as a chicken farner she mocks her
own naivety in this description: "soon, like Joan crawford, in dirndl
how she intends

kerchief, r would stand behind a gay stalL at a narket, selling my
plunp, dressed birds and bring home bagfurs of cash
fthis hope] was
and

the assumption that the chicken-raiser knew sonething about
chickens and also had plenty of food and other faciLities" (p. 106).

based on

writing act, informed by humor, becomes the way in which Henry
heals the division in her personality and naintains her sanity, as her
The

nother courd not. rt also becones her neans of earning a living, for by
now her own experience as a victim has allowed her to write feeJ.ingly
of

others' problens and Leads eventuaÌly to a job as a reporter. But as
well, the writing of laugh becomes the means of confronting the society

that victinized her and the vehicle through which she confesses the

ways
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that

she has needed

to take control of her own life

and end her

victinization.
The

ronantic self, that invited sone of her

not rejected but
she presents

made

own

victinization, is

a functioning part of the strong maternal figure

to the reader at the

part of her ronantic dream

was

she even narries her husband

end

of the book.

I¡lhereas

in the past,

to find a strong maternal protection--

partly

because she ronanticizes

his very

donestic mother--now she can use her imaginative abilities to

herself, in the very practical

sense

of earning a living through

writing, a strong naternal figure to her

her

own children.

Typically, instead of concluding with her

writer

make

and media personaJ.ity, she recounts the

own acconpJ.ishments as a

victory of her nost

significant "other," her son, the actor Donnelly Rhoades.

She has

brought hin up to remember only the strengths of his nale parent, rather
than his father's desertion of the family, and at the sane time she has

tried to

show

father.

She J.argely succeeds,

her son how he can be more responsible as a nan than his

for the precociously responsible son is

as much the hero of the autobiography as Henry ís the heroine.

When he

plays an acting role in which he nust tell his play-father that he hates
him, Henry sees that he has been able to build a self that

makes

positive use of all the terrible emotions of his childhood.

identifies with his success, since she was the

She thus

one who kept her children

free of emotional crippling. In her epilogue, she celebrates her own
success as a mother as

of

well as her son's

sending her son a telegram which

are the uses of adversity" (p. 187).

success as an actor by

night welL be her

own

telling

notto:

"Sh¡eet
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Henryrs insistence on acceptance
whole personal
show

of

of all parts of the self, of

the

past, as opposed to trying to exorcize Íts influence

and

the self as a "convert" from one way of life to another, is typical

women's autobiography, as al-so

is her desire to place her success as

a mother ahead of her success in her career. ln addition, her
continuing search for maternal stability, which she finally finds in

herself is a typical act of

women

autobiographers.

In her considera'tion of Anerican
Matrilinearism in

Wonenr

women

in

"The Metaphysics of

s Autobiography, " Stephanie A.

Demetrakopoulos

states that there is a "colÌective though sonetines unconscious urge in
many

of these autobiographies to give flesh

archetype

that

to

the

that the Eleusinian rites embodied."19 The personality

Demetrakopoulos describes as

certainly appJ.icable to
men because

exceeds

once more

Ann

typical of these autobiographers is

Henry:

"Women

can be more complex than most

they grow in a non analytical 'both/andrway that defies

perfection.

The pressure

and

of different ro.les that conflict with

perfection of any one role makes, furthernore, a great deal of
individuation intra-psychic (perhaps
because

type

rnore

wonen's

necessarily than a nan's

of the pressures on her of mothering

and

wifing); that is,

her

inagination and fantasy life complete her sense of sel-f" (p. 199).
Henry

finds that through her writing she can not only bring together

her

inaginary and real worlds but create her maternal security by quite

literally writing herself into existence as a strong nother figure,
by earning her family's lÍving as a writer and by drawing her

self-portrait as nother in her

autobiography.

both
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The struggle

to

becone strong despite

the deprivation of

an

inportant naternal element in childhood seens to nark the lives of many
achieving women. In the case of Maria Campbell, the author of Half
breed (19?3; 15? pp.), the effort is conplicated not only by poverty'
as was Henry's, but by her position at the bottom of everyone's socÍal

sçafe, that of a Metis. It is a typically feninine nove on her part to
give her autobiography the sane name as has been used as a tern of scorn

society. Instead of rejecting the
title of abuse, she transforms it into a tern of pride, just as she

by whites and Indians

rescued her own

in

Canadian

life fron

Like other achieving

degradation.
women, she

favorite. Until a younger brother

starts life as her fatherrs

grows

old enough, she is the

one who

father hunting and engages in other father-son
Her identification wíth him seems to be part of the

acconpanies her

activities.

cause

of her feminine se]f. Her father, though often
generous and loving, beats and abuses her mother in response to his
of her later

abuse

own

frustrations as a Metis persecuted by white society. The death of her
mother when canpbelt is still a child feaves the daughter prematurely
responsible for herself and others. Later in life, CampbeLl not only
subjects herseff to the exploitation of men, but exploits her own body

prostitution, as ü¡ell as through alcohol and drug abuse' Just
as her father abuses the feninine, so does she in trying to follow the
"mal.e" path that he has exempìified for her'
through

The autobiography becomes a powerfuf confessional instrument which'--

Canpbell uses

to put her

to help other Metis.

own degradation behind

Through

her. It is

the detailing of her

own

pain

aLso a
and

rneanq-

i'
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acconplishment she shows how such a renewaL can be

point in her life,

when she

in a less self-destructive

gained. At this

is attenptÍng to restructure her personality

mode, she

finds she cannot do so without

reference to strong maternal models. Another Metis

return to the model that has always

been

Ídornan

helps her to

available in Campbell's life

but not realized until she undertakes a conscious journey towards

self-compìetion. campberl's paternal great-grandnother,
a Metis

wornan who was

a niece of Gabriel Dumont.

"cheechum," was

She never swerved

in

her J.oyalties to Riel and the Metis cause in her long and dÍfficult life

in which

she had

to fight not only the prejudices of whites but also the

treatment inflicted by Metis men on their wonen. In her dealings with
campbell she emphasized pride

in herself as a Metis and as a woman. rt

told

was Cheechum who had once

into the world and find her

Campbell

own

that

she would have

answers. Close to the end of Half

breed, Canpbell realizes that she has "nisinterpreted what
[Cheechum] had taught

me.

to go out

She had never ¡neant

she

that I should go out into

the world in search of fortune, but rather that r go out and discover

for myself the need for leadership
ego-shaped journey

and change."20

In other

words the

for individual "fortune" is not suitable for

the

Metis !ùoman; hers nust be a journey towards "leadership."
For CampbeLl that has meant a strong political involvement in the
progress

of her people,

one often hanpered by the

attitudes of

nen

inside the Metis connunity. But she takes a philosophicaJ.ly enbracing
stand on this natter: "frve net many native leaders who have treated

the sane fas an inferior because she is fena]e] and I've learned to
accept

it.

I realize

now

that the

system

that fucked ne up fucked

up

ne
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our nen even worse. The missionaries had impressed upon us the feeJ.ing

that

women

were a source

of evil.

This belief, conbined with the

ancient Indian recognition of the power of wonen, is still

hoLding back

the progress of our people today" (p. 744).
Through her use

of

Cheechun as

autobiography, CampbeJ.l attenpts

a paradigm, and through her

to restore an archetypal

image

own

of

woman

as powerful and good. The importance of this concept as the explicit

intention of Helf_Ueed is
own

emphasized by the way

in which

she traces her

faLl from innocence to an "eviL" life and her restoration of herself

to a position of "good" wonan, as mother and political

activist.

final emphasis on the importance of the strong and good

Her

rdoman as

archetypal leader for Native people is made by ending the autobiography

with the death of

Cheechum who

"waited all lier life for a new generation

of people who would make this country a better place to live in" (p.
156). By implication Campbell sees herself as a leader of that
generation," in the way that
CampbeJ.l's enphasis on

Cheechum

"new

once predicted she would be.

the feminine continuun between herself

and

her fenale ancester is implicitly at the heart of the autobiographies of
most achieving wonen. PsychoJ-ogically,

physically,

wolnen who

seek a reunion

up her

"virgin"

McClung

with older feminine values. Thus, Binnie-Clark conjuring
Mother-Canada, Martha BIack seeking her "lodestar,"

Florence Bird weeping

keep her grasp on the maternal,

at the maternal gesture of

an Eskino wonan,

Ann

herself to create herself as mother--aLl feel the same,

often unvoiced need that Canpbell

':ñ:.

and

define themselves by male patterns, nevertheless

limiting her ambitions to

Henry healing

if not mythically

makes more

explicit:

the need for

a

l¡lr
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tradition of feminine strength in order to undertake a tife of
achievement nurtured by fenale

rather than male values. In this

way,

although these wonen "turn away in spirit from past existence,', in
personal sense, they do so

for the purpose of seeking an archetypal

configuration that is part of the coLlective past of all women. \

::'iìs;'ì.:',.'.'

a
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CHAPTER

6-

LITERARY

WOMEN:

rn her chapter "The unveiling of

UNMASKING THE SELF

!ùoman"

in A wonan speaks, AnaÍs

Nin says that one of wonen's chief strengths as writers is their ability
to speak of the "personal worLd." she notes, however, that ,,This
personal focus was actual.J.y treated in a very derogatory way by
men
critics--as a very snall kingdom, as a minor world, as a world that

didn't

have stature because

history."l

The

it wasn't

concerned

with larger

movements of

critical repercussions of this dismissat of the

as a "very small kingdom" probabJ-y best explains why so few

personal

women

writers have turned to autobiography, just as the recentness of
autobiographical. scholarship in canada possibly accounts for the
reluctance of canadian wonen artists to write openly about themselves.
Instead, their Life stories come to us in highly disguised forms, or

seriously compronised by an Ínadequate grasp of how to write with a
truJ'y "personaJ. focus'" But in the monents when canadian literary hromen
have broken through the

restrictions of disguise (or more often found
$Iays to use the disguises artfully), and have overcome the
formal
problens connected with the genre, the resu_Its Índicate that great
a

possÍbility for literary excellence lies waiting in the
of the personal story.

,'smaLl- kingdom,,

of the disguises under which rÍterary women have tested the
waters of autobiography, invor.ves the use of the reportage styre,
One

the personal story is told while other material with which the
"reporter" claims to be concerned is foregrounded. This subtle use of

whereby

this kind of "other" is

weLL

illustrated by a series of articl.es that

:

I
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Gabrielle Roy wrote for various periodicals over three

decades

'

Collected in book form in The Fragile Lights of Earth (1982; 222 pp.)

the articles at one level. would seem to be observations on Canadian
ethnic and political topics with a few personal nenoir pieces

added.

But read as a continuum, the reportage "disguise" becomes background

the personal story becones foregrounded. This is

of the editor's selection
says

and arrangement

made

possible

and

because

of the individual works.

Roy

in her preface that she "entrusted François Ricard with the task of

choosing these texts out
as he saw

fit."2

of a much larger number, and of grouping

thern

Therefore, in the striCtest sense, we must Consider

Fraeile Lights as a kind of mêlange of autobiography and biography'
kind of "auto-biography," another mixture of forms that

women

find

they seek to wrÍte of their "nixed" Lives. Roy indicates that she
understood the unusualness

a

when

has

of the formal direction she and her editor

found when she continues her comment on the tandem relationship of

editor and writer: "Progressing through these writings as through

labyrinth, he managed to grasp I
him toward a point

of light,

perhaps, nade accessible

know

a

not what Ariadne's thread that led

gJ.inpsed by me but found by him and so,

to others" (p. 5). In fact, Fraeile Lights

provides a very well-marked path by which we begin with the writer's
nore pubJ.ic persona, and arrive at "a point of light" that is Roy's -\
personal story
The

which

first section of the

book

is entitled

"Peoples

of

Canada,

"

i¡¡

articles from the 1940s give Roy's personal. inpressions of various

Canadian

ethnic groups. But whether she is writÍng of Hutterites,

MennonÍtes, Jews, Gernans

or Ukrainians, in

eaCh

artiCle she presents

762

the personal story of one individual, usually a woman, with
had a revealÍng personal"

contact.

The use

she has

whom

of this strategy repeatedly

in the articles gives these figures an arc-hetypal significance

as

representatives of each ethnic group and ultimately as synbolic of
personal.

In

quality inportant to

"The

Roy

in her

Hutterites," it is the

own

identity.

young girJ_ Barbara, rr¡ho despite her

hard-working, confined life, typical of her sect, also has the
a:.

I

ì

deternination as her ancestors to know the truth through her

efforts.

She asks Roy

to

send her books

same

own

that will help her know all of

Canada. In "The Mennonites" her fenale figure is an old "Martha"
cannot be comfortable dying

some

Ín a hospital

because her husband

is

who

home

milking the cows, which is "women's work" (p. 43). Ironically, Martha's
conservatism

is part of the

composite

figure that Roy is building, just

as is Barbara's desire for new knowledge. In the same way women's

desire to make the stranger welcome, to know the J.arger world through
personal contact with individuals, is figured Ín Rebecca GoJ.dsberg,

in "PaLestine

Avenue"

who

hurries through muLtitudes of tasks to entertain

the outsider (Roy) with energy and delight.
The exanination

of the "others" of the various ethnic groups ends

with an article about

calls

Roy "the

Gaspé fishermen

story-telling

wonan"

in which

(p.

S9)

.

one

of the

fishermen

IrJith her own

identity

\'

established as one who tells the stories of others, Roy's personal

story-telling begins. In "Manitoba," originally published in L962, and
throughout the second section

of the book entit.Led "Menories,"

ç{e

follow

a more personal thread that builds a picture of Roy as coning from a
strong but small ethnic minority, one that also survives by the strength

1ô3

of its

hromen. "My Manitoba Heritage," published

at the center of this naze-like

first in 1g20, stands

novenent from the public Roy

to

the

nrilate RoV. In it she speaks especially of her maternal. heritager "If
she lived now .. . my grandmother would likely be director of sone big
or heading up a Royal comnission on the status of wonen. In
her day her talents were fully occupied fron dawn till dusk naking soap
business

or cloth or shoes" (pp. 14b-146). she goes on to describe her own
nother's life, exiled from Quebec, and her fatherrs work with the
settlenent of

new

inmigrants. In this

way she reveals

the sources of

her own identity, for these "others" represent her own feeling about

exile from

Manitoba and her keen

"article"

interest in ethnicity.

the "fragility" of identity, and in doing
so leads us to the writerrs own "fragile" position. Every factor in her
Each

enphasizes

life, her ethnic position as Franco-Manitoban, her national origin, her
gender, her place of birth and upbringing, would argue for a,,fragile,,
chance

at

success as an

illustrated by "How I

internationally

known

writer. This is

in which Roy describes the

Received the Femina,"

reaction of French wonen to her winning this award for The Tin Flute.
To them she seens such an unlikely type

real person? Is

she

not, perhaps, a myth?" Her answer:

let's say |m a myth
odd nélange

philosophy

that they ask, "is she indeed a

and

we'll

make peace on

of biography, sociaÌ commentary,

that rhe Fragile Lights of Earth

"^AL]

right,

that" (p. 1zs). The '

memoir, and personal

becomes

is a kind of

creation of a personal nyth of identity which Roy manages without ever
seeming

to write autobiography.

The reader

nust, like the

naze

journeyer, discard appearances and trust the thread of metaphor

and

:
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of these separate articLes a part of the "pathway"
that Roy describes in her preface: "but do we think of our passage
image

that

makes each

through life and work as a pathway while we are creating it?

hindsight

r4re

may

The design

find

some

With

trace of a design" (p. 4).

that allows us to read Roy's collection of "articles

and

nenories" as autobiography is largely due to the "trust" she put in her

editor. But, ironically,

perhaps nore can be learned about the

autobiographica] impulse when an author reneges on that trust.

Such

is

the case with Dorothy Livesay and her editor David Arnason, in the
creation of Rieht Hand Left Hand (7977;
documents, poetry,

fiction

and

literary events important to
Subtitted (in the paper edition), A

Livesay's life in the thirties.

Life of the Thirties, the

pp.), a collection of

non-fiction by Livesay and others which

illustrates the najor social, political
True

28O

and

book contains items as contrasting

socialist handbills, social-realist art,

photographs

as

of the unenployed,

Livesay's poetry, personal accounts of the ti¡nes, excerpts fron her

letters, her associatesr letters
wo¡nen-friends

picture of Livesay and

in the nude I 3

According
book about the

illustration.4
saw

and even a hazy

to Arnason, the Press Porcépic originaJ.ly wished to do a
left wing in the

1930s using Livesay's

Arnason l¡¡as approached by Livesay

life

as

to act as editor and

the book as an opportunity to use some of Livesay's unpublished or

forgotten work from that period. It was his conception to make the

a "collage" of

nany kinds

book

of items that would illustrate the texture of

the tines and the life of a poet

whose

political comnitnent was as great

as her literary commitnent. On Livesay's specific instruction the book
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was

not meant as a nenoir or autobiography, for she was at that tine

(the nid-seventies) involved in writing her nenoirs. Eventual"ly, since
she had abandoned

that project, Livesay agreed to the use of certain

parts of the menoirs. Arnason completed two-thirds of the work toward
the book, chosing from the mass of material offered by Livesay, editing

the poetry and fiction that were to be included from the period,
gathering the external materials and working out the chronoJ.ogy of the
book and

of Livesay's life durÍng the period. At this point,

however,

Livesay took the materia-ì.s out of Arnason's hands and completed the

selection of photographs, the final selection of letters and the final
positioning of items with the help of the book's designer Kim Todd, at
Press Porcépic. since part
Arnason

insisted that her

Arnason has pointed

of the "collage" was thus the work of
as editor as well as his

name appear

to specific

ways

rodd,

own.

in which the order and

selection of itens changed after the book left him. In examining these
changes, one

finds that they

seem connected

with Livesay's personal life

and her feelings about being a woman. Such additÍons are severaL

letters to

"Dear

Jinnie Morton in

Jinnie" (pp. 36-48) which Livesay wrote in paris to
Canada and which describe

student, including reference to the
had intended

to use only

one

headed by

with

whom

she

lived.

a

Arnason

of these letters. A projected section

entitled "Toronto 1934" has items
is

man

her personal life as

such as "Women are Mugs" inserted and

a quotation from Livesay: "Such were the dichotomies I

found in male-female relationships in the thirties.

free and equal as comrades of the left.

tied to the kitchen sink! " (p. 115).

In theory,

In practice our right

The new inclusions

we were

hand was

put the section
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"Toronto 1934" at one level would seem to

in contradiction with itself.
be about conditions

the

new

of

material and

unemployment

in

commentary adds

Canadian

cities in that year,

a feminist dinension and -- with

the nude picture--a quasi-erotic dinension that does not

the intention of the original
A,rnason's introduction

but

seern

to

be

book.

ties the title of the collection to

the

divisions between the wealthy and the poor in Canada, whereas Livesay's
reference to the right/J.eft dichotomy in the "kitchen sink" conment,

well as

some

of leftist

of her other additions,

naLes who preached

seems

to point to the hypocrisies

equality as long as it did not apply to

their women. Arnason's ideas about the "massive contradictions" of
thirties, of which he writes in his introduction, do not
an exploration
Why

the

propose such

of male/fenale "dichotomies."

did Livesay not sinply tell her editor that her conception of

the "collage" had changed and then work out a nel^r arrangement that
more

as

of the naterial of her personal life

and

used

her feelings about

reLationships between the sexes? Perhaps the answer lies, at least

partially, in the fact that Livesay has always

had a strong impulse to

write autobiography, but has had a problem finding a form which would
alfow for full expression. A consideration of the autobiographical
works she has published and the unpubJ.ished autobiographical materials

in the Dorothy Livesay papers at the University of Manitoba, supports
this suggestion.

Besides Right Hand

Left

Hand, Livesay has published

a

series of short stories, coflected as A Winnipeg Childhood, which are,
by her own testimony, autobiographical in all aspects except the

of characters. Her papers also include the journals

'''r!1:.:::.ir'..

,

l::ì,ìll9åäì;ìi:iì:.:,:.

names

she kept over

many

767

years and in which reference is made to several autobiographical

projects, including a proposal for an autobiography

based on conparing

her own experience of Africa with that of her notherrs travels on that

continent.S Livesay's failure to bring all these projects together into
one coherent autobiography may be explained by her

traditional

and

exclusive definitÍon of the genre: "autobiography concerns one's

sel.f, one's inner life;

whereas memoirs are

recollections about other

people."6 By accepting these traditional divisions, Livesay has
hindered herself

in the

sense

that

wonen's autobiographies require

deliberate bridging and nixing of forns.
Although Gabrielle Roy seems to have had a kind

of

autobiography

created for her by the insight of her editor, and Livesay seems to have
been

trying to use her editor to create autobiography while not

even

admitting to herself that she was doing that (truly not alrowing the

left

hand

to

know what

the right hand was doing), these extreme

largely unconscÍous strategies of indirection can
conscious and deLiberate by a

writer

who wishes

and

sometimes be made more

to tell the personal.

story while not seeming to do so. such is the case with the l{innipeg

writer Melinda McCracken.
McCracken

did not set out to write a memoir

Menories are Made

of This (1975;

118

when she undertook

pp.), the personal reniniscence of

her Osborne street neighborhood.T She speaks of the notivation of the
book as

sociological. In an interview

Mccracken explained

that "the

dust of the sixties" was beginning to settl,e and she was asked by the
book's publisher, also from her childhood neighborhood, to interview her
o1d classmates who had graduated from high school

in

1957

to discover
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the ways in which the changes of the sixties had effected

them.

B

witn

the background of her years as a writer and columnist for The G,lobe and
Maif, as welL as having her fiction published in national nagazines
as Chatelaine, and the fortuitous circumstance of coming fron such

typically

Canadian neighborhood as the Riverview area

its nix of working-class

and middle-class

citizens,

such
a

of fùinnipeg, with

McCracken

anticipated no problens with the assignment. But when she produced the
interviews she had made with old classnates, her publisher

that the interviews
people had

were

not "insightful" enough, that "it

was as

if

lived their lives without the sixties ever having happened."

Rather than abandoning the project, McCracken expJ.ains

that "what was true of
proceeded

commented

my childhood would be

that she felt

true of others,"

and

to write the text of the book as viewed through her own

position as typical child of the neighborhood and with the additional
hindsight of soneone who had fully lived the adventures of the sixties.
Atthough the

classifies

library cataloguing data at the beginning of the book

Memories

as "social life and customs," and its subject matter

as "Wínnipeg," it is also very much the story of Melinda McCracken' In
each section sone

the personal life.

part of the writing ties the place
The very impersonal

and

its custons to

fírst section--"Out

Osborne

Street" in which the geography and the history of Riverview are outlined
--ends by identifying four families, her own and those of her cLose

friends, thus violating its

geography and history-lesson

kind of personalization of the neighborhood.

style with this

McCracken continues

this

strategy in her concluding paragraph: "All four fanilies were niddfe

class, had had baby girls in

i::'lÍ¡¡È:,::,:,:,:

1939

or

1940 and

lived near each other.
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four girls, sue, Barb, Fran and I, were friends from the very
beginning" (p. 8). Although her titles for the individual chapters are
The

broad and impersonal ones, such as "The Great FJ.ood," "Music," "sex"
"High school,

"

Mçcracken

is able to lead the reader through her

and

own

personal history, by a-Ilowing us at key noments to see her particular
place in the nosaic of the neighborhood.
As

well as using the

neighborhood as

"other,"

specifically autobiographicaL tone to the work of

Mccracken brings

a

one looking back on

a

of life through the adult experience that has been radical.ly
different. As Mccracken put it in our interview, she cane to view her
way

childhood neighborhood through "Toronto eyes. " This

ironic viewpoint

to the autobiographical impact of the book. For example, when
Mccracken tries to explain the reasons why her childhood friends
adds

resisted the great changes of the sixties and choose lifestyles sinilar

to their parents' ,

she writes:

just too nuch of a good thing. There was
the security of prairie uneventfulness, the security
of narriage, of a warm house in winter with snug
padded rooms. The security of health, of youth, of
good people to help you, of father's job and motherrs
love and good meals. The security of public noraj.ity
forbidding nention of sex, violence or bad language.
Life was stuffed with security. It filled the air
around you like cotton batting. you had no idea of
what it felt Like to need something. you knew only
good; you had no idea of what bad was at all (p. 65).
There was

This paragraph noves a

J.ong way from

the tone of the social-history

reporter offering personalized comnent on her subject. The language
contains the conflicted psyche of one who loves the past and perhaps
yearns

for the security of her childhood and yet feels

how

unrealistically it prepared the child for the real adult world of

:::r:.ÞÊ'r:::ll:::i:iì : l

the
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late twentieth century
The "you"

"I"

of this

úIho undercuts

passage is very

definitely an autobiographical

the nostalgia of childhood nemoirs with the adult

voice that rejects the past with phrases Like "stuffed with security"
and "cotton

batting."

As

well,

McCracken's techniques of

personalization include those faniliar to the reporter, such as the
shading word

or phrase which hides itself behind the straightforward

statenent of fact. For exanpìe, McCracken ends her book by describing

visit to her
externals

oLd hieh school

seemed

the sidewalk

to

in the 1970s.

The

visit

have changed. She concludes:

remenbering how worried we used

"I

shows

a

that only

walked hone,

down

to be that we'd freeze

our legs beneath our short tunics before making it hone. It was as

coLd

as it ever hras" (p. 118). The Last sentence is a simple statement about
the weather, but given its position as ending, and given McCracken's

style of undercutting nostalgia with her "Toronto" eyes, the last line
suns up her ambivalence about her own

in which nothing
Leaves
onJ"y

childhood. It

bad happened, but one

r^ras

an upbringing

that in its attenpt to insulate

the child unprepared. The "cold as it ever was" describes not

the physicaJ. climate of her neighborhood but the feeling of

coldness that McCracken manifests toward a
weLl-researched reportorial. pieces, the

falsely insulated past.

statistics

and the

The

detail of

place, custom and persons all increase the feeling of a writer holding

at a distance a past that could be too easily romanticized as the "good
old

days,

chi ldhood

" in order to discover

how one can be hampered by

a safe

.

McCracken

is reluctant to identify her book as personaf menoir,

but
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of the neighborhood as "prinal territory where all
associations begin." She observes that for a writer the return to
does speak

childhood neighborhood can have a "powerful effect on the mind."

She

also believes that the "richest part of life is menory, " but finds
has few memories

of her personal childhood because it

uneventful.

task of writing about an uneventful middle-c1ass

The

the

she

was so secure and

upbringing, particularly that of the more protected females of that

class, is a difficult challenge.
McCracken succeeds by

The nethod

fortuitiously hit

upon by

teLling the story of the significant others, of

place, hone, schooL, by gathering the trivia of all the seemingly
unrelated activities, from speed-skating to music festivals, in order to

create a kind of memory, not of traumatic event or ego-consciousness, of
psychic and spiritual development, but a rich menory of "thisness," that

inforns the naterialistic-centered lives of

much

of middle-class

North

America. Titled after the popular song of the fifties "Memories are
Made

of This," her work places enphasis not so much on the "menories"

on the

"this." Her choice confirns the

Connect

woman

as

autobiographerrs desire to

with the "historicity," the "thisness" of her life, as a way of

achieving connection of the self with the broader community. Thus the
"soCioJ.ogicaL" examination whiCh Covers the personaÌ
necessary

art,

one which expresses

In this regard,
accounts continues

one

of the

to be the

story is

the female desire for connection.

fundamental characteristics

need

a

of

wonenrs

to explore the intimate relationships

of the life, especial.ly of the family, in order to discover the self.
In doing so nany autobiographers tend to encounter the sane problen:
the modes of expression available, particularly in the written language,
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do not deal well with the
language

of

intinate aspects of our lives.

psychology and nedicine,

vulgarity, distances

or the prÍvate

and demeans what should be

Canadian wonen autobiographers who are afso

limited success with this
Maynard, who wrote

problem

The public

language of

intinate

and noble.

creative writers have had

of articuÌatÍon. FredelLe

Bruser

of her upbringing as the daughter of poor Jewish

store-keepers on the prairies during the twenties and thirties in
RaÍsins and ALmonds (1972; 189 pp.), is one writer who attenpts to
grapple with the problems of describing the effect of an intimate
personal relationshÍp on the developing psyche.
She explores

the relationship which often

seems so

central to

achieving wornen's psyches, the father/daughter relationship. Maynard's

father

becomes what Mary Mason would

¡nemoirs through

call a "reaL presence" in

his delineation as a central character in almost all of

the "short stories" that comprise the book.

infinitely

gentJ.e narÌ," a nan who

It is he who, despite or
daughter wÍth ambition

because

woman

of his

calls him "an

own

failures, fills his

She

credits her lack of conflict

to her father: "I

wonen were vaLued"

unselfconscious way," she

Maynard

"felt himself privileged to serve."9

to be a writer.

about beÍng an achieving

family where

the

youngest

was born a woman in

(p. 181); "In a quite innocent

recalls, her father "treated us as

and

sexua_L

persons--future nothers, future brides. Being a woman, I knew, was

privilege.
As her

Wonen

were

father

Maynard describes

special" (p.

a

a

182).

becomes aged and must be cared

for as a small child,

the effect on her of having to perform the kind of

personal tasks that faIl to fenale children in such situations: "When I

r'::i:ii*.ìii.

.
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was

a child, I often tried.to see my father naked. I

about the kitchen door on bath nights, but

remember hanging

for all his earthiness he was

careful about that. It was no good, now, trying not to Look
now,

a

in age, his sex hung enormous."

normaL event

but her father,

She

wandering, but
ü¡onan does

that brief indignity

not look

upon

attenpts to treat the bath

who has been

tine reacts to the situation: "Drifted

Even

distant in senility for

as

sone

away he was, and confused and

had sunmoned

hin back to protest.

A

her father's nakedness" (p. 774). Maynard has

the abílity to reveal such very personal mornents through her choice of

is both intimate

language, which

and

biblical, thus emphasizing

the

personal and archetypal dimensions of the experience and the

relationship. she carries the language of her upbringing--that
nobility of both the ordinary physical world and the
world of the spirit and inaginatÍon--into her discussion of the very
enphasized the

personal in life;

is thus able to give us an understanding of the
many J,evels of the influence of the father/daughter relationship in
she

creating the psyche of the

In the ìast

pages

woman

writer.

of Raisins

and Almonds, Maynard admits that

although her father was the admired person in her rife, the one

who

his "clear nobitity provided a standard of vafue in my life',
(p. 185), it is her mother, with her action-oriented practical.ity, her

through

good sense and good

everyday

life.

The

health,

who

father, for

is the nodel

she emulates

Maynard, seems

in her

own

to be the "other" that

represents her less easily seen characteristics, the desire for nobility

of thought
the

and

embodiment

spirit,

and an admiration

of that spirit,

for a "physical grace" which is

and which seens

to be the effect of

the
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father's nasculinity on his daughter.
This embodinent of the spiritual and the physical is one
seeks

Maynard

in her own life through the writing of her autobiographical "short

stories. " Her stories are an attenpt to recreate what is the
dichotonous essence

of life, the

sense

of a very real physical wor1d, as

reaL and mundane as "Eaton's catalogue," and a sense of the spiritual

that is not a transcendence but an embodiment. At its best her
conbines the contrast

form

of materially-anchored menoirs and

spiritually-explorative confession, a form of autobiography that joins
the seemingly contradictory elements of self and connunity. For Maynard
the joining is figured by her recreation of her father.
Raisins and Alnonds achieves its authenticity because Maynard finds

formal ways in which to deal with the intimate formative relationship of

her life.

Conversely, such authenticity

autobÍographies

of writers

of their artistic selves

who have such

and

yet

who

is lacking in

the

a relationship at the center

fail to find a way to articuLate

that relationship. A case in point is

Maza de

la

Rochers autobiography

Ringing the Changes (1957; 304 pp.). The book's dedication, "for
Caroline fron first to last," and the prologue promise an insight into

lifetine intimate relatÍonship

between two liromen, that was probably

responsible for de la Roche's writing career. In her first sentence
announces

she

the centrality of this relationship: "Although I did not

realize it at the time, or for

many

years afterward, that January day in

ny maternal grandfather's house, was the nost inportant day of

life."10

a

She describes

one reserves

Caroline's arrival in her life in the

for the sacred, the magical:

"!tle were J.istenÍng

my

language

for

the
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sound

of sLeighbells."

De la Roche goes on to embellish the scene with

a "sleek bay mare," a "bright red sleigh, with its bearskin rugs," "the
massive

figure of ny father," the mysterious bundle,

care, and finally:

"The cfinax hras a

his knee, her thin little
her,

dazed by

snall girl, sitting

hands folded on

about

the sudden change of scene which lately had befallen her

little nagical gift,
souìmate

seven-year-old

"'It

demurely on

her lap while she stared

She looked as though she would never smil-e"

writer's

unwrapped with

who

(p. xi-xii).

is in fact her first-cousin,

in their first neeting, which

becomes

The

the

young

cLimaxes when the

writer reveals her most important secret to Caroline:

I said. 'First it was a drean--then I played it--all
by myself. I pJ.ay it every day. But now you are here, I'11 tell you
was a dream,'

it together"' (p. xvi).

and we'11 pJ.ay

and the budding

The co-operative caroline agrees

writer thus shares her desire to create plays

and makes

her early connection with her muse figure.
Caroline remains de la Roche's life-companion. ltlhen they are
aduLts, they share a ho¡ne and adopt two children together (al.though

la

Roche

refers to Caroline as the children's aunt). Caroline,

co-star in the childhood p1ays, seems to

relationship:

"She sewed

pJ.ay

the

the feminine roles in the

beautifully and nade herself charning clothes,

while I was comparatively heì.pless with a needLe" (p. 93). This is
deeply as de

la

Roche

will allow the reader into the later life of

as

the

two wonen. The early promise

of the prologue is never fulfilled, for

the autobiography proceeds it

beco¡nes

of de la

Roche's

as

less intimate and nore a recording

fanily history, pubLishing successes, the two women,s

travels and social acquaintances -- in fact a memoir that lacks

:ìì:::Þìtì:::ì

de

a
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center.
The reason

this

happens

is that de la

Roche

fails to reveal

nature of her reLationship with Caroline. I¡irhether or not it was

the
a

lesbian love relationship Ís not the nost important aspect of this

reticence, since such a concealment might reasonably be expected in
so¡neone

writing before our

contemporary

habit of

open sexuaf

discLosures. What is most noticeable is de la Roche's seeming inability

to articulate the intimate emotional
relationship.
how

factors of this

not attenpt to give an explanation of why and

her's and Carol.iners creativity together is the nost important

of her life.

eLement

la

She does

and psychological

As a

result, the reader misses any insight into

Roche's creative process

If

or its enotional

de

and psychic supports.

wonenrs autobiographies, which as a whole emphasize the

importance

of personal relationship over personal ideals fail to

insight into the intimate life, they fail in a way that
career-orientated autobiographies of

men do

not.

give

the

Whereas nafe

confessionaL autobiographers from Augustine through Rousseau

to

the

present can accomplish their purposes by using the personal life only

as

illustrative material in describing their psychological or religious
transcendence,
subnerge

it would seem that the female autobiographer

needs to

herself in the Íntinate details of her life in order to

achieve

a mature articulation of her self.
The professional female

Literary History of

Canada

writer in

Canada who

is credited by

the

with having written the nost nature

autobiographyll is Laura Salverson. In Confessions of an Imnigrant's
Daughter (1939, 1981; a15 pp.) Salverson's stated

ain is both societal
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and personal, requiring both a memoir and a
make

confession.

of a personal chronicLe a more subjective therefore

She wishes

"to

more sensitive

record of an age."12 To a large degree she is successful in futfiling

this aim:

we discover through her

story what it is to be the child of

poor lcelanders transplanted to a nehr country, what it is to begin to
discover one's Canadian identity as a person and a writer at a time

when

little pride in their artistic accomplishnents, what it
is to grow up fenale at the beginning of the twentieth century and as a

Canadians took

result to

becone near sl-ave

labor in the work force. To a large

degree

salverson is abLe to embody these typical stories in her own story.

At the sane tine she is able to transnute sone of the reaf
experiences

of her inner self to the page. For

example, she describes

the first coming to consciousness of the child through the image of her

trip across the dark prairie at night: "Far ahead, in the midst of an
ocean of darkness, two small jets of tight stood out like candle flames
braving the night.
wavering

jets of

Why

yeJ.low

it should be so, I cannot say, but
tight

girl at her father's feet.

marked a

From

that

those

dÍvision of tine for the littte

moment

her littre thoughts and

starry inpressions were distinctLy individual, and she herself no longer
just the Little girl who existed as a smaLl obedient extention of her
mother" (p. 12). Both her ability to use the physical environnent
netaphor and her strategy

of speaking of herself in the third

as

person

create the sense of wonderment at the birth of the individual

in the surrounding vastness of the universe, suitably
by the prairie at night.

consciousness
symbolized

But an equally inportant part of salverson's method is shown in the

)-.
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r¡Iords she

puts in her own mouth immediately following this discovery of

separateness. Looking ahead at the house they are about to arrive at

their journey, the small child resolves;
house' I

" 'Even

on

if it's a tro.l-l's

eat an EGG

In which fine frenzy a predestined rebel
was born--the rebel who is myseì.f" (p. 72). Both salverson's humor and
WON'T

her ability to dramatize inportant nonents in appropriate dialogue, give
her text additionaL force and imnediacy.
Salverson

is able to describe the kind of

to a desire to compose.

She takes time

consciousness

that

leads

for chalters of contenplation in

which she reveals her thought processes, her philosophical and psychic

self: "Practical natures are not prone to vagrant

dreams, nor even

dimry aware of the bright immortality of illusive ideas. rt is not in
such a one

to

understand how the dreaming heart

swift eclipse of beauty,

and mourns wÍth a mist

cries out against the

of tears the golden

of a thousand yesterdays. such facile, foolish pain is very real
to ne--real as the purple shadows that veil in nystery the sailing
leaves

horn of the young moon and the little

winds

that run before the night on

softly whispering feet. ReaI as are all the innernost senses which life
has stirred to passion by its fì.aming sword" (pp. 9b-96).
IronicaLly, this ronantic tenpera¡nent lives in the body of a sickly
chiLd who must gro$¡ up to a world where daughters leave school early to
becone domestics,

factory labor, waitresses, and seanstresses (al1 of

these jobs Salverson herself took on at one time or another). Because

of her unapologetic feminism balanced by her humor, safverson is also
abLe

to bring arive this side of her experience as we]l.. Describing

herself at the sewing nachine, at which she was expert, she writes,
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"Whirling the old machine, I thought of the nillions of wonen conmitted

to this sort of thing, world without end.
and those niggardly econonies

(p. 291). But
husband

that stifle the spirit

arways her outrage

she describes one

To drudgery, and pinching,

is

tempered

and slay

all

with hunor. For

hope"

exanple,

of the energencies of her Life as a landlady while

is unemployed:

"l¡lhen

I

cane down

her

to get breakfast the house was

Like ice, all ny cherished houseplants frozen, and the water pipes
emitting gay fountains all over the kitchen floor

But breakfast

nust go on. Ítlhile George, who is a cheerful soul, though sometimes

short of temper, fired the furnace with sonething more than wood,
fLew about

with a wrench,

dismembering water

and

pipes, r fed ny sizable

fanily, sloshing through the icy water in rubbers" (p.

991).

is also able authentically to recreate her relationships
with her parents. Most of the first ninety-four pages are their
Salverson

stories, suggesting that she considers their personal background

and

their lcelandic heritage as important aspects of her own character.
admits quite frankly that they were often at odds with one another:
Temperamentally, they were poles apart. He was
impetuous, warm-hearted, and, like every romanticist,
superficiaL in his enotions; quick to forget both
pleasure and pain. 0n the other hand, she was deeply
reserved, somewhat cold in deportment, and, although
far too sensible for neurotic brooding, seldom forgot

either an injury or a kindness. Father, whose
feelings were coloured by the passing moment, found
it easy to express hinself; whereas mother, whose
sentiments r{ere fixed, was always helplessly
inarticulate where her innernost sensibilities were
concerned. She had the keenest wit, in latter years
often devastatingly caustic, but in those early years
of growÍng disillusionnent I think she nust have

She
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suffered mental agonies for which she found no ü¡ords,
and pride drove deeper and deeper into her heart
(p. 6e).

In revealing her parents she reveals the two sides of her
personal i ty

own

.

Despite her love and admiration for her nother, Salverson has no

hesitation in making the following judgment: "For no matter
and kind mama
knew

how gentle

night be, and everlastingly concerned for ny health,

quite well that it was papa who

came

nearer to understanding

r

me.

That this incÍpient understanding was not pernitted to grow and outlast
childhood was,

I think, ny mother's fauIt.

conpletely away,

made an

In the end,

alien of the parent

she weaned me

whose vagaries

r share, and

as I now know, diverted my normal instincts into channels of activity

for which I

had no natural

It is this desire to
of the

mother

talents" (p.

emulate the

108).

father and this stated resentnent

that is at the core of another intriguing aspect of

Salverson's autobiography: the many ways in which she attempts to bi:ing

together the various aspects of a divided self.
Sal-verson can be seen as

in which the

As autobiographer,

writing two stories, the Anerican

success story

young person, against

arl odds, succeeds in her stated
through her enterprise and persistence. The other story is less
optimistic: that of the

misunderstood and underrated

life as a wanderer and who never really
Salverson herseLf was aware

of this

overcomes

child

who

In a really smart chronic-Ie, any struggle ends at a
prescribed climax, preferably with a happy recompense
for all concerned, save the wilful sinner. But,
unfortunately for the artistry of this tale, life is
not snart. Life is a colossus too great for smart

.i:ì,:,r...

"'<ilì

r.

starts

this position.13

dichotomy:

goal
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declensions, and as indifferent to hunan vanities as
to Índividual destiny. It cares nothing for the
canons of art, and pursues its ironic rhythm, piling
up anticlinaxes as a tidal wave piles up the wreckage
it has made of some once seaworthy ship (p. g4).
Salverson wishes

to achieve--and in her life, if not in

her

autobiography, did achieve--despite "antic_l.imaxes," a successful or

"unified" ending of her story as innigrantrs daughter, and her anbitions

to be a North American success.

Whatev"" an"

criticisns in her native

fand about the authenticity of the Icelandic elenents of her novels,
whatever present-day

critics might say of her style, Salverson really

did futfil the import of that

its

mood and

structure,

when

confes,sional- moment

in the DuLuth public library the

girl looks around her and vows "in a blinding
impertinence

that is Augustinian in

fJ.ash

adolescent

of terrifying

I too, will write a book, to stand on the shelves of

a

place like this--and I will write it in English, for that is the
greatest language in the worLd!" (pp. 237-38). The child who did not
Learn English

until

background, who

to

become

that

she was

ten,

who came from an economically deprived.

lived under the disadvantages of being a fema_le, went on

most rare

of types, a successful

Canadian

writer in

1930s. Not onÌy that, but she did it by writing about her
group

, the I cel-anders

the

own ethnic

.

But the autobiography does leave one important area of Salverson's

self insufficiently explored and unreconciled: her feminine self.
fírst eight years of Salversonrs life

were

The

filled with the deaths of

her

mother's infant children, the effect of which "r¡ras a kind of fearfuL

distaste for all babies. They were such unstable entities, predictable

in nothing save the certainty of their sure departure" (pp.

....ì:-.i:llj]i

138-39).
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Later, as a teenager, her nother's pregnancy alienates her:
ny cognizance of her condition had erected a wall of
inhibiting reserve between us
Manma r,{as my
unquestioned voice of authority, my inspiration and
source of wisdon. I had not thought of her in terms
of human weakness, nor expected from her the kind of
easy sympathy I had found in papa. Consequently, I
was conpletely dazed by the shocking realization that
even mamma s¡as not exempt fron the arbitrary fates.
For the same intuition which had quickened ny first
understanding left me in no doubt as to my mother's
own secret resentment. She had had enough of babies
(p. z7I).
As she grows

into a young woman herself,

saLverson shows

interest in the grooming and fashion obsessions of
However, although she gives no physical

girIs.

description of herself as

young hroman, she cannot

resist, with

telling the reader that

she was once offered a

because

young

little

much self-mocking hunor

of

a

course,

job in a chorus line

of her "perfect" J.egs! For Salverson, her fear of the

feminine

is confirned on a visit to her Aunt Haldorars nidwifery establishment:
My impulse was to flee, but my feet refused to nove.
What followed was so hideous, I felt as though my own
fLesh were riddled and torn with a battery of
javelins. The sudden assault upon the nerves was
nothing compared with the subsequent shock of horror
when the significance of those ghastly cries flashed
upon me. Everything in me revoJ.ted, every quivering
sense rebelling hotly against this obscene anguish at
the roots of life
A shambles of suffering,
senseless and cruel. And, I thought with fierce
loathing, no life was worth such a triaL of suffering
(p. 2se).

But as well as the suffering of childbearing, the impressíonable

girJ. is presented with the example of her Aunt, who not only pulLs

women

safely through their agony, but defends the rights of unnarried mothers,
and acts as lawyer, social- worker and
oppressed wonen. As Salverson

financial resource for

nany

observes: "Those awful noments were
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of

ten to infest ny dreams,

figure of

my aunt came

awake and as-leep,

to the rescue. Life

but aÌways the sturdy

was

perceived, but courage, plain human courage,

full of terrors, that I

r^las

a force that

worked

miracles" (p. 260). The aunt takes on enormous stature in Salverson's

Life, being the

woman

who, when she

*""t" Si. Peter "will

wave [her]

forceps under his nose" (p. 260) to silence him.
Despite her admiration of her aunt, and the fact that she lived in

her aunt's

home

for a while

and trained

SaLverson remains unreconciled

frantically sought to

feminine world, but to avoid it.
worLd

to the maternal world: "a world I

dodge by burying

ever" (p. 260). So literature

in nid-wifery under her,

becomes

nyself in books more deeply

than

the way, not to explore the

This desire to "dodge" the female

carries over into the last part of her autobiography.

I¡rrhen

descrÍbing her reaction to beconing a nother herself she attenpts to
reduce the experience
plumbing,

to just another nasty aspect of life, like faulty

or cold winters, to be coped with in a competent, no nonsense

manner. Of the birth of her son she saysr "There is nothing to say of
ny baby, except that the prospect bored me, and to give it

an

enterprising turn, I decided to travel fifteen hundred niles two weeks
before he was born, to test the twilight sleep" (p. 375). The desperate

fear of pain and loss of control that would drive a wonan to

trip is not successfully

covered by her

flippant

make such a

humor.

This inability to be truly open, to come to terms with what
have been a great problem
whole

for Salverson as a married

woman,

must

colors the

final section of the autobiography, from the time she marries

onward. Because of her anbivalence about the feminine roles of wife

and
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nother, she says little

about her relationship with George sal.verson,

though she does record, af¡nost as an aside,

that he typed the nanuscript

of her first novel. Her comment on her marriage is that it
way

to

end

all ny foolish fancies,

conmonplace

was "A good

and assume a time-honored business of

existence" (p. 374). Her disnissal of her "foolish fancies"

--in a sense the material of selfhood that

she had been asking the

reader to take rather seriously for almost four hundred pages--is

a

serious compromise of her autobiographical endeavor. As a resuÌt,
Salverson deals with the important years

of her adult life, as she

j.ì

struggles with home, fanily and writing, in a short forty pages.
Perhaps,

like her mother before her,

she was "inarticuLate where her

innernost sensibilities were concerned" and could find "no r,rrords" to
express her female condition.
Safverson cannot

join the

nundaneness

the Loftier world of the writer.

ülhen

of the housewife's world with

her husband urges her to cone to

a book store and see her first published book, she wishes to take,'an
hour to cut myself off in spirit from pots and pans and the four
enclosing wa-lls of a jealous house" (pp. 472-73). she confesses that
she did not experience "any

of that marvellous elation that

embryo

authors are supposed to feel on such an occasion. " She is too busy
remembering

"all the hundred things that

had stood

in the road of this

simple ambition" (p. 413).
The autobiography ends

with a forced phil.osophical tone in

which

salverson states her belief that life can becone what we "earnestLy

be]ieveandre]ent]ess]ystrivetomakeit,'(p'415).TheAnerican
Horatio Alger ending seems too sinpJ.istic for a book of such anbitious

.'...'à-.1Ìi.
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complex

largely

in the artistic rendering of
selfhood that attempts to join the dichotonies of ethnic,

scope and one which

succeeds

national, sexual and personal identities.
deserves a pJ.ace on any

its failure to

co¡ne

of its

scope and

Canadian

literature,

Because

artistry Sal,verson's autobiography is unique in

a

its
and

list of the worldi" gr.ut autobiographies. Yet

to terms with the positive

and negative aspects of

the feminine-maternal puts the final chapters of the autobiography
a kind of "twilight sleep" of a flawed artÍstry.

The

under

text loses its

intinacy, the l¡mor its healthy cathartic effect, and the personality of
the writer moves away from us into self-defensive pride and protective
aphorism. At the

same

time the irony exists that it is this aspect that

presents the critic with that "dark core of unawareness" that allows the

interpretive elements of the critic's reading.

In

some ways,

Safverson's failure to come to terms with her life

a r,{oman is part of a societal problem in which no adequate forum,

as

no

establÍshed contexts, exist to portray certain aspects of life,

particuJ.arly of female life.

Writers and artists have spent a great

deal of tine in the twentieth century finding ways of dealing r,r¡ith the
intimacies of sexuality, but an equa-I effort is needed if the physical
and enotional

lives of

women,

particularly those

who spend

their lives

in the intimate worfd of the wife and nother, are to be portrayed. In
Wonan Speaks, Anais

A

Nin described this problern as one that has its

origin in the extent to which our J.anguage was designed to

present

abstractions. A new kind of articulation, "the language of the
feelings, instincts, emotions and intuitions" rnust come into being.
adds

ì.:'

.+,ì:::i::.'

:.

that this is "the hardest

language

to gain" (p.

82).

Nin
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Perhaps published autobiography has been
development

of

such

too public a forum for the

a language. If so, then the nore private world of

the writer's diary should offer an area of experinentation. Diaries

exist as a kínd of pre-J.iterature,

where the

writer,

because publication

is not an immediate possibility, can risk exploring states of being not
expJ.ored in nore publicly established genres. In Canada, there are
alnost no published diaries of

wornen

writers;

however, the

first

published volumes of L. M. Montgonery's dÍaries, covering the years of

her youth until age thirty-six begin to give us an insÍght into the

creative female psyche.
The 393 pages
1889

of Montgonery's selected journals covering the years

to 1910, show a childhood often associated with the artistic

tenperament: fragile health, a supersensitive tenperanent, a lively
imagÍnation and an earJ-y trauma ( in lvlontgonery' s case the death of her

mother).14 At fourteen she begins keeping her adult diary, and for the
teenage years the kind

of girl that is revealed is a highly notivated,

bright scholar, a happy girl bent on acadenic success. In fact, this is
the kind of positive portrait which Montgomery later presented in her
pubtished autobiography, The Alpine Path: The Story

of

My

Career.15 But

the diary also reveals a darker side. In her twenties, after proving
her ability to earn her living as a teacher, and after sone success as

writer of poetry and stories for
when

magazines,

at the very time of life

the personality of the writer would be expected to flourish, the

shadow

of her place as adult female begins to interfere with

developnent.

her

a
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The

first

and most spectacular occasion was

in

1898 when she broke

her narrÍage engagement to what must have been considered an entirely

suitable young man. She discovers that if she is tied to one she does

not love,

"My haunting

humiliation and sense of

lessened and would ürear ny

effect of the

man

to

whom

bondage woufd never be

life out" (p. 2O7); yet she finds that

she

the

is really attracted is quite frightening:

"like a spell t,l the mysterious, irresistible influence" (p. 209). The
psychologicaL effect of being pulled between two impossibilities takes a
tremendous

toll on the

young ronantic temperanent. She can take no

pleasure or feel no power in the attraction the young men feel for her.

In describing how she feeLs

when she

finds herself in the

same room

with

both of them she writes: "What I suffered that night between horror,
shame and dread can never

seened

to

be told.

Every dark passion

have broken loose and run

wild riot.

f

in

wonder

my nature

the strife of

then all did not kilÌ me" (p. 272). The words are not a mere romantic

exaggeration; the journafs

show

the degree to which she suffered in the

next years. She knew intuitively that marriage to either

man would

destroy her creativity, one because of his possessiveness, the other
because she would have
So

to adopt his place in society and be a farm wife.

far, this situation (enotionally at feast) could happen to

sensitive young artist, male or female.
autobiographies and kunstleromans,
J.eaving

We

to the

any

are accustomed by various

phenomenon

of the

young nan

the honefront because it confines his spirit, to go on a quest

of self-discovery, usualfy in foreign lands.

$lhat are the options

the female artist? They are certaÍnly not those of Stephen
Montgonery had two which were

for

Daedalus.

typical of her tine: the life of

an
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overworked teacher boarding in other people's homes or a return to the

childhood home where she must live Ín a state of semi-childhood, bearing

responsibilities but with no power.

many

In addition to there being few other options,

is the necessary

home

choice in other ways for Montgonery. As last unnarried fenale reLative

it is her duty to look after her grandmother

who

raised her. As well,

as the years go by she finds it harder and harder to write anywhere
except in her native place. She attenpts to work elsewhere, but returns
home, despite

the fact that hone becones more and more imprisoning,

a

place where she feels her presence is essential and unappreciated at the
same

tine. As she reaches her thirties

narrorri, even though she has begun
success

with the publication of

to

Anne

and her personal opportunities

have considerable professional

of

Green Gables, she begins to

suffer through bouts of depression and nervous ilLnesses, with

an

increase in the nigraine headaches that she had had since youth.

writes: "I
breakdown

have had a nonth

of

nervous prostration--an

of body, souJ-, and spirit."

She

She

utter

finds that she must

compel

herself to do her simplist duties. she cannot eat, work, think, read or

talk.

She

is

"possessed by a very

endured by walking

the floor until

fury of restlessness,
my

onJ.y

to

be

linbs failed from exhaustion"

392). Her only help is "writing it out" in her diary which

she

describes in the final words of the concluding entry as her "comfort

refuge" over "all- these long hard, lonely thirteen years" (p. 993).
Those

thirteen years have been the years from age twenty-three to

thirty-six, years that in a
productive, most optinistic.

'
-
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"normaL"

Life

(p.

cycLe should be the most

and
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If the few accounts we have available are any indication, these

i

years are often the most frustrating ones for creative women. Dorothy
Livesay spent them largely as a social worker and political activist,

attentÍon to her poetry.

giving too little

When toward

the end of these

years she married, she writes of settling into private life as if it
were a withdrawal

dangerously

or defeat (p. 278). Laura Salverson often

ÍJ.l fron attempting to live several lives, in which writing

occupied the hours between el-even pn and three
be a nistake

lives

seem

became

in the morning. It

would

to generalÍze from too few examples, but these women's

to support the conclusions of

about the Lives

Sandra

Gilbert and Susan

of creative women. In Madwoman ín the Attic

Gubar

they

exanine the creative wonan's confrontation with the female role.

Gilbert and Gubar are speaking of the writing of nineteenth-century
wonen when

they compare fenale creativity to a

damaged

quality,

not

perrnitted its proper expression because of the limitations put on fenale

life, but it would seem that this is true in

Canada

Ínto the twentieth

century if lives like Salverson's or Montgonery's are typical.16
One woman's

stages

life-writing

does

offer us

of the creative female's life,

was born

in

advantage

Vancouver,

stage. Emily

Carr

the

San Francisco, England and

years as an artist and as a teaCher of art in

in her niddle years,

inactivity as an artist.

the

early adulthood received

of a first-class art education in
some

insight into all

even the middle

1871 and during her youth and

Fran6e. Yet, after

some

she went through a long period of

This is partially explained in her

autobiography Growing Pains (1946,

1966; 287 pp.), in the

chapter
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" as being the result of the pubJ.ic hostility to her work
whÍch was hung in showings "either on the ceíling or on the froor."17
"Rejected,

carr

becomes

a landlady, a job she "loathed" in order to earn a living

in the autobiography writes: "r never painted

and

now--had neither the

time nor wanting. For about fifteen years r did not paint" (p. zgz).

carr devotes Less than a page to this period of her life, and for the
reader, the public rejection is not sufficient to explain this turning
away from

her art.

Ira Dilworth explains that to those around her, in those years, she
seemed to have l.ost all her identity as an artist and becone "an
eccentric middle-aged wonan who kept an apartment house .. .
surrounded herself

with

numbers

of pets."18 At

east, where she saw the work of the
own

art

was

Group

of

striving toward; thus began the

age

fifty-six,

Seven and

decade

who

carr

went

realized what her

that

produced her

greatest paintings.
But this was not the only burst of creativity in her late years.
When

in her -Late sixties her doctors limited her access to her

beloved

forests because of her declining health, she began to write, a pursuit

that

had been secondary

book, Klee Wyck (1941,

until that point. Her first autobiographical

Ig77;

111

pp.),

won

the Governor General,'s

award. The four years before her death produced the series of
autobiographical books that together with her "officiaf" autobiographv,
Growing Pains and her published journai.s,

offer as nearJ.y a compJ.ete

a

self-portrait of a Canadian fenafe artist as is possible.
The books, taken

stages

.',] -

.ì:i:

:

of her life,

together, offer us a guide to

and

how

carr views the

in their stylístic variations show interesting
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changes from one stage

to another. The Book of snall. (rg4z,

pp.), covers the years of her

earJ_y

1966;

chÍIdhood, beginning with

168

an

irreverent and hunorous descrÍption of her first nemory, her christening
at age four. she describes a childhood in which, as her father's

favorite, she resented the priviJ.ege of being so much in his conpany and
yearned always for attention from her gentler nother. The trauma of her
motherrs death when she was twelve was enotionally catastrophic
and

for

Carr

for the family's life together. Carr describes the early years as a

chrono-logically-centered taÌe, but half-way through the book becones

series of chapters based on topics that center around the heading

Little

Town And

"A

a Little Girl."19 carr, whose instinctive feeling for

forn carried through from her painting to her writing,
change

a

in narration in order to

hone beconing the ofder

child's

show

makes

this

major

the snall child's intimate world of

rnenory

of the larger social nilieu that

shaped her.

Klee lt¡yck (the name

of a bird Carr was given as a nickname

when she

art student in England) takes the forn of an archetypal fairy
tale, that Dilworth describes as giving an impression "aLnost of magic,
h¡as an

of incantation."20 Like Carr's paintings, a series of swift deceptively
sinple sweepÍng sketches tell the story of her reLationship with

an

Indian mother figure, Sophie, carr's discovery of the great toten poles
and

the Indians that
The archetypal

made them, which becone

simplicity of Klee

wyck

the inspiration of her art.

is repraced by a style of

defensive, assertive apology in Growing Pains. The confident and often
poremic defence

of her life

and reputation has as

its penultinate

chapter "Seventieth Birthday and a Kiss from Canada" in which Carr basks

...
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in the

J.ong postponed fame and

all the people who jeered her,

the imptied pleasure of finally having
applaud her as she accepts her due

proudJ,y: "My voice rang out strong as a bull's and I was not scared"

(p. 274). Although the official autobiography reveals a more "buÌfish"
Carr than the other books, it also reveal.s an interesting similarity
between

do

carr,

Montgomery and

salverson, all of

whom

their creative work onJ.y on hone ground. carr

England

that, after

only J.iving in her

was so honesick in

she developed tuberculosis, doctors advised her that
home pJ.ace would

restore her completely to health.

To discover the private wonan behind the brave
Growing Pains,

to find

sone

Thousands, The Journals

of the real, pain,

am

one must read Hundreds and

artist

They are

and reveal the

a

fragile

public courage. In an entry late in 1995, she writes, "f

sixty-three tomorrow and have not yet

soneone cones

public front of

of Emilv Carr (1966; pp. 332).

moving commentary on her struggles as an

ego behind the

felt that they could

to

my door

real success.

I hide my canvas, as if it

When

was sonethíng

to a stranger
rt is torture to exhibit to
sone."21 And yet, the journals, which begin with her inspirational trip
shameful, before

I

known

open

east to see the Group of Seven, indicate that no amount of pubJ.ic

ridicule in these later years could keep Carr from her course.

Then

what, $Ìe may well ask, kept her unproductive during those middle years

of her late thirties, forties

and

early fifties?

Unlike the middle years of many other Canadian creative

Carr's are

documented

in

The House

of All Sorts

(1,944,

women,

19?1;

166 pp.).

It tells of her years as an eccentric landlady. Ironically, but in

a

strategy typical of wonen's autobiography, it is a book primarily about

' Ì ì:'i'
.....:&.:.ììì...
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other people, vignettes concerning the amusing and not-so-amusing series

of tenants that occupied the modest apartnents of her establishnent.
she enters as the harried and

fighting city officials,
relief from too

and

inefficient landlady,

appeasing tenants,

raising her beloved bobtails as a kind of

much hunanity.

But at the center of the various vignettes, which are Ín style like

portraits on canvas, are two central chapters entitled "Studio" and "Art
and the House, " in which she descríbes her attempts at art during those
years.

The

studio, symbolicalJ.y and actually,

was

built so that

one

could not enter carr's life without coning through the studio. It

the entrance way to her

own

small apartment and every conplaining

tenant, every city inspector, every frowning relative, in fact

any

curious stranger had easy access to carr: "A tap on the door--r
caught

at

my

discovered

easel; I felt

exposed and embarrassed as

in ny bathtub."22

Its walls

were

manner by an

artist,

and by her own need

acconplishes

little:

twenty-two years

suitably, carr

The

if I

architect

studio is "'everything for everybody,

who had

"The pictures on the walls reproached
house the

keeps her sketches

narrow black box not unlike a

Exposed

not understood the need of

to be all things to all people,

r Lived in that

was

had been

cut by five doors and five windows" (p. gg).

in this

was

Art part of

an

Carr

ne. All

the

me ached."

in the center of the room in "a long

coffin" (p.

89).

several of the stories in House center around carrrs rearing of

bobtail sheepdogs, an energetic breed that took nuch of her time.

why

this additional distraction from her art is revealed in
the overwhermingly maternal tone of her vignettes concerning these
she undertook

'l
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animals, culminating near the end of the book with the story of "Flirt"
who

very reLuctantly

becornes

a mother. The dog is frightened at the

birth of her first puppies and carr has to run around the yard digging
up the puppies from the holes the nother had

tried to bury them in.

Carr "restores them to life" and brings another dog to show the animal
how

to nother.

her,"

Then she

"sat an hour in Flirt's pen reasoning with

and watches as the dogrs

rush'

She gave

"realization of

motherhood came

with

herself with Bobtail wholeheartedness to her pups

a

and

ever after was a genuine mother" (p. 152).

rt would seen that Flirt's maternaJ,ity came with the
that Carr's
Lawren

renewed

creativity arrived

Harris and the Group of

when she

first

saw the work of

Seven and returned hone

fron the psychic places she had "buried" it.

same "rush"

to dig up her art

The love with which carr

writes of her pets, indeed the care and delicacy that she shows in the
writing about her tenants, indicates that the "barren" period was at
least partiali.y self-inflicted, despite her complaints of the world's
being too much with her. The eccentric

r/rroman

who pushed

her puppies in

a baby pram down simcoe street in Victoria to do her grocery shopping

often

seemed

thoroughly to enjoy the life of the house-mother, living

the completely interruptable existence in her studio/office/living

at the top of her

own apartment

building.

I would suggest that the lean years, artistically speaking,

were

fuJ.l years in terms of her personal development as a wonan and as

artist able to
subnergence

see the way the

room

spirit

an

itself in the f]esh.

The

of herself in life rather than art for this period nust

have

embodies

reinforced the artist's credo which carr writes of in her journals:
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are still among material things. The naterial is
holding the spiritual", wrapping it up till such time
as we can bear íts unfolding. Then we shall find
what was closed up in material is the same as is
closed up in our flesh, inperishable -- life, God.
Meantime bless the naterial, reverence the container
as you reverence a church
We cannot eLude
matter. It has got to be faced, not run away from.
We have got to contact it with our five senses, to
grow our way through it. Ide are not boring down into
darkness but through into light (p. 197).
We

Carr expresses the unspoken, often unconscious ain of the
autobÍographical writings of other Canadian

to present a life

beyond

women

writers.

They desire

the pubÌic mask. They wish to reveal the

intimate centers of their lives in which the "material is holding the

spiritual. " In doing so each writer experÍnents in style
The reportage

style

chosen by Roy and

and language.

the docunentary colJ.age of

Livesay are both forns which tend to keep the reader at a distance.
These modes
even when

offer limited

success

for the autobiographical urge, for

skillfully used, the revelations of the intimate life renain

cast in the forms of a socioJ.ogical. or political discussion. While
McCracken and Maynard

write effective autobiographies in forms suited to

their material, they limit thenselves to revelations about the
years and offer little

in adult Life.
written

The

language

insight into the struggìes a creative

childhood

woman faces

difficulty of transmuting this stage of life into

is indicated by the last section of Laura

SaLversonrs

autobiography, Ín which a writer who has shown that she can write

effectively
life

and

and

art,

feelingly of the personal life has difficulty joining

and Leaves the reader

not spoken truly from inside her

feeling that the autobiographer

has

experience. I,{ith Montgomery's

use

ol^rn
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of the diary style we gain insight into the
femaÌe

artÍst.

that of the
that adopt
of

Comparing

¡nore

traumas faced by the adult

the intimacy of the diary's narrative voÍce to

"public" forns of autobiography suggests that

such a voice

offer nore opportunity for effective

modes

expression

women's experience.

It is in

such a voice

that Carr

speaks

to us in her

journaJ_s,

establishing the first principle of a feminine art that concretely deals

with life, not one that abstracts fron it:

r^re

cannot "efude" matter,

rr¡e

nust "contact" it, Live "through" it to get to the light.
Much

of the effectiveness of that "contact" for a writer

the language and the forms available for her expression.

We

depends on

see these

writers reaching for forms that will keep the reader intinately

embedded

in the detail of life, while allowing the articulation of a spiritual
dimension of life.
In this search they have been linited by the lack of
a respected autobiographical tradition in this country. In a
each woman who experinents

necessary
whereby

with autobiographical writing is part of that

effort that Nin caLls the "responsibility" of

by "articuìat[ing] our

"accomplices

sense,

or4rn

reality,"

we final.

women

writers,

ly refuse to

in the mystification of the female" (p. It4).

be
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CHAPTER

''FOUR AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL ACTS:

when wonen

r¡¡riters feel the

"articuLate their

same need

FINDING A FEMININE

GROUND''

that Anais Nin felt to

reality, " then a wide variety of expression can be
expected, especially in autobiographical forms. such is the case with
own

the four autobiographers

for consideration

whose works

because

in their

are examined here. They are

chosen

background, education and interests,

they represent a wide range of female life, which leads them to adopt

a

variety of strategÍes in telling their life stories. At the same tine
they share Nin's need to demystify the feminÍne by recording the reality
of their lives.
Smaro

Kamboureli's in the second person (19Sb; gZ pp.) offers

of a criticalJ.y

example

an

aware autobiographer who self-consciousJ.y uses

a

variety of strategies to achieve the effect of a life lived at nany
levels' Kamboureli's book is interesting not only in its self-conscious
use of that feature nost often seen in women's autobiography, the

significant "other," but also in its use of a corlage of narrative
strategies which include the intimate journal entry, fornal poems that
spring from these recordings, and the personal essay style which bridges
diverse materials. Since the text of second person is concerned with
how

the Greek student immigrant changes in identity while changing the

language

of her life to English, identity formation

and language

formation tend to be synonymous.
.As

the essay "An open parenthesis, " at the beginning of

Kanboureli's book suggests, "playing hide-and-seek with one's mother
tongue

.l
.
.:1:4:.:..

is

one

of the

many ways

of adopting a second language, of
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entering into the labyrinth of language."l The "adopting,, of a
language

is a way of

becoming

a

new

entries that follow, covering fron

living in the

two personae, one

person. Kamboureli, in the journal

Decenber 1980

inigrant), the other a renembered Greek
identities

converse

to July 19g2,

new J.anguage, EngJ.ish

identity, but which haunts it also.

new

persona

that

Throughout the

creates

(the canadian

precedes her

new

text, these two

with one another. The "conversation" sonetines

takes on the inagery of a romantic, sexual relationship, a suitable

since the cause of Kamboureli's immigration is to nake her

home

one

with the

loves. Thus, the "reaL" or external relationship with the nan
plays a reflective and catal.ytic role in disclosing the inner romance of
man she

the two sel.ves.

In the

second

entry Kamboureli states: "My journal is a thread

that links loops of memory. It writes itself.
It begets its

own

Leaf by leaf it grows.

shape. A frugal self which desires an abundance. I'n

only an amanuensis. I ride on that littoral line that holds together

reality
taking

and my dreams"
pJ.ace

(p. 13). she is describing the

in her as a person. Like her journal

leaf," stiLl "frugal"
hugs the boundary,

because

change

she grows

of the new J,anguage. In the

"the littoral fine"

between

my

that is

"leaf

new

by

life

she

the oLd and new self.

But enbodied in this inagery is the technique of the text itself.

The

reader will live the "thread that links loops of nenory" as s./he

moves

through the journa]. The writer is the "amanuensis," that formal but

familiar voice, that will take the reader through the labyrinth of "my
reality and ny dreans" of the two sefves. when at the end of the entry
Karnboureli says

"I

need the

other, that you, that presence

whose scent
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follows

me wherever

the reader

who must

I go" (p. 13), the "you"

can be the other

self

or

involve her/hin self intimately nith the journal

entries in the act of reading.
The

early entries reveaÌ a se-Lf that is self*conscious in the new

language,

that regrets the loss of the old:

"My J.anguage/ ny Greek

rusty,/ my ar4rareness of naking mistakes when r use English/ My language

that tortures ne every tine I dare use it./

My language

that refuses to

flow from the pen onto the page./ My language locked within
astonishment when
aware

hear.

r realized I

was dreaming

body./

"The accent

I canrt

voice deluding me" (p. 20). she sees the new identity

emerging as "a second skin,

" but

a-lso as an

injury to the

oLd

self

identity in a new language is also an act of love:
another body?/ How do

my body draw

"How

as

"A

fractured bone that heals itself" (p. 2t). Yet the act of making a

in a new country?/ How does

MV

in English" (p. 19). she is

of her lack of control over her new self:
My own

my

new

do I make love

foreign figures of desire

I fove in a new language?" (p. 2S).

on

She sees her

"dif ference, " her old self , as her lover's "riva.l. . "
Indeed, the old self emerges as nore than a ghostly presence,

when

a trip back to Greece brings the family, the pJ"aces, the friends of the

old self into the
your

ohrn

life.

The

effect is at first painful: "to

hear

voice reaching inside your ear feel your body touching the

belly of your
splitting

new

body between white sheets breath breeding despair

image

of the seLf."

She

at this

asks: "what discourse what story

could tell of this nocturnal search for the other" (p. 40). The answer

lies partia].ly in a journey to the isrand of sifnos, the place closest
to the old self, as well as in the people net there and the poems

: ...
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written there. All of these are recorded in the journal., the
culmination of which are poens showing the old and new sefves

confronting one another. The new self is not sure if she wants to "run

fron you, or whether I want to neet you, to blend with your historic
present." The old serf speaks: "you can't spit me out,/ I am the image,/
away

of your life locked/

between

the folded/ wings of a butterfly" (p.

SZ).

Returning to the Canadian setting the writer tries to rid herself of the

old self by making "a bonfire out of

is "hubris" (p. 59), as now that
absence

of the other

my greek al.phabet,"

but realizes it

she has rejected the Greek

permeates everything

self "the

here. the here is there, in

the past, where you are now" (p. 62). Ironically, the most "present"

part of the wonen's identity is the part she refuses to recognize.
Eventual.ly, Kamboureli becomes aware that she is starting to keep

three journal.s: "one in Greek (with nany blank pages), one that is very
personal (so personaL l can hardly recognize myself there), and this
one" (p. 85). The idea that one book cannot contain the whole self,

that there are other selves, hidden, hinted at,
consequence

of the

journaJ.

may be

a natural

style in which fragments are recorded,

recollected, reme¡nbered, indicating an always inconpleted task.
Nevertheless, the fact that Kanboureli chooses to exclude the other

journals, while mentioning them, particularly the one "so personal I

can

hardly recognize nyself there," inhibits the autobiographical act.
Incl,usiveness, ful1 disclosure, the expJ"oration of the nany dimensions

of the personal life, are inportant parts of the

achievement of

authenticity in female autobiography in which the personal life, its
psychic events, its relationships, its mysteries, are placed in
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preeminent position.

For Kanboureli, a partial healing of the pieces is indicated in her

last entries,

when preparations

are

made

to return to

Greece where she

will marry her Canadian lover. As relationships in the outer life
been metonymous

have

with the discourse between the inner selves, so the

narriage indicates an effort to bring together the Greek and Canadian
sel-ves, the younger and oLder selves

in the

Kamboureli

new versions

text that the process of integration, of

of the self ever ends.

The sense

in a marriage. There is no sense
The book does

embodiment of

not end; it stops.

the reader has of a "partial healing" is acceptable in

that it reflects the true nature of the life lived in its reLationships.
At the

same

time this "partial-" sense may arise fron the fact that

Kamboureli does not always deal

directly with the day-to-day "material"

of life, in which the spiritual is embodied. Actual conversations
interactions are recorded occasionally, but
second person happens

which the maturing

much

of the "action" of

in the psyche of the writer. Thus, the ways in

self acts out its

new dimensions

in the life of

relationships, or indeed the way in which discoveries about self
made

in the course of

and

everyday

activities, is

sometimes

are

missing.

An

exception to this is in the entries that deal with the interaction of

the journal writer with her family in Greece. These entries dramatize
the changes that are occuring in her internal life.
such dramatization

The general

lack of

at other tines is particularly noticable in the area

of sexuality. In a book that adopts the íntinate style of the diary,
and uses

the images of nerging

and marriage as

unifying features, there

is a curious lack of a sense of the maturing female sexual sel-f, a self
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that nust be part of the growth experience of entering a new language,
adopting a new land in order to facilitate a relationship with a chosen
marriage partner.
As has been seen in other autobiographies, finding

expression

suitable

a

of the intinate experiences of adult feninine life is not

l

simpJ"e. One writer who does deal fulLy and articulately with a primal
female experience

is

pregnancy and the

birthing of her

Daphne

In the late sixties,

Marlatt,

Daphne

who

in

What Matters describes her

"on.2

Marlatt wrote

poems

inspired by the

Iife going on around her, especiaÌly as she perceived it as a foreigner
in the United States. At the
about the

sane time she wrote "Rings,

" a long

birth of her son, Kit. During this period Marlatt

a journal which recounts the

moods and events and people

a tine of great personal change--a

move

poen

was keeping

of her life at

to Wisconsin, her pregnancy,

the growing alienation between herseLf and her husband, their return to
Vancouver and

Marlatt's eventual realization that

Canada and Vancouver

are hone and that she cannot return to the American life her

wishes. It

was

not until 1980 that these materials

(some

husband

of which were

pubLished separateÌy) were gathered together under one cover.

Marlatt

makes

a statement about her

about autobiography

title is

own

in the title of the book,

life, about writ ing
What Matters.

phrased as a question, then what obviously matters

and

If the

to Marlatt

is not only the formal poetry produced in this period, and the long poen
about birth, but the daiJ.y natter of her journal, in which she stitches
together the consciousness that creates the poetry.

In a recent interview with Janice Willianson, Marlatt says that

"My
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$rork has been extremely

lives

have been so

autobiographical. I think that most women's

fictionalized that to present life as a reality is

strange thing. It's as strange as fiction.

a

It's as new as fiction.

I'm not interested in inventing because what actualJ"y happens is so

huge

what's the necessity of inventing? Whatever it is that writing gets

ät, it's precisely that

remarkable

quality of being alive at this point

in time. r don't see any r¡ray of honoring that quaLity except by writing
directly out of your own life.

It's the real I want to get at, in all

its facets, in all its muttiplicities."S In this
responding

to the

same need

way

Marlatt Ís

that Anais Nin felt to demystify

feminine. Marlatt is not articulating a theory of

the

wornen's autobiography

as such, but it is interesting to observe that in an interview with
Eleanor 9lachtel, Marlatt speaks of being "fascinated by

spirit
one

and

that

that vision of

matter, together, inseparable."4 This "vision" is the

EmiLy Carr has pointed

to

and which

lies at the heart of

same

the

autobiographical impulse in women. An examination of !ùhat Matters witl
show

a very direct expression of this
The problen

phenonenon

of

embodÍment.

that Marlatt is dealing with throughout

l¡lhat Matters is

the problem of establishing an adult feminine identity which is her

in a context she has created for herself.

She

is quickly

own,

beconing

discontent with the identity of wife, in which she folLows her

husband

to locations important to his life,

and creates a home, friendships and

interests centered around him.

feels a disenbodi¡nent, a sense of

aLienation from this life.

She

At the

same

time she is moving through the

stages

of her first pregnancy, discovering the life of her body.

events

of this very

"embodied" existence begin

to

become more

The

"real"
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than the exterior life of the "real" world. As well, the poet in

Marlatt Ís struggling to find a poetics that will

e¡nbody

her own life in

her art.

Marlatt agrees with Charles Olson

who

said in "Projective Verse"

that a poet must get rid of the "interference of the individual as ego
of the 'subject' and his soul, that peculiar presumptÍon by which
western man has interposed himself between what he

nature

and those other creations

is as a creature of

of nature which rde may, with

no

derogation, call objects."5 MarIatt, like 0lson, wished to ,,get into

[her]

write about where [she] stood."6 rn the months in
living in a foreign country, becoming alienated from her

own place and

Frrisconsin,

narriage, the only place that is her

own

is her body and the

words and

the life that it generates. It is this she writes of in lrrhat Matters.
Early in the journal entries she states her poetics:
the bodies of words; their physical reality
their meanings

(sound)

:::::ii.î:l,o;:;:'li"iì"nr"*.

'form is never more than the extention of content'
out of the tension of content--nothing exists
without forn, the inportance here is on the bodity
insistence, the knitting of potential & actual--a thought
is an act: moves all of itself (out of desire towards
conpLetion) & the desire is only conpleted when the thought
stands/ in (no other) words, at rest
(comes)

poetics then consists of attention to extension
(inplication unfolded)--no more the notion of fillÍng
up a form--but the act, out in the open
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care with words means/ r¡¡ords nean, with their interactions

(p.

23).

This is certainly not the first tine that a poet has insisted

on

the inseparability of form and content, but in what Matters Marlatt

it clear that she intends to interpret her poetics literally in
her own Life, her own body. As Marlatt's life and poetry are shaped

¡nakes

nore and more by the pregnancy, she recognizes her "need to feel at

home

here at impenetrabLe skin" and yet fears that "Mother is inarticuLate
dark?/smothering?" The child generating inside her is also the

poen

"Rings" generating, with "Kicks, suddenly unaccountable unseen,

make

their

felt thru skin

way

anyway

a fact beginning" (p. S3).

At a later stage in the poem the answer to the poet's
seJ.f-questioning
metonynous

is given in the act of laboring. It is

seen

as

with alL creative activity and has the characteristics of

act that is at the sane tine unconscious and controlled. This

an

paradox

of creatÍvity is

expressed by Marlatt when she describes the beginning

of labor:

shut. Relax now ,

"Eyes

can refax

all over, breathe like

asleep, pretend to be sleeping if you can renenber how it feets, whole,
your whole body, before it cones again. But don't think of that

relax" (p.94).
an act

of

The

rhythmed

climatic build of each contraction is seen as both

artifice

tighten now, lie stiÌI,

and an

irresistible urge: "Beginning to

Relax everything but

c1imb, higher, B, breathe higher, C,
spasm

now,

that,

now, A. breathing,

its all turning to, liquid, hot,

(snother), oH, very deep in, atl, in it grinding

rne

to liquid shit
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shÍt" (p. 94).

agaÍn

The word

the context of the laboring

woman,

"shit" here is an expletive within
but as well, it is

metonymous

with

the act of laboring and is given the value of "matter" by Marlatt,

who

often takes as her special nission the recreation of words Ín our
vocabulary
meaning

that

have becone

of "shit"

recreate a fuller

beyond

clichêed. rn this way, by expanding

its current place as a vulgarity,

J.anguage

the

she hopes to

for the expression of the life.

The breathing rhythms are

also essential parts of the creative act:

"panting's a familiar place at work, its going, it does work, the
breathing does ..." (p. 97). Thus, the sound of panting becomes the
rhythm

its

of the poetic line.

own

force and the

The

ü¡oman's

birth,

when

effort feels

it finalizes itself

"something

through

rike a loss, like

the end of a sigh" (p. 100). Marlatt continually nakes connections
between

acts of the female body and acts of ]anguage. "Rings," or the

creative process, does not end with birthing, for the creative act is
seen as a continuum as

in

"Those

first

days how,

with every suck I could

feel the walls of the uterus contract. You isolate now, & born, healing
ny body for me" (p. 105). Thus creativity is a symbiosis wherein the
artist creates

and nurtures the

artifact

and the

art in turn heals

the

artist.
This close connection between pregnancy and artistic creation that

Marlatt nakes through writing of the birth of her son in "Rings" is

a

confirnation of the poetics she enunciated earlier in her journal. In
these earLier entries she had aÌready realized that "pregnancy lvould

be

time made matter in ne" (p. 25) and as weLl she has a feminine
connection with the other

that

makes

her write: "inspiration f've since
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calLed

it, interweaving of ny J.ife

see myself as an object

&

a life outside me, as if I could

within a nore total relationship" (p. 24).

the concept of the other, in

What

Thus

Matters, is netonymous with

"inspiring" the outer world not only through breathing and perception
but through the implantation, development and birthing of the "real."

other, the child. In this
netonynous

the autobiographical act of

embodiment

is

with the essential female act of creativity.

The inportance
more

way

of the "other" in

wornen's autobiography

is

clearly illustrated than in Marlatt's relationship to her

nowhere
new

child: "f felt reborn with hin, that clear, pure feeling, childlike,
&

in ny enotions I was

his tears, his

hunger

been so delighted

115-16).

And

language, a "sense

sympathy with

or miserableness never felt so plentiful,

with

at the

often fthere is] a tremendous

my body,

same

tine

that it

she

never

was more than adequate" (pp.

feels a sinilar reLationship with

of being in the service of (poetry, language)"

121). Marlatt observes: "I think that to realize our life is the

(p.
same

as to write" (p. 724), Punning on mater/natter she concludes the

journal entries of this period: "nade ¡natter: the issue:

what

natters: issuing thru the ring of the invisible to ground--or hearing;
as the vowel carries breath to nake a sound,/&,/sounding, thru the ring

of surrounding
(p.

phonemes,

it changes--hearing change the very natter of"

727).

In this
Neuman

way

Marlatt exemplifies a creative process that Erich

has described as the natriarchal consciousness:
understanding is not an act in of the intellect,
functioning as an organ for swift registration,
development, and organization; rather it has the

.:ììl:rìì

:-,ôìçr;:.:..
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understood must first "enter" matriarchal
consciousness in the full, sexual, synbolic meaning
of a fructificatÍon. This means that the conceiving
and understanding have brought about a personality
change. The new content has stirred the whole being,
whereas in patriarchal consciousness it would too
often only have been filed in one intellectual
pigeon-hole or another. Just as a patriarchaL
consciousness finds it difficult to realize fuJ.ly,
and not merely meet with "superb" understanding, so
the matriarchal consciousness finds it difficult to
understand without first "realizing" and here to

realize means to "bear" to bring to birth: it neans
subnitting to a mutual relation and interaction like
that of the mother and embryo in pregnancy.T

In enunciating a theory of poetics

based on

this view of

matriarchal consciousness, Marlatt must do so, of necessity,

realizing it through her
autobiography

own

life, autobiographical.J.y.

that she chooses, or that

chooses

by

The form of

her, is integrally

fenale, the nélange of journal, the autobiographicaJ. long poem "Rings"
and the shorter meditative lyrics that emerge along the road of her

growing awareness. She defines herself through another,

her child, and the entire body of

of

change,

What Matters has

in this

case

a sense of searching,

of process, of connections with forces inside

and outside the

poet that she does not "understand" but "real"izes." Thus the varÍous

entries are fragments that

of

make

a whole finalJ.y onJ.y in the reader's act

enbodiment.

As an exanple

of

women's autobiography, trtlhat Matters presents one

difficulty which results fro¡n a characteristic which this genre

shares

with the contenporary long poen, the genre in which Marlatt primarily

works. As Frank
concerned

with

Davey observes,

"new l-anguages."8

the text of the
Language

Iong poen, which then uses "a subtext

is

J.ong poem

al.ways

is

always

the text of the

of low cultural standing" (p.

11)
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Davey

gives as exanples Kroetsch's use of the seed catalog and his

ledger and Atwood's use of Susanna Moodie's journaÌs. Such "Iow

cultural" subtexts act as "metaphor" for the nain text of
Thus,

Marlatt's text in

language and the

What Matters

life-story

becones

language.

is primarily concerned with

the "low cultural"

metaphor

of

the

subtext.
The long poem writer's preoccupation

with language-naking,

however,

Ieads to a distancing of the reader from the base naterials of the

poem,

naterial. This nay be the poet's

in this

case the autobiographical

purpose

in the effort to foreground

Language,

but ironically it often

creates an artistic situation that practitioners of the long poem wish

to avoid, in which the poet tells stories "about" or outside some
subject (in this case the creation of a child) rather than a
anchored

in its subject natter. In

poem

such cases, the poet circl.es around

the subject of words, their neanings, the way they connect, the way they
create thought, meaning etc., weaving the high art of the text of the
long poen. Thus, the low art nateriaf of the subtext is de-emphasized.

This may suit the purposes of the long poem, but it does not result in

effective female autobiography which insists on the indivisibility
the high and low, on the

e¡nbodiment

of the

language concerns

subject natter of the autobiography. For exanple, Ivlarlatt,

in

of

the

as

autobiographer, is at her best when her concern with the language of

"breathing" is embodied in the telling of the laboring woman's breathing

acts.

The contenporary long poenrs tendency

to transcend the

emotional

content of its subtext, in favor of the nore intellectual content of the
language discussion, makes

.

... .

-i::jìt:..

it ultimately an unsuitable forn for

the

2r2

ürriter

whose

principle aim is the creation of autobiography.

Nevertheless, Marlatt's I{hat Matters, at its best, gives us an exanple

of

meta-autobiography

similar to that

created by Gertrude Stein

in

her

autobiographical works.

like Marlatt, wishes to give full disclosure
of female experience and yet does not subordinate the life story because
An autobiographer who,

of other preoccupations is Marguerite C]enent. In
(1920-1950),

(1981

i 32 pp.),

Clement

My

First Thirty

Years

writes of growing up in rural

poverty in western canada. she has no genre preoccupations that

distract from the autobiographical act

because she

is, in a formal

literary sense, a "naive" writer. Although she Lacks education, she is
not,

however, naive

person and pJ.ace

in her ability to present a dense texture of

in which

event,

she acts as the perceiving consciousness of

her story. Take for exanple her first paragraph:

I

was born

in Bodwin, Saskatchewan in 1920. I

rrlas

the 10th child of 11 children. I was the baby for 4
years. I had six sisters and three brothers; also

and Dad, uncles and aunts to spoil me. I was a
fat kid and I got ny oh¡n way all the
tine. When I was a year old, T got whooping cough
and nearly died fro¡n it.
I don't renember nuch about
life here. My nother told me that if it were not for
my two of der brothers, who r4rere no nore than 14 and
15, we wouLd have starved; they had a trap line and
they sold the furs and we ate muskrat, porcupine
beaver, prairie chicken, fooJ. hens and noose and
deer, as our father could not find a job and so he
stayed in the house and kept warm. 0h, he cut alL
Mom

cute little

our stove wood.9

In this

paragraph Clement gives us the personal

details of place of

birth, tine, position in famiJ.y, number of children, a conic
characterization of the infant self,

a

childhood illness trauna, heroic

figures, the family's rural situation, her ambiguous feelings about

the
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nal-e parent, as

$iell as an idea of the subsistence level at which

the

family lived. Most of the paragraphs of this conpressed autobiography

offer the same,

sonetimes

difficult to read, density of detail

often forces the reader to slow
and then

in relation to

one

down

to consider the

words

which

individually

another; the account is difficult to follow

by the logic of sentence structure and chronology alone. The leaps from

subject to subject are not always connected on the surface of the text,

but are connected only in that they are forces that have created the

child. For example, in a paragraph that might be called

"The

the world," the following shorthand of existence is given us:
There was a sawmill in town where my dad and brothers
worked, then it was 0.K., as !ùe had something to eat.
My older sisters and brothers went to school in town.
I nade lots of friends. I guess I was a good
listener as I used to go visit this old couple.
Their name was Barrette. He was about eighty-five
and she was seventy-five. I would sit on a cushion
at her feet and listen to her telling of when she was
a young girl, for hours on end. Then ÍJe would have
lunch, then I would go hone, about half a mile.
There was a Chinese, who had a narket garden just
below our mountain. Us kids and older ones would
steal his vegetabLes, so one time he saw us and
chased us with a pitch fork, whiLe he swore in
Chinese. There were quite a few big rocks where we
lived. I guess, you would call them, mountains
without snow. Our brothers told us there r¡rere sone
bears there, so rrre did not go. We also had a strean
or creek. One day, my sister Arnen and I were
playing in it, when hre saw a water snake. I¡le did not
pLay in it again. We named the creek Auntie Picola
and a big rock Auntie Annie. We lived by the dump
road and us children were there at the dunp every
day. The things people throw away! There were some
people who had a big white house on a hill.
Their
name was Nickle. They had two boys and two girls,
the age of my brothers and sisters, and the lady of
the house used to give us their used clothing. We
were very grateful for then. My older sisters worked
as maids there and when they cane hone, they always
were Loaded down with goodies. I used to go to town

child in
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with ny dad and sit very quietly, while he got a
shave and hair cut. One time the barber got nad at a
man who was stealing his wifers affection and he cut
the man's throat, The nan screamed and started
running for home with blood spewing out of his
throat. He did not get far, he died right on the
street. There was no law in those small communities,
so by the time sone one notified the law from Prince
George, 8.C., the barber had killed his wife and
hÍnself . It l^ras very gruesone (pp. 2-3) .
0n the surface such passages are no more than
renenbered

Clement presents

the

to us without shapÍng

and with

conmentary. And yet there is a subtle, perhaps unconscious,

little

shaping.

to

detail that

lists of

The focus moves outward from

family to neighbors to strangers

wiLderness where through "pfay" experiences the

names

child creates

and

her own world. This first half of the passage shows the child

both growing in and being limited by contact with the J.arger world,

revealing the small world of hone and neighborhood as both safe
dangerous

at the

The second

and

same time.

half of the paragraph

documents

the extrenes of the

larger comnunity. The contrast of the child's social position with the
charitable rich fanily's gives us a sense of the inequalities of the

child world which then reflects its increasingly fearful contrasts
the nostalgic story of the little

girl's going with her

is set side by side with the violent story of jeal.ousy,
-l"awl-essness.

of security

In fact, the microcosm

suddenly

violated. In

dad

when

to the barber

murder and

and the macrocosm are both places

many ways

this

paragraph describes

the style of the book. The world is a multiplicity of fragments
happening

teller

to an individual.

does not attempt

to

Danger overcomes

impose

safety without 1ogic.

a logic. I{e are allowed to glinpse

The
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not only the variety and contrasts of the child's life through the

of a low-key conversational voice by the adult narrator,

one

use

that is

sure enough of its facts to lead us, but which also does not explicitty
make

us aware of the effect of these events on her. The adult narrator

not intrude on the even emphasis the child gives to all events, and
therefore, because she does not judge, we are encouraged to withhold
does

judgment. This forces us to carry the entire burden of the growing

detail of our reading in our

conscious mind without beÍng pernitted to

digest, store or disniss it by means of rational
general ization

methods such as

.

This reading act is sinilar to the one denanded in reading

Marlatt's or Kanboureli's

more

literarily sophisticated

accounts.

this kind of reading as one in which the
text denands a readerrs active participation, an ability to "stay with
George Bowering has described

what

a [text] is doing nonent by noment."10

The

effect of this

reading

act on the reader is a greater acceptance of what the text is actually
saying, and less of a tendency to file the detait of the text in
convenient preestablished molds

of thought. This method of reading is

especially usefuJ. in Clement's account when we are given the detail of
her sexual history. Throughout the book the detaÍls of what in

fictional

accounts would be shocking sexual events are

most

told in flat,

alnost unemotional language, the sane tone as used to describe other
parts of her history. Thus the reader is reguired to "stay with" the
flow of words, withholding judgment or conclusion until al.l aspects of
the situation are appreciated. Take, for example, her description of
her older brother's incestuous reLationships with her sisters: "our
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older sisters were al-l bad; they all had babies with

my

Nelson, and gave them ar^ray. My brother Nelson was not
head, he had been disappointed
went

berserk.

severely,

right in his

in so many love affairs that his

He never came near me because

He was

older brother,

mind

r would of beat hin

not a very big man, about five feet, he weighted

hundred and ten pounds"

(p. 6). rn context there is no sense that

a

the

sisters are "bad" except in the sense that they have broken the mother's
code which assigns

the fenale

bLame

for

unwanted pregnancies, and that

they cannot mother such children but must give them ahray. Even Nelson

is not judged, as he is "berserk," from due cause,

and

at other times in

the book Nelson aids the family in various ways. Even clement's

own

determination to repel her brother is told in the same unemotionaf

manner. we must accept the detail of her life as it stands, for
makes

she

IÍttle attenpt to explain or rationalize it.

In the

same

which begins

at

unsensational tone she details her own sexual history

age twelve and leads

decision to sleep with an old

man

to

gonorrhea

at thirteen

for material favors at

and

a

age fourteen.

told laconicafly and no overt attempt is made by
to justify her sexual life in conventional rationalistic,

These events are
Clement

terms. Indeed, in naking the decision to

keep a baby

moral

that she conceived

by a man other than her husband as she does at the end of her book,
Clement avoids

experience

resting her argunent on conventional grounds. After the

of years of marriage

this explanation:

"He

is

my

and several children Clement

offers only

mistoke. I,LL have hím, love him o;nd I

did fher emphasisJ" (p. 32). And yet the very unconventionality of
life and her account, makes her moral position believable.

her

2'1.7

A different kind of psychology than we are normal.ì.y accustomed to

in novelistic fiction underlies Clenent's position of naternal
responsibility. It is the

psychology

of

acceptance

of things as they

stand, which is reflected in the telling of her life.

unified portrait is

made

No attempt

by avoiding aspects of the life.

at

All that

a

Ben

Franklin called "errata" is included. At the sane tine the life history

is not ordered to

show

a rationalistic progress towards a more "mature"

or learned norality. Rather, Clement relies on personal instinctive
choices with the

result that her autobiography

shows an anazing absence

of seLf-justif ication, self-rationalization, seJ.f-explanation,
self-intellectualization,

and the inevitable

self-glorification

and

self-deception that are so much a part of the patriarchal tradition of
confession and apology. clement's

style is thus a natural

outcome of

her life, and expresses an instinct towards inclusion and embodinent,
rather than exclusion and transcendence.
The desire

to include everything, without hierarchy, without

judgement, inc-Iuding

detail of the fernale life that is by nost

traditional standards considered trivial in the extrene

can be also seen

in Margaret A. Gallowayrs memoirs of growing up in Gradstone, Manitoba,
I Lived In Paradise (1941 ;

257

pp.).

Itrhereas

Clenent's account

exhibits an unsophisticated mentality, Galloway's does not.

She

explains in her foreword that she knows what forns she is playing wÍth

in her memoirs:

"Though

the lives of each of us contain things that all

together nake history, this little

History is exact, and I

am

book

is Ín no respect a history.

not interested in dates nor

sequences."
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Thus, she rejects the kind

of

memoirs

that sees itself as history

nade

personal. At the sane time she states: "Neither is it an autobiography

--I

am

become

not so fool,ish." With the

humorous

familiarity that is to

the tone with which she nost often speaks to the reader,

she

rejects the route of ego-consciousness developnent that has been
dominant

style in autobiography in the last two centuries.

tells us that her personal story is being told "for

the

Galroway

my own peace of

nind" (thus the writing serves the shaping of the self), and that it is

of interest to others only if
river-friend,

my general

if you were young
Assuming

when

"My dear old-fashioned home, my constant

store, ny rog church and school are youRS too

the ldest was young. "11

a narrative voice that is inti¡nate, rambling,

humorous and

conversational in tone, GaLloway explores the nature of an early prairie

town, its history, settlement and geography. However, the result is not

a textbook lesson, but a very sensuous personal account that leads to

a

six-page description, beginning on page five, of the prairie itself.
The

description is characterized by many digressions into personal

memory, feeJ.ings about what

it is like to be away from the prairies,

history of the first-comers, dramatizations of past events, rhetorical
questions, snatches of poetry, facts about Manitoba, etc. Such a
nélange

of digression, anecdote, opinions, feelings

and comnentary, in

which constant ínterruption prevents a one-dinensional

picture,

creates

a style that not only breaks genre limits between history,
autobiography, memoir and

her

horne

fictional

soil that is nore conplex

modes,

but creates a feeling about

and subtle than the

prairie's

smooth

surface would seem to outsiders. This is Galloway's intention: to
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recreate the complex texture of a life that on the surface would

seem to

be very ordinary.
Chapter 2 begins

for

with a discussion of predestination and the need

each organism, town

or child, to

have

its

own development, and works

indirectly toward a view of Paradise, the town, as netaphor for

youth:

"Paradise, born one day on the banks of a river, was growing up along

its edges" (p. 27). At the
of its early growth spurt

end

of the chapter the

town reaches the end

and the young men "spend nore and more time

thinking about the girl back east" (p. 27). Thus, Galloway sets up two

distinct frames for her story,

one which

has not yet been born, and another

is chronological, in which

that is

more

she

like a lengthening

personal essay, in which she is the central guiding figure who points

our attention to significances in the chronoJ-ogical story. By thus
informing social history with personal philosophy she once again uses
mêlange

of forns to

make

begins outside herseff

her point; that is, as a "life-story" her

a

own

in the significant others of the town in its

pioneer phase and the parents that helped create it.

At this point in the story GalJ.oway begins portraits of her parents

that

occupy most

is typical of
presences

of

women

autobiographers

8 (pp. 23-94). In this

in that the parents

way she

becone real

in the text. But Galloway gives this "otherness" a further

stylistic twist by
house

Chapters 3 through

spending nost

of

Chapters

3, 4,

and 5 describing the

that her father built for her nother in Paradise. A typical

descriptive detail, in Chapter 3, in which she describes how a painter
finished the oak front door of their home, illustrates GaLloway's style:
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nust have had the soul of an artist but being
told to do this and that while he prepared and
painted, had no opportunities for expressing his real
ideas of beauty.
He

always

the chance cane to grain our big front door, he
burst through aLI his inhibitions and really went to
town in a big way.

When

He grained a knot Ín that suffering oak that would
have nade a satisfactory target on a rifle range at
regulation distance, working the graining comb in all
sorts of fantastic loops and whorls.

Graining is fascinating; it leads you on and on;
teases you into flights of fancy, and has one big
advantage. Nothing that you acconplish is final; if
you arenrt satisfied with the result, one stroke of
the paint brush and your ground is all ready to be
worked on again. Just like your school slate is after
an application of paln and spit (pp. 32-39).
She creates John the house

who

part of the "other" of the house which represents her parents'

EXiStS

love.

painter, an artist like herself,

In

this

way Galloway comments on her own

freely associative kind of "graining, " a style

style,

one which

necessary

is

a

to describe

the

pernutations, the conplexities, the subtLeties, the impernanance of the
nark a human life makes on its setting

Since this is a book that sees

the fenaLe Life as absolutely located in place, in hone, the image of

the life being a carpenter's design on the yielding but nore
wood

of place is an apt
Even when she

one

for Galloway's life-story.

is finished with her antecedents, the town, the

house, her parents, she refuses

herself. In

permanent

Chapter

to tell a Life-story directLy

about

9, she tells her story through observations about

her order sister who is both her nodel and competitor. Galloway

says of

her sister:

even ny

sister as

"This is not my sister as I know her now,

she

really

was

then,

maybe

maybe

not

not as she thinks of herself then
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sister as I thought of her when r{e were children at
hone in Oak Villa, Paradise" (p' S7)' For Galloway, identity is a
construct, a resuLt of the autobiographical effort rather than a fixed
or now, but it is

my

set of traits.

in the final chapters, in which nost life stories, even of
women, begin to center nore on the subiect's own life rather than the
Even

or at least on the setf in relation to outside
insists on the "otherness" of her life' Chapter 10

shaping infLuences,

event, Galloway
shows

her town as a comnunity of relatives and friends (including the

Indians),

to center upon making life
Chapter 11 concerns the life of the town's river

whose comnercial

safe for little

girls.

activities

seem

it relates to the activities of childhood. Even here there are
inforning digressions as Galloway lists the nanes of places and rivers'

and how

lakes and towns which infor¡ned her chil'dhood'

with the river chapter, the book subtly turns to a seasonal rhythm
as Chapters 11-14 describe the life of the child in relationship to the

river in its four seasons. At all tines these chapters are filJed with
the digressions of personal opinion and aneCdote' even to an explanation
of

why Galloway gives up swimming

in niddle age, üIhen a daughter

figurel This digression Like others that bring
Galtoway's past into her present is another way in which she breaks
the chronology of her story and reninds us of the perceiving
connents on her

consciousness who

is our narrator, our autobiographer.

The short chapters continue

of her conmunÍty, as
Even

down

she

to locate Galloway's life in the life

writes of life in the school, the church etc'

the description of a typical day is principally concerned not with
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herself as central character, but with the household activities of
fenales as a group. The last chapters
memory,

become

a veritable orgy of

as if Galloway herself has lost her ability to pJ.ace them in

context as they pour onto the page one after another, finally ending

with her exclanation "what uninportant sights and sounds nake up the
queer pot-pourri

of memories!" (p. 251).

She seems to

for a noment when the

book presents us

and white photographs

of Gladstone, Manitoba.

is an elegy

mourning

give up on words

with two pages of ancient black
The

final, brief

chapter

the loss, not onì.y of her personal past, but the

brief period in which

such

frontÍer

towns existed.

Not just for Galloway, but for all four of these women, home ground

is important. Kanboureli says that "it hurts not to know where home is"
(p. 27), Clenent feels it necessary to describe the houses she lived in
and

their surroundings,

nove.

Gal.loway

is

even though her family

is constantly on the

anchored always by the concept

of the childhood hone

as "Paradise." Marlatt, who in many of her pubJ.ic statements makes

a

point of emphasizing the inportance of the home prace in her poetry,
extends

that

sense

of place into a sense of her fenininity:

'region,' I'm writing out of, is not so much pJ.ace or
days as

"my

landscape these

life as a wonan. "12

In the
and the

sane way

the true

spirit that together

home ground

make

of these

women

Ís the flesh

the self that is realized through the

autobiographical act. The kind of self expressed is in each case

that
life.

seeks through

its use of

rj::]

language

one

to express the fragmentary in

Kanboureli's and Marlatt's use of several frames of reference,

from poetry through narrative,

ì::::.

now

to diary entry indicates this effort

as
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of apparently unrelated detail

does clenent's collage

and GarJ.oway's

short paragraphs and del"iberate gossipy interruptions of her
chronologícal story with her philosophical stances.
The various forms

of digression are joined by the intimate,

sonetimes humorous voice

of the narration which through its intrusions

reninds the reader that wrÍter, narrator and subject of the work are

unity. Marlatt

and Kamboureli do

a

this prinarily through the intimacy of

the diary entries, Clement and Galloway by way of the directness of

their address to the reader, as if they were in direct oral
in conversation in the
Stein's

way

that the Alice narrator is in

connection,

Gertrude

work.

Connection

is the

supreme

value for these autobiographers, as is

illustrated by Clement's refusal to recognize the taboos of traditionaL
concealnent and disclosure, Kamboureli's preoccupation with the survival

of the past self, Marlatt's
child,

need

to express the unity of

and Galloway's nemorialization

mother and

of every part of the

childhood

experience. They break down the divisions between public and private
selves, past and present existence, the linits of individual

ego

existence and the limits between self and place. In this way they seek

a sense of comnunity.
The inportance they give

of this

sense

of

community, GalÌoway creating the

childhood home, Cfenent

her Greek self.

the "other" Ís the prinary characteristic

real

presence

of

her

of her family, Marlatt her son and KanboureLi

In the intimacy of their

addresses

to the reader they

include the reader in this sense of conmunity. They verify in their
autobiographical acts the importance of what for Nin lvas the "personal
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J.ife deeply lived. "13 For it is in the act of writing that the "depth"

of the life is explored.
speaking

The psychologist Jacques Lacan has

of the psychoanalytic act, that

truth."14 Sinilar]y, these

l^tomen

"speech

Create the

said, in

is the key to

"truth" of their lives

of writing, for in the articulation is the discovery of
their personal reality, of a feminine ground on which their sense of
through the act

self

may stand.
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CONCLUS]ON

Fron the

earliest

diarists

Canadian

we observe

that the

need

to
r.,..

stay connected is the prine motivation for writing. Elizabeth

Simcoe

writes to her daughters, Mary O'Bríen to her beloved sister, Sarah Ellen

to her personal posterity. rronically, in their attempt to keep
connection with individuals far away in space or time, they establish a

Roberts

connection

of their growing selves with the new ]and, canada. simcoe's

observation concerning "our bright canadian sun," o'Brien's fee_Iings

on

first traveling on Lake Simcoe, Roberts' imaginative identífication of
herself with the J-anguage of the spring soil of the praírie, which
to her, all indicate the growth of identity, tied to the home

"speaks"

place,

Canada.

Early

women who

their

nake

permanent home

in

Canada

find that

the

conjunction of their lives with the opening up of the country creates

opportunity for autobiographical expressÍon. Quite natural.ly they

an

choose

in which their connection with place, the activities of that
place and with beloved others, can express itself in the "historicity"

menoir

of the form. But as well,
Johnston,

find it

necessary

even the

earliest writers,

to bridge forms, in Johnstonrs

interweave the confession form with the ¡nemoir form,
express the female

life.

such as Elizabeth

lrle see

case to

in order fully to

this ear].y desire--to write

menoir,

but to include the personal confession--become a characteristic
as

wo¡nen

as far apart as Nellie Mcclung, Maria campbell and Laura

Salverson create autobiography which

"to

make

node,

is in Salverson's

words an attempt

of a personal- chronicle a more subjective therefore

more
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sensitive record of the age."

In their efforts to find forns that offer then suitably artful
disguises under which to confess the personal. life, we find
Canadian wonen using traveL accounts as

story.

I,Vomen

from Anna Jameson

to

so¡ne

the vehicle of their personal

Joyce Meyer nake use

of the form to

present parts of the personal life that are not nornally open to public

view.

As

well, Like

Susanna Moodie and Margaret Laurence, these

travelers find that Ín discovering the stranger they find the seff.
When

wonen

attention is given to the many autobiographies of

of exceptionaL achievement, the inportance of

significant "other" that aids identity formation
fore.

Wonen

Canadian

Canada as the

comes once nore

to

the

fron Georgina Binnie-Clark, through Martha Black to

Florence Bird

find in

Canada an

opportunity for personal growth

unparalleled in their former homes. In fact, it is important to note
how many Canadian autobiographers

early diarists

and menoir

are inmigrants to Canada. All of the

writers, the early travelers, several of

"achievers," and both Kamboureli and Marlatt, all

come

to

the

Canada from

other birthplaces. Laura SaLverson was born in Canada, but was taken

a child to the United States. As an adu-lt she comes home to

Canada

as

in

order to complete her identity and write her books. These women find
here a challenge to their identity that demands the imaginative

incorporation of the new land.

It is also in this regard that
tendency, as Spacks puts
lVe

find

we see most clearJ.y women's

it, to "complete the self in the inagination."

wonen such as Binnie-Cl,ark and Martha Black

creating a

personaJ.

nythology that incorporates Canada as part of the seLf-definition.

As
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well,

we see women's preoccupation

with a continuing self-conpletion

rather than perfection, as r4rornen as far apart in socia-I position

as

try to create a self that holds together
the selflessness of the traditional feminine qualities, and the

Martha Black and Ann Henry each

self-assertion involved with being an achieving woman. It is also

here

for the first ti¡ne, autobiographies by women not of the
"privileged" c.l-ass in terns of education and sociaL position. Vr/onen

that

we see,

write nenoirs infused with
a confessional element, but also add the public confrontation of apology
such as Ann Henry and Maria Canpbell not only

to the bridging of forns, as they attempt to
injustice suffered by others like
The autobiographies

of these

draw

attention to the

themseLves.
wonen represent

a turning point in

several important areas, most importantly in the person of NeLlie
Mcclung, where

for the first time is

seen a

writer consciously

struggling with the formal difficulties involved with presenting the
"wonanly" wonan and the "neür woman." Mcclung's

literariness

nakes her

relatively superior

realize this dichotony, at the sane time that

does not have an autobiographical

tradition available to her that

she

would

allow the full expression of her conplex se_lf.

Literary

style

women

struggle nore sel.f-consciously that other

and alLow the reader

to confront the problem of the

women

with

J.anguage of

personal expression, as writers from Livesay to carr attenpt to find

formal expression of the ways in which the spirit of their lives is

in the naterial,. This renains a primary consideration for
the rnost experimental of r4¡omen writers working in autobiographical

embodied

modes, since Daphne

Marlatt also expresses the need to express all

even
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life's "multiplÌcities," the ways in which life incorporates

the

spiritual in the material.
Thus

the grounded life is what these

wonen seek

to express in their

autobiographies, life grounded in place, others and activity, so that

the effectiveness of their autobiographies nust be sought not in the

in which they dranatize their paths to transcendence, but in the

way

way

they bind up the fragnents of their lives into an incorporated whole.
CanadÍan lvomen autobiographers share many

characteristics with

other wonen autobiographers. Most proninent anong these characteristÍcs

is the desire to identify their self-development with a significant
"other." Although this other is often a husband, child, parent or other
beloved person, Canada

itself or a person that represents

land often holds this position. In

"other" that Mary
who connected

some ways

Mason designates as

this is similar to

significant to

her own development with her

access

New

to

the

the

Anne Bradstreet,

England Puritan

community's development. But an important difference should be noted.

Often, for the Canadian woman, it is the land itself that is to
incorporated into her identity.

at the Canadian

scene

We

see

until faniliarity

be

this in Simcoe's desire to
makes

gaze

it "pleasing," in Robert's

poetic identification with the Alberta soil, in Black's finding of her
"Lodestar," in Binnie-Clark's description of her "virgin" nother, in
Gal.J.oway's "Paradise" and
What

in Marlatt's

Matters, she ends by saying "I

ground

(p.

am

work when

in the last

here, f.eel/

my

poem of

weight on the wet/

168).

Canadian autobiographers share

towards conpletion

of their

with other

wonen

the need to

personal ities rather than towards

work
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perfection. In this regard $ie see the

development

of a type of

narrative strategy that places the narrator not at the center of action,

or as an ironic voice outside the action, but as a perceiving
consciousness which takes

in the world around her

and embodies

it in

the

of the autobiography. Marlatt's birth story is the most dramatic
Íllustration of this stance, but other writers seek this narrative
form

method as

well.

The inportance

the disadvantages of other

of

such a stance

commonly used

is that it eliminates

narrative positions.

The

first-person narrator offers sufficient intimacy but is limited in point
of view. Mary Hiemstra portrays herself not as a first-person narrator
reporting the story of the nan lost in the storm, but tells the story

if

she were the rnan. such a stance holds on

as

to the advantage of

intimacy that first-person narration allows while giving the narrative

the expansiveness suppJ.ied by the omniscient narrator.

At the

same

tine the fenale perceiving

consciousness

is

not

distanced fron the action as is the omniscient narrator. This is not

the isolated "standing back" of the canadian nanrative stance that
warren Tallnan characterizes
consciousness

in "woLf in the snow."1 The feminine

is at all times involved

and centraL,

not in the sense of

being the nost proninent element in the action but in the sense that the
mother

is centraL in fertilization, pregnancy, birth

ELe¡nents from

and nurturing.

outside and inside the autobiographer remain thenselves,

while at the sane time they are conbined in and by the perceiving
consciousness

to create the

These two

the

"home

new embodiment,

characteristics, the

way

the autobiography.

in which the concrete fact of

place" Canada, its actual soil, is necessary to the

23'J.

personality development of nany of these

women, and

the way in which

narratÍve Stance of the "perceiving ConsCiousness" or

What may now be

called the autobiographical narrator, is being developed by these
writers, raise important questions about the way we perceive our

literary tradition.

We

a

are so often portrayed, by critics such

women

as

Tallnan and Frye, as aÌienated fron the land.2 Unlik" the native
peoples, the European inmigrant stock is seen as not knowing where

,,here,,is because of a rationalistic mind set. Yet this fear of the
environnent, the feeling of being constantly in the position of
outsider, of survivor, is not evident in Canadian

women

autobiographers.

of then, coning to canada, living here, liberates the
true personality. viewing the tradition anew through the insights of
these wonen, we nay see another attitude toward the land begin to
In fact for

energe.

many

From

the ronantic poens of Bliss

carman who does achieve a

"merging" with the Canadian environment, a nerging he caLls

a

" through the strange walking activities of the narrator
of As For Me and My House, in which she seeks sone solace in wind and
rain and prairie, to the desperate tearing at the dirt of the canadian
"vuonder-thing,

soil

undertaken by the protaganist

of surfacing in search of

her

self-definition, in all of these and nany other established works of
canadian literature, f^re can begin to see a canadian psyche, not apart
fron the land but in intinate comnunion with a difficult but splendid
other, an other that helps to create, in the perceiving consciousness'
an acceptance of things as they stand while also accomplishing a fuller
reaLization of self.
The

typical

canadian narrative stance has been seen, as a resuLt of
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our,,standingback,,position'aSanironicone.Perhapsinthe]ightof
ourknowledgeofthekindofconsciousnessbeíngdevelopedbythese
autobiographers,wemayseehowoftentheCanadiannarrativestanceis

actuatlyautobiographicalinnature'Forexample'textsfromGroversA
SearchForAmerica,Buckler'sTheMountainandtheValley'Laurence's
TheDivinerstoKroetsch,sAlibiandAtwood'sTheHandmaid'sTaletake
canadian
the form of fictional autobiographies, while the contemporary

longpoennakesde]iberateuseoftheactua]Iifeofthepoetasthe
basenaterial,whileseekinganarrativevoicethatisatonceintimate
andapartofaltthatbecomesthesubjectmatterofthepoem'Inthis
the forerunners of these
women autobiographers are not only
wâV, these

be the mode].s of Canadian
more,,estab]ished', genres, but in many ways can

literaryendeavors'Theyrepresentnotonlyabodyof].iteraturethat
weneedtoincorporateintotheestablishedtradition,butalsotheir
inclusionwi]]a]]owforaful]erunderstandingofourtradition'
Finally,criticsconcernedwÍthfindinginCanadianliterature
rational'ly orÍented'
evidence of the modern consciousness, one less

one

lessconcernedwithego-seff,andmoreconcernedwithÍtsintegrated
placeintheworLdofothersandthephysicalenvironment'mayfind
work of Canadian women
ample naterial for such a search in the
autobiographers.Fromthenosttiterari]y''naive,''suchasMarguerite
such as Daphne Marlatt'
clement, to the nost literarily "sophisticated,"

theyrepresentavoicethatverifiesCarolGilligan'sconc]usiononthe
natureofthefema]evoice:,,inthedifferentvoiceofwonenliesthe
and
truth of an ethic of care, the tie between reLationship
of
responsibility, and the origins of aggression in the failure
connection" (P. 173)'
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'Northrop Frye, "Haunted by Lack of Ghosts: Some patterns in the
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